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Introduction 

 

1. The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland is Scotland’s national conservatoire and an 

international centre of excellence for performing and production arts education. 

 

2. Since our foundation in 1847 as the Glasgow Athenaeum, we have evolved to 

become one of the world’s leading multi-disciplinary conservatoires, offering 

specialised and intensive education in all of the performing and production arts:  

dance, drama, music (classical, jazz, traditional), production and film, as well as 

performing arts education.   

 

3. Because of its range of provision, the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland is unique in 

the UK, and one of very few multi-disciplinary conservatoires internationally.  The 

learning experience that we offer … 

•  is immersive and entirely vocational – our students are here to develop as 

professionals in a proto-professional environment with full-time, part-time 

and visiting practitioners of national and international standing, through 

whom we forge a symbiotic relationship with the industries that we exist to 

serve and lead;  

•  focuses on the pursuit of excellence – our students’ success or failure 

depends critically on the quality of what they do, in ways rarely seen in other 

learning environments; 

•  is intensive – our students practise their specialist discipline daily, often for 

several hours at a time and throughout ‘vacation’ periods – their discipline 

becomes an extension and expression of themselves;  

•  is highly specialised – our students learn their art and craft in small classes, 

supported by one-to-one tuition provided by specialist teachers;   

•  is about diversifying art forms and disciplines – our students are 

challenged to transcend established disciplinary boundaries and so to 

develop new art forms through collaborative working; 

•  is highly individualised – our students’ programmes are, to a considerable 

extent, tailored to meet their individual needs;  

•  engages the whole person – our curriculum makes aesthetic, academic, 

emotional and physical demands of our students;  

•  is elite but not elitist – our students come from all walks of life as we strive 

to promote fair access to high quality education;  
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•  embodies praxis – our students study theory and practice so that the one 

informs the other, and this forms the foundation of our research, which 

informs our teaching and learning;   

•  is international in outlook – in the pursuit of excellence, our students 

benefit from the international partnerships we cultivate and the cultural 

diversity we promote;  

•  is rooted in Scotland – our staff and students play a pivotal role in promoting 

Scotland’s cultural vibrancy, nationally and internationally.   

 

4. The Conservatoire is more than an institution of higher education.  We are one of 

Scotland’s busiest performing arts centres, with more than 500 public 

performances each year across our five professional venues.  We welcome around 

55,000 members of the public every year to witness the artistic development of our 

talented and passionate students, performing in our venues, around Scotland, and 

internationally.  We are committed to our role in nurturing talent, creativity and 

active citizenship through engagement in the performing arts, from pre-school to 

third age, from communities across, and furth of Scotland.   

 

5. Glasgow is well known as a city of culture, and it is home to four of Scotland’s five 

National Companies – the Royal Scottish National Orchestra, Scottish Opera, the 

National Theatre of Scotland, and Scottish Ballet – while the Scottish Chamber 

Orchestra is based in Edinburgh.  The Conservatoire has dynamic working 

relationships with all five National Companies, in addition to an all-encompassing 

partnership with the BBC.   

 

6. ‘People make Glasgow’.  And our staff and students ‘make’ the Conservatoire.  As 

a community, we embrace and are motivated by:  

• inclusivity, diversity and individuality;  

• disciplinary excellence and innovative trans-disciplinary collaboration;  

• breaking down barriers and challenging boundaries;  

• the advancement of creative citizenship and leadership across the 

performing arts for our nation and for the wider world.   

 

7.  We welcome the ELIR Review Team to engage with our vibrant academic and 

artistic community at work, and we look forward to sharing in dialogue that will 

further enhance our students’ learning experience.   

https://peoplemakeglasgow.com/
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BA Musical Theatre students rehearse Cabaret in 
the newly opened drama rehearsal rooms at the 
Wallace Studios.
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1 Contextual information about the Royal Conservatoire of 
Scotland, student population and the review 

 

1.1 Summary information about the Conservatoire  
 including strategic framework, organisational structure 

 

Background information about the Conservatoire 

8.  The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland is a small specialist institution (as designated 

by the Scottish Funding Council, SFC), dedicated to the promotion of excellence 

in performing arts education.  We were granted taught degree awarding powers by 

the Privy Council in 1994; our research degrees are awarded by the University of 

St Andrews through a collaborative agreement established in 2000.  

 

9. The Conservatoire has 1,212 degree students from 63 countries, across 11 

undergraduate programmes, nine taught postgraduate programmes, and our 

research degrees.  (See breakdown at Appendix A.) 

 

10. In addition, the Conservatoire has c. 3,800 non-degree students supported by our 

Junior Conservatoire, Music Centres, Transitions, Lifelong Learning and Widening 

Access to the Creative Industries programmes for young people and adults – in 

broad terms, our outreach activities (see breakdown at ¶158). 

 

11. The Conservatoire has a relatively small body of full-time academic staff, and a 

large number of part-time academic staff (discussed at ¶321).  The following table 

shows the Conservatoire’s staffing profile:  

Staffing Profile Headcount FTE 

Full-Time Academic Staff 118 93.4 

Part-Time Academic Staff (HE) 267  

Part-Time Academic Staff (pre-HE) 256  

Support Staff 214 180.3 

Total 855  

 

12.  The Conservatoire occupies two purpose-built buildings in Glasgow city centre:  a 

main building on Renfrew Street, and the Wallace Studios at Speirs Locks, ten 

minutes’ walk away from the Renfrew Street building.   
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13.  Our change of name in 2011 from the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama 

to the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland reflected our desire to more accurately 

convey our identity as a multi-disciplinary conservatoire for the 21st century.  The 

following overview provides a brief chronological account of the Conservatoire’s 

corporate identity:   

1847 The Glasgow Athenaeum 

1929 The Scottish National Academy of Music 

1944 Royal Scottish Academy of Music 

1950 establishment of the Glasgow College of Dramatic Art 

1968 Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama 

2011 Royal Conservatoire of Scotland 

 

The Conservatoire’s overarching strategic priorities and strategic 
framework 

14.  Our status as the national conservatoire places a particular responsibility upon us 

in respect of the nation’s cultural life – a responsibility that informs our strategic 

planning and development.   

 

15. Our Strategic Plan (AIS 7), ‘Delivering a Defining Performance’ (2015–2020), sets 

out our vision ‘to be Scotland’s globally-recognised and inspirational leader in 

learning for the performing arts, attracting and nurturing the best Scottish and 

international creative talent’.  The Plan is based on four strategic pillars:   

•  driving focused excellence;  

•  promoting equality and diversity;  

•  advancing lifelong learning;  

•  embracing our role as a national and international performing arts institution.   

 

16.  The Strategic Plan is supported by a series of Operational Plans and these are 

supplemented by the Conservatoire’s Outcome Agreement (AIS 8) which, in 

common with every other Scottish Higher Education Institution, is concluded with 

the SFC on an annual basis.  Essentially, the Outcome Agreement sets out, in 

terms of current Scottish Government and SFC priorities, what the Conservatoire 

will do in return for continued SFC funding (see further at ¶426).  Current Outcome 

Agreements include commitments in respect of:    

•  access to education for people from the widest range of backgrounds; 

•  high quality learning; 

•  internationally competitive and impactful research; 

https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Strategic-Plan-full-version.pdf
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•  effective knowledge exchange and innovation; and  

•  quality assurance and HE governance. 

 
Organisational structure 

17.  The Conservatoire is structured into the following academic and support units: 
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18.  The following organisational chart shows the reporting lines of the Conservatoire’s 

senior management and, in the shaded area, the composition of the Conservatoire 

Senior Management Team (CSMT):   
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19.  Since ELIR 3, there have been significant changes in senior personnel, both in 

terms of individuals occupying senior roles and in the roles themselves:  five of the 

nine posts that make up the Senior Management Team are occupied by new 

appointees, most notably our Principal, Professor Jeffrey Sharkey, who succeeded 

Professor John Wallace in autumn 2014.  The other new post-holders are: 

•  Assistant Principal 

•  Director of Fair Access (formerly Director of Academic Innovation) 

•  Director of External Relations 

•  Director of Music.   

 

 Senior Management Roles and Responsibilities 

20. Professor Jeffrey Sharkey. The Principal is the Conservatoire’s chief executive 

and is accountable to the Board of Governors (of which he is a member) for the 

effective and efficient operation of the Conservatoire in all of its aspects.  The 

Principal convenes the Academic Board, the Senior Management Team (CSMT) 

and the Equality and Diversity Forum.    

 

21. Dr Lois Fitch. The Assistant Principal is responsible for the quality of the student 

experience and underpinning quality assurance and enhancement processes.  The 

Assistant Principal convenes the Quality and Standards Committee (QSC) and line 

manages the Directors of School and Fair Access, the Head of Research and 

Knowledge Exchange, the Academic Registrar, and the Head of Information 

Services.  The Assistant Principal is the Conservatoire’s Quality Assurance Officer.   

 

22. Mr Hugh Hodgart, Director of Drama, Dance, Production and Film, and 

Dr Gordon Munro, Director of Music, are responsible for the direction and 

management of all aspects of the activity of their respective Schools.  They 

convene School Management Teams and line manage Heads of 

Department/Programme in their respective Schools.   

 

23. Mr Andrew Comrie.  The Director of Fair Access, is responsible for the promotion 

of fair access and postgraduate learning and teaching programmes.    

 

24. Mr Alan Smith.  The Director of Finance and Estates is responsible for the 

Conservatoire’s treasury and budgetary processes, and for the maintenance and 

development of the Conservatoire’s estates.  The Director of Finance and Estates 

convenes the Conservatoire’s Risk Management Committee.     
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25. Ms Janette Harkess.  The Director of External Relations is responsible for the 

Conservatoire’s communications strategy, marketing, box office, events, 

internationalisation and fundraising.  

 

26. Ms Jackie Russell.  The Director of Human Resources is responsible for ensuring 

that all HR processes are fit for purpose.  The role is responsible for ensuring that 

Equality and Diversity, Health, Safety and Wellbeing and Child Protection are 

embedded in the Conservatoire and in the behaviours of staff and students. 

 

27. Mr Ewan Hainey.  Secretary to the Board of Governors and the Senior 

Management Team and responsible for a number of tasks that flow from those 

roles.   

 

Developments in the Conservatoire Senior Management Team 

28. The then Deputy Principal retired in July 2016 and the role was not replaced – 

duties attached to it were allocated to other members of the Senior Management 

Team.  The role of Quality Assurance Officer, previously incorporated into the role 

of Deputy Principal, was taken by the Director of Music.  However, informed by the 

reflective process of preparing for ELIR, it was subsequently agreed that there was 

a requirement for an Assistant Principal post with overall responsibility for (amongst 

other strategic accountabilities) quality assurance and enhancement.  Dr Lois Fitch 

was duly appointed and took up her role in January 2018 and is now the 

Conservatoire’s designated Quality Assurance Officer. 

 

29. As part of that augmentation of the academic leadership capacity of the Senior 

Management Team, it was also agreed that the role of Director of Academic 

Innovation should be focussed on the promotion of fair access and so that post 

was re-designated as Director of Fair Access – it was also reduced to a 0.4 FTE.  

Responsibility for Information Services and the Junior Conservatoire, which 

formerly lay with the Director of Academic Innovation, were allocated to the 

Assistant Principal and Directors of School respectively.   
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1.2 Composition, key trends and anticipated changes in the student 
population  

 including information on retention, progression and outcomes 

 

The student population 

30.  The Conservatoire has a distinctive student profile.  The vast majority of 

undergraduate students are school leavers (78% of UK-domiciled UG entrants in 

2017/18).  We attract a particular type of applicant who has already dedicated a 

significant proportion of their life to training in their specialist discipline.  This is 

most notable in our BMus and BA Modern Ballet programmes, applicants to which 

begin training as young as four or five years old.  Other programmes, which may 

not require an explicit level of classical training, are highly competitive with, for 

example, applicant ratios of 54:1 for our BA Acting programme and 26:1 for our 

BA Musical Theatre programme.  Production programmes tend to have higher 

numbers of applicants who have taken the time to hone their skills in preparation 

for the demands of a degree programme by pursuing an HNC or HND.  In all, this 

results in a student body that has a clear and insightful focus and determination.   

 

 

31.  The following table shows the current student population by comparison with 

2012/13 (the date of our last ELIR):   

Total Student Numbers 2012/13 2017/18 Headcount 
change 

% change 
in 

Headcount 

Undergraduate  

Programmes 
752 897 +145 +19.3% 

Postgraduate  

Taught Programmes 
166 286 +120 +72.3% 

Postgraduate  

Research Programmes 
16 29 +13 +81.3% 

Total 934 1,212 +278 +29.7% 

 

32.  Appendix A gives the current student population by programme, with details of 

each programme.  Appendix B shows the composition of the student population by 

comparison with 2012/13.   

 

There is this real sense of everyone being here because they want to be here 

which makes the whole learning experience a nourishing and exciting 

experience. 

Year 4 student 
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Key trends and anticipated changes in the student population 

33.  Student numbers and trends are considered by the Student Recruitment Group 

and CSMT.  Overall, the Conservatoire has seen a growth in student numbers of 

almost 30% in the last five years.  The postgraduate population has seen the 

largest proportional growth; the undergraduate programmes have had the greatest 

headcount increase, particularly in the School of Music.  The implications of this 

growth on student experience, learning and teaching, and the management of 

quality are referenced below in relation to our contextualised areas of focus (¶85).   

 

34. This growth in student numbers has come about in large part as a result of an 

increase in the number of SFC funded places.  Persuaded by our arguments 

regarding the demand for Scottish-domiciled and EU students to study here, the 

SFC awarded the Conservatoire an additional 28 funded places specifically for 

undergraduate music students from 2015/16.  A further 37 funded places have also 

been provided since 2014/15 in support of widening access.  The Conservatoire 

also bid successfully to the SFC for 24 additional postgraduate numbers to 

introduce the MA Learning & Teaching (Gaelic Arts) and the MEd Learning & 

Teaching (Performing Arts); and for 8 funded places to introduce the 

BA Performance in British Sign Language and English.  So, in total, the 

Conservatoire has benefitted from an additional 96 SFC funded places (8% of UG 

and PG taught student numbers).  We view that as an endorsement by the SFC of 

the Conservatoire’s quality and effectiveness.  The additional funded places also 

ensure that growth is appropriately resourced since, in the Conservatoire’s funding 

model, resources follow the student.  Notwithstanding the application of additional 

SFC funded places, successive budget rounds have resulted in largely ‘flat grant’ 

settlements from the SFC, meaning a cut in real terms (in common with every other 

Scottish HEI).  This has increased pressure to recruit more fee-paying students 

(i.e. rUK, international and postgraduate), to grow the income base.  The extra 

funded places and additional fee-paying students have resulted in a general 

increase in our student numbers.   

 

35. We believe that international student recruitment represents a vital (in all sense of 

the word) element of the Conservatoire’s vibrant cultural mix.  International 

students bring with them fresh insights in performance and production and all 

students (and staff) benefit from that diversity, for example in sharing and 

understanding the differing approaches to learning and teaching that underpin our 
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art forms in different parts of the world (actor training in the USA and strings 

pedagogy in Eastern Europe are very different from the UK).   

 

36. Our masters’ student numbers have expanded significantly, not least due to the 

introduction of our MEd programme, in 2015.  That innovative programme is a 

manifestation of our commitment to enhance the quality of learning and teaching 

in performing arts education across Scotland.  Other areas of our masters’ 

provision have also seen a planned increase in student recruitment, facilitating 

critical mass in subject disciplines, as well as a community of artists engaged in 

exploring ‘critical artistry’ through personal research (see ¶215f).   

 

37. The growth in research students is a reflection of the maturity and quality of our 

research environment.  We believe that the entire academic/artistic community is 

enriched by our increasingly diverse community of research students.  This growth 

has been carefully managed and underpinned by the availability of appropriate 

supervision (see further at ¶218ff).  The Conservatoire has also invested in both 

academic and support staff to support and stimulate this growth.  Our strong 

relationship with the University of St Andrews has also contributed to our 

developing research degrees profile (see ¶490f).   

 

38.  There has been an increase in the proportion and number of students with 

disabilities over the period (see further discussion at ¶139 and 209ff).   

 

39. Over the last seven years, we have seen a significant increase in recruitment from 

areas of Scotland defined by the lowest two quintiles of the Scottish Index of 

Multiple Deprivation (i.e. ‘SIMD 20/40’) – a direct result of our successful initiatives 

in this area, which reflect Scottish Government and SFC priorities, as well as the 

Conservatoire’s own ethos (see further at ¶147ff):   

 2009/10 2016/17 Headcount 
change 

% change 

SIMD 20+40 students 

(as % of Scottish-Domiciled 
Undergraduate Entrants) 

26 

(19.1%) 

42 

(28.2%) 
+16 +62% 

SIMD 20 students only 

(as % of Scottish-Domiciled 
Undergraduate Entrants) 

10 

(7.4%) 

18 

(14.6%) 
+8 +80% 

 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/SIMD
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/SIMD
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40. In particular, there has been an 80% increase in the number of students recruited 

annually from SIMD 20 areas.  It is the Scottish Government’s stated ambition that, 

by 2020, 10% of Scottish-domiciled university entrants should come from SIMD 20 

areas, rising to 20% by 2030.  We have already exceeded the 2020 target.  We 

believe that this is a very positive outcome (particularly when considered in the 

context of high progression rates; see ¶46f), and that it supports the SFC’s 

investment in additional funded places for widening access and Transitions 

funding.   

 

41. We will continue our efforts to facilitate increased participation of those from SIMD 

20/40 postcode areas, with a particular focus on SIMD 20.  In doing that we will 

take account of the recommendations of the Commission on Widening Access 

(CoWA), reported in ‘A Blueprint for Fairness’ (see further discussion at ¶162ff).   

 

42. The CSMT is currently engaged in an exercise to plan student numbers for the next 

five years.  However, this is complicated by the as-yet unknown impact of Brexit.  

Our EU student numbers (see below) have seen considerable growth in the last 

ten years but we anticipate that this growth is unlikely to be sustained post-Brexit 

if, as expected, EU students will have to pay international fees to study in the UK.  

We also have no indication as to the SFC’s intentions with regard to undergraduate 

funded places beyond 2019/20 which, currently, are open to both Scottish and EU 

students.   
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43. Scenario planning to mitigate any potential negative impact of Brexit upon our 

student numbers includes: 

•  planning for an increase in Scottish-domiciled students across all 

undergraduate programmes; 

•  the possibility of developing new programmes; and 

•  building on our increasingly successful international recruitment.   

 

44. We are currently developing an International Strategy.  The purpose of this is to 

define an evidence-based and sustainable approach to the Conservatoire’s 

international activity, to enhance our reputation and reach while underpinning 

institutional sustainability.  It will identify operational priorities in terms of 

recruitment, partnership activity and staff engagement, and consider priorities for 

actions, time and resource. 

 

45. We are working to further increase the proportion of black, Asian and minority 

ethnic (BAME) applicants and students (see further at ¶144).  

 

Progression and Retention 

46. The following chart shows the percentage of all students eligible to progress to the 

next stage of each programme, or to graduate from the programme (the Student 

Achievement Rate, SAR) for the last five years, identified by academic unit: 
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47. The overall Student Achievement Rate for 2016/17 was 93.6%, up 0.3% on 

2015/16.  Apart from a dip in Music in 2013/14, our SARs in the SoDDPF and SoM 

are well above 90%, indicating the continuing effectiveness of our learning 

environment in the context of growing student numbers.  (For more detail, see 

AIS 4b.)   

 

48. The SAR for our postgraduate learning and teaching programmes (the PGCert, 

introduced in 2007/08, and the MEd in 2015) has fluctuated over the period, but is 

on a broadly rising trajectory.  The PG learning and teaching programmes are our 

only part-time programmes and are delivered largely through distance learning.  

No directly comparable sectoral statistics are available for part-time masters’ 

programmes; however, it is understood that retention rates for part-time/distance 

learning programmes will be lower than for traditional full-time programmes.  The 

nearest comparable statistic is the ‘continuation rate’1 for part-time first degree 

entrants in Scotland which, in 2014/15, was much lower, at 61.1%.  The Quality 

and Standards Committee is currently establishing the reasons for the lower 

retention rates in our part-time population, and the Programme Team is seeking to 

improve them.   

 

49. In our last Reflective Analysis (2013), we stated that ‘With the advent of the new 

curriculum, the introduction of Transitions Tutors and the Learning Contract, we 

                                                 
1  Based on HESA data for ‘Non-continuation rates of part-time entrants after second year at HE 

provider’ (accessed 5/2/18).   

https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/students/continuation-rates
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/students/continuation-rates
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are confident, but not complacent, that the encouraging [Student Achievement 

Rates] returned in recent years will be maintained.’  Our positive SARs confirm that 

view.   

 

50. The following table shows the Conservatoire’s retention rates for undergraduate 

progression from Year 1 to Year 2 for Scots domiciled full-time students (as derived 

from HESA) over the last five years:  

Year  All Scots-
domiciled UG 

students 

SIMD 20/40 
students 

2012/13  91% 89% 

2013/14 98% 100% 

2014/15 100% 100% 

2015/16 92% 97% 

2016/17 97% 96% 

 

51. The retention rates are very high and there is no consistent difference between the 

rates for SIMD students and other Scottish students.  In the context of rising 

student numbers and, in particular, growing numbers of SIMD students who face 

additional challenges (there has been a 62% increase in SIMD students over the 

last seven years, see ¶39), we consider this to be an indication of the continuing 

effectiveness of the student experience at this crucial transition point.   

 

52. In addition to SARs, we monitor cohort completion rates, and flag areas of interest 

for programmes to consider in terms of enhancement (see AIS 4b vii–x).  Since 

ELIR 3, we have seen an increase in the number of students suspending studies, 

and we have adopted an increasingly flexible approach for students facing 

challenging circumstances, to facilitate their successful completion of the 

programme (see ¶170 and footnote). 

 

53. We remain committed to the maintenance of these excellent progression and 

retention rates, which we view as evidence of the excellence of our learning 

environment and of the quality and level of support available to all of our students.  

Our aim in respect of progression and retention of students from SIMD 20/40 data 

zones and for all categories of protected characteristics is the same as for the 

whole student population, i.e. at least 95%. 
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Outcomes 

54. The following table shows our Programme Award Profile for the last two years:  

Degree Classifications  

2016/17 1st 2.1 2.2 3rd 

RCS 38.9% 50.0% 11.1% 0% 

UK Average 25.8% 49.1% 20.3% 4.9% 

2015/16 1st 2.1 2.2 3rd 

RCS  31.8% 54.6% 13.6% 0% 

UK Average  23.6% 49.6% 21.7% 5.1% 

 

55. Our proportion of first-class awards is higher than the UK average; however, it is 

modest in comparison with that of other UK conservatoires:  

 

56. The latest HESA Destination of Leavers (DLHE) data (for 2015/16) shows that 

97.1% of Conservatoire respondents (across undergraduate and postgraduate) 

were in work or further study six months after graduation – the highest rate of any 

Scottish HEI.  (The total for the Scottish HE sector was 91%.)  Of those 

undergraduates in work, 91.5% were in ‘positive destinations’ (i.e. a professional 

or graduate destination, according to HESA’s definition; the total for the Scottish 

HE sector was 72%); and 90% of undergraduates and 88% of postgraduates stated 

that their employment was related to the performing arts.  We view these very 

positive statistics as evidence of the effectiveness of our proto-professional 

learning environment and of the excellence of our support for employability and 

entrepreneurialism (see further at ¶195ff).   
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57. 42% of our SoM undergraduate students progress to further study, often here or at 

another conservatoire.  This is particularly true for aspiring opera singers, who, in 

a trend seen internationally, generally progress from BMus to MMus Performance 

and then on to a further master’s programme specialising in opera – generally eight 

years of HE study.  Our BMus and MMus programmes are aligned in terms of 

progression, with further specialisation a key consideration of the master’s 

programme.  The MA (Music) programme was validated in 2013/14 as a 1-year FT 

alternative to the 2-year FT MMus for those students who would prefer a 12-month 

intensive programme (see also ¶168 and footnote).   

 

 

1.3 Commentary on the preparation for the ELIR 
 including confirmation of the nature and rationale for the contextualised range of 

topics included in the self-evaluation 

 Impact of the institution's approach to engaging students in ELIR preparations  

 

How the Reflective Analysis was prepared and approved  

58. The Academic Board established an ad hoc working group – the Institutional 

Review Team (IRT) – to guide the production of this Reflective Analysis and to co-

ordinate preparations for the ELIR.  Membership of the IRT is as follows:   

•  Principal (Convenor)  •  Director of DDPF 

•  Quality Assurance Officer •  Head of BMus and CCS (SoM)  

•  Director of Fair Access •  Head of Traditional Music (SoM) 

•  Director of Music  •  SU President  

•  Academic Registrar •  Secretary 

•  Head of Research and Knowledge Exchange 

•  Head of Performance Pedagogy (SoDDPF) 

•  Head of Information Services 

 

59. The Academic Board has maintained oversight of the preparations for ELIR and 

has received progress reports from the Institutional Review Team, which has met 

regularly since April 2017.   

 

I feel that once I graduate I will be able to work and thrive within the arts 

sector and that is because of the training I have received from the RCS. 

Year 4 student 
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60. This Reflective Analysis is the collaborative work of colleagues from across the 

Conservatoire.  Its drafting has been informed by consultation meetings with each 

of the academic units (School of Music; School of Drama, Dance, Production and 

Film; Directorate of Fair Access; Research and Knowledge Exchange); with the SU 

Council, and the Department of Academic Administration and Support (AAS); and 

by input from the Institutional Review Team and the Academic Board.  Drafts were 

edited by the Head of Research and Knowledge Exchange.  Following initial 

approval by the Institutional Review Team, drafts were considered by the 

Conservatoire Senior Management Team, members of the School Management 

Teams, the Quality and Standards Committee, the Academic Board and by 

volunteer student readers.  Further feedback from these groups and individuals 

informed the final version, which was approved by the Academic Board.   

 

61. Engagement with the Institutional Review Team, and with the management teams 

of the four academic units, and with AAS in the preparation of this Reflective 

Analysis accounts for consultation with around 39 academic staff and 19 support 

staff, i.e. around one third of our full-time academic staff and 9% of our support 

staff.  Therefore, we are confident that this Reflective Analysis represents an 

accurate and honest account of the Conservatoire community’s view of itself.  

Further briefings will be held with staff and students in preparation for the Planning 

and Review Visits.   

 

62. Preparation for ELIR has taken place in parallel with intensive work on our 

undergraduate curriculum review (see ¶92ff), which has informed the views 

expressed in this Reflective Analysis.  The latter project is itself enhancement-led 

and, between them, both ELIR and curriculum review will have engaged virtually 

all of our academic staff.  The BMus programme was successfully reviewed on 

11  January 2018 (see AIS 2a iii), and the Programme Team is now engaged in 

staff development activities.  The other undergraduate programmes will be 

reviewed in March 2018, and the outcomes of these reviews will be available to 

the ELIR Review Team during its visits.   
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 Impact of the Conservatoire’s approach to engaging students in ELIR 
preparations 

63. In engaging students in preparation for ELIR, we have been mindful of advice from 

sparqs (Student Partnership in Quality Scotland) to Students’ Unions that ELIR 

should not be seen as a ‘big thing’, but rather as a normal part of ongoing quality 

enhancement work.   

 

64. Students have been engaged throughout the process of preparing for ELIR through 

their representatives on the Students’ Union Council.  The SU President is a 

member of the ELIR Institutional Review Team; he and the Vice President are 

members of the Academic Board; and two other students are members of the 

Quality and Standards Committee.  Student views have informed the drafting of 

this Reflective Analysis through these three committees; through two consultation 

meetings with the SU Council; and through a focus group meeting on the review of 

the Quality Assurance Handbook.  Student volunteers have read drafts of the 

Reflective Analysis and have contributed directly to its development:  the Review 

Team will ‘hear’ the student voice throughout this document, including 

observations by the volunteer readers, and quotations from student feedback.   

 

65. As the SU President notes below, student engagement is ‘a normal part of 

Conservatoire activity’, so student engagement in preparation for ELIR has not 

involved any significant additional effort.  However, concurrent with ELIR, students 

have been engaged in the review of our undergraduate programmes (‘curriculum 

review’), an essential aspect of which is student consultation to inform programme 

developments, and student participation in thematic workshops (see ¶109).  There 

is a clear relationship between the processes of ELIR and curriculum review in their 

shared focus of enhancing the student learning experience.   

 

66. The SU President has been fully engaged throughout the process of preparing for 

ELIR.  In the spirit of partnership that defines the Conservatoire’s approach to 

student engagement, the SU President has provided the following commentary on 

the impact of engaging students in ELIR preparations.   

 

67. The ELIR process has been embedded into current student engagement 

approaches through highlighting to students involved in sparqs training, meetings 

with the Student Union Council (SU Council) and Executive Committee. The 

Conservatoire already has extensive student consultation approaches established 

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/
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and/or enhanced through the Curriculum Reform project, with student engagement 

a normal part of Conservatoire activity. 

 

68. The Quality Assurance Officer briefed the SU Council on two occasions, seeking 

responses on contextualisation themes and updating representatives on ELIR 

development.  There was an appetite by the Council to filter concerns back to the 

Quality Assurance Officer on issues such as adequate and efficient use of space, 

organisation and communication within certain departments and lack of 

collaborative activity within certain programmes.  Some of these comments have 

been filtered into work towards a Student Partnership Agreement whilst other areas 

will join discussions within the programme reviews.  

 

69. For the Union the ELIR process has highlighted an area for development within its 

approach to innovative student engagement.  The Student Union is led by one 

Sabbatical Officer with administrative support through the Academic Administration 

and Support department through a 0.5 FTE administrator.  Due to this small 

resource, alongside students operating in a proto-professional environment, the 

ability to engage with the process was limited.  With this in mind the reliance upon 

an effective Council within the ELIR process the Student Union President saw fit 

to undertake an effectiveness review of the Student Union Council.  The data can 

be seen below: 

 

 

70. This was a positive development of self-reflexivity for the Union and demonstrates 

the perceived effectiveness of the Council.  

 

71. From this exercise, alongside comments from within Student Union Council 

meetings, the Student Union President has undertaken positive steps to improve 

communication to the wider student body on the way in which the SU Council 

makes changes.  Part of this was to develop visibility of the SU Council more to 

the wider student body including featured blog posts and images on the work that 
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we do.  The Student Union President will continue to work with the Council to 

improve understanding given the notable restriction of resource as mentioned 

above.  

 Will Stringer, SU President 

 

The Conservatoire’s contextualised areas of focus 

72. The Conservatoire’s context is an exciting and dynamic one, with particular 

strengths and challenges.  As noted above (¶8), we are a small, specialist 

institution – the smallest in Scotland – committed to excellence in practice, with a 

sector-leading employability rate for our graduates (¶56), and a unique multi-

disciplinary environment that caters to contemporary professional arts practice 

more readily than traditional models of learning and teaching – such as teaching 

in disciplinary ‘silos’ – which limit student opportunity in an increasingly multi-

disciplinary profession.  Forms of employment that might have been the ‘norm’ a 

decade and more ago, such as contracted permanent orchestral employment or 

membership of a performing arts company have become less readily available as 

arts organisations themselves have adapted to changes in how they relate to 

audiences and communities (for example through educational and outreach 

projects, and the creation of new, trans-disciplinary work).  The portfolio career and 

artistic hybridity have superseded ‘traditional’ performing arts roles.  This 

necessitates a learning and teaching approach that prioritises adaptability 

alongside excellence, inculcating collaborative practice and cross-disciplinary 

initiatives.  We promote a proto-professional environment and seek to enhance this 

through our embedded quality processes, inviting input from students, staff, 

partners and industry professionals. 

 

73. Two guiding principles underpin our work as an institution.  These have been 

selected as our contextualisation themes because they represent both strategic 

priorities and everyday core values and practices: 

a) Performing Arts Excellence, interpreted broadly as Praxis (the interrelation 

of practice and theory in learning) contextualised in the Conservatoire’s 

proto-professional environment; and  

b) The Promotion of Fair Access as a means to enriching student, and 

therefore creative, diversity in the learning and teaching environment 

(including, for example, the diversity of learning, teaching, assessment and 

feedback methods).   
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74. Praxis is identified as one of six Principles that underpin our curriculum (see 

AIS 10, p. 5).  It informs the development of our learning, teaching and research, 

and thus, the quality of our student experience.  This is a timely moment to reflect 

on this theme, since we are currently reviewing our undergraduate programmes (a 

process referred to as ‘curriculum review’, the successor to Curriculum Reform; 

see ¶92).   

 

 

75. The Promotion of Fair Access is a major strategic objective for the 

Conservatoire.  We have long since rejected a common association between 

specialist education and perceived ‘elitism’ in our strategic identity, planning and 

delivery of learning and teaching, and the student experience.  Rather, we have 

been engaged in initiatives in this area for many years.  (Please see ¶148 for links 

to video testimonies of two Transitions students now on degree programmes at the 

Conservatoire.)  Whilst these initiatives have been successful, we acknowledge 

that the promotion of fair access presents particular challenges for a conservatoire, 

especially in the context of diminishing support for performing arts education in 

schools.   

  

76. We believe that these principles can co-exist productively in our proto-professional 

environment, albeit that there can be tension between them.  Both themes feature 

in the Conservatoire’s Strategic Plan:  praxis underpins the first pillar, ‘Driving 

Focused Excellence’; and the promotion of fair access underpins the second and 

third pillars, ‘Promoting Equality and Diversity’ and ‘Advancing Lifelong Learning’.  

This Reflective Analysis addresses how these themes impact on our learning and 

teaching, our quality processes, and, as a consequence, our enhancement of the 

student experience. 

 

77. We have an established programme of fair access, which we seek to enhance still 

further, and our work in this respect is recognised, and supported, by the SFC.  We 

have already exceeded the Commission on Widening Access target threshold 

intake of students from the lowest SIMD quintile for 2020, two years early.  We do 

I believe that Praxis is the vital difference between being an artist and simply 

being a technician.  The teaching of praxis within the RCS is clear within each 

and every lesson and it makes students consider the whole nature of their art 

form in such a way that can only be beneficial and essential. 

 Year 4 student 

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
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not engage with fair access initiatives because it is expected of us, but because 

we believe that it is absolutely fundamental to producing resourceful performing 

artists of quality and originality, and because it is our responsibility as the national 

conservatoire of Scotland to do so.  We believe that excellence is enhanced by a 

diverse student population, which brings with it experience, open-mindedness, 

commitment to achieve and versatility. 

 

78. The two contextualisation themes point to a number of areas of focus for this 

Reflective Analysis.  Following discussion at Institutional Review Team (with the 

involvement of the SU President) and Academic Board, consultations were held 

with the SU Council and with the management teams of the four academic units 

(see ¶60) to discuss the contextualisation themes, and to identify any particular 

issues that should be taken into consideration in the production of the Reflective 

Analysis.  Further discussion with our QAA Scotland Officer has assisted in refining 

these themes and areas of focus.  Where areas of focus are drawn out explicitly in 

the Reflective Analysis, and where they speak to the contextualisation themes, 

they will be referenced accordingly in the section sub-heading; where a specific 

paragraph links to an area of focus, the appropriate number (e.g. ‘[1]’), will be 

referenced within the paragraph.    

 

 1.  The national conservatoire 

79. As Scotland’s national conservatoire, it is our strategic imperative to offer the full 

range of performing art forms, and to facilitate our students’ development of the 

skills needed for trans-disciplinary collaboration, with all the rich and limitless 

possibilities that brings for their future careers.  With the support of the SFC, we 

have extended the range of our provision over the years as a manifestation of our 

national responsibility for the development of the performing and production arts.  

We also partner with the National Companies and, through engagement with them, 

and with our professionally active staff, and through public performance, students 

experience a distinctive proto-professional learning environment.  Our status as 

the national conservatoire has implications for all aspects of our activity, especially 

trans-disciplinary collaboration and employability (¶195ff), our proto-professional 

learning environment (¶227 et passim), and our collaborative activity (§5).   

 

80. Strengths and aspects of good practice related to this area of focus include: 

•  the  emphasis we place on trans-disciplinary collaboration and the creation 

and performance of new work within programmes (¶197, 240);  
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•  our permeability and connectedness with the cultural industries (¶200); 

•  our extensive involvement of industry practitioners, creating a dynamic, 

evolving (and thereby enhanced) proto-professional learning environment 

(¶259);  

•  our support for and levels of employability and entrepreneurship (¶56, 195ff);  

•  the development of ‘Bridge Week’ as a means of developing student 

autonomy and employability (¶203);  

•  the quality, range and dialogic nature of our partnerships (¶470ff, 491);  

•  our students’ exposure to public performance opportunities (¶227, 230, 238, 

428; see also AIS 14); and 

•  our use of one-to-one teaching, small cohorts, and the creation of 

individualised learning experiences for each student (¶102f, 105f).   

 

81. An area for development related to this area of focus is the further development of 

our support for trans-disciplinary collaboration (being addressed through the 

curriculum review process, see ¶272).      

  

 2.  Our pre-HE provision 

82. In response to our national responsibility to develop the performing and production 

arts, the Conservatoire invests in a range of programmes to widen access to 

performing and production arts education (see ¶149ff) and to offer conservatoire 

style education to school age children who have the talent and potential to benefit 

from it.  The relationship of these programmes to our HE provision has implications 

for widening access and the learner journey (¶147, 174) and for learning and 

teaching (¶281).   

 

83. Strengths and aspects of good practice related to our pre-HE provision include our 

promotion of fair access, particularly the success of our Transitions programme in 

supporting a previously disadvantaged group into our undergraduate programmes 

and other positive destinations (¶147ff); opportunities for recruitment to our HE 

programmes (¶153); and opportunities for HE student placements in the context of 

the Junior Conservatoire (¶483).   

 

84. An area for development related to our pre-HE provision is the further integration 

of Junior Conservatoire staff with HE staff (¶281).  Continuing challenges have to 

do with supporting and nurturing ‘home’ talent, where local authority provision 
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(particularly in music) is often underfunded or non-existent (¶149); and responding 

to the challenge of geographical reach (¶152, 242).    

  

 3.  Our student population 

85. Our student population has grown by 30% over the last five years (see ¶33); and 

it has expanded in terms of student and disciplinary diversity (e.g. our programmes 

for D/deaf performers2, and for performing arts teachers).  We are de facto the 

national conservatoire of and for Scotland – that is, irrespective of background, 

ethnicity, disability etc., an individual demonstrating the necessary skills and 

potential to succeed in the performing or production arts should have the 

opportunity to study here.  This area of focus has particular implications for the 

student experience (equality and diversity, ¶132ff, 209f, 473; mode of study ¶167ff, 

resources ¶232ff), learning and teaching (staff, ¶279f; technology and staff 

development, ¶328), and for quality enhancement (¶429ff).   

 

86. Strengths and aspects of good practice related to our student population include: 

•  the richness of the diversity of our students and programmes that offer 

opportunities for trans-disciplinary collaborations and shared creativity 

(¶198); 

•  the breadth of our offer, that encompasses pre-HE to PhD;  

•  our promotion of equality, diversity and inclusion (¶132ff);  

•  our promotion of fair access (¶147ff); 

•  our cohesive and close-knit community made up of committed artists in the 

making (reflected in very positive progression and employment statistics, 

¶46ff, 56); and 

•  the extent of student engagement and student representation (¶102ff), 

although we seek to enhance this further (see below).   

 

87. Areas for development related to our student population: 

•  working with the Students’ Union to develop a Student Partnership 

Agreement (¶130); 

•  developing synergies between programmes for performing arts teachers 

(¶493);  

                                                 
2  The term ‘D/deaf’ is used to describe students who are Deaf (sign language users) and deaf 

(who are hard of hearing but who have English as their first language and may lip-read and/or 
use hearing aids). 
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•  further increasing support for health and wellbeing, and particularly for mental 

health (¶431);  

•  the further development of technology in learning (¶248).   

 

88. Continuing challenges related to the student population are:  the recruitment of 

BAME students (¶144); the provision of sufficient appropriate teaching and learning 

space (¶233, 237, 252); post-Brexit planning and the ecology of the student 

population, including the challenge of developing home talent (¶42, 149); and 

upholding the quality of the student experience in the context of limited resources 

(¶271).   

 

 4.  Our part-time staff 

89. In common with other conservatoires, a large proportion of our academic staff are 

part-time (see ¶11, 321):  directors, designers, and, in music where we require to 

employ individuals with high levels of expertise in multiple discrete specialisms, 

most of the School’s principal study teachers.  Some of these individuals may teach 

for only one or two hours per week, yet this body of staff make a significant 

contribution to our proto-professional learning environment.  Our large proportion 

of part-time staff therefore has implications for the student experience (¶227), 

learning and teaching (§3 passim), and for managing quality and academic 

standards (¶349f, 361f).   

 

90. Strengths and aspects of good practice relating to our part-time staff include their 

important contribution to our proto-professional learning environment (¶321); our 

PGCert in Learning & Teaching (Higher Arts Education) and MEd Learning & 

Teaching (Performing Arts) as vehicles for staff development (¶313ff); and the 

disciplinary and pedagogical expertise of all of our staff (commended in numerous 

External Examiners’ reports).   

 

91. Areas for development related our part-time staff are the further promotion of the 

PGCert and MEd (¶313ff); and, in relation to all staff, a holistic review of staff 

development (¶345).  Engagement with part-time staff represents a continuing 

challenge (¶321ff). 

 

 5.  Our curriculum and quality processes 

92. A periodic institution-led review of our undergraduate programmes (‘curriculum 

review’) is running in parallel with this ELIR 4 process.  This has been a helpful 
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coincidence in that the self-reflection necessitated by the review process in 

enhancing the student learning experience has naturally informed our approach to 

ELIR self-reflection.  Five priorities have been identified for the curriculum review 

process and will be interrogated by the review panels for each programme, and 

their Co-Convenors (see further at ¶268):  

1.  Embedding pedagogical skills 

2.  Embedding equality and diversity 

3.  Streamlining assessment and feedback 

4.  Ensuring programmes operate as economically as possible 

5.  Ensuring the effectiveness of choice and collaboration in the curriculum. 

 

93. The quality framework (see AIS 9:  QAH 12) encapsulates the coherence and 

interrelatedness of the Conservatoire’s quality processes, and the value that the 

institution places on its annual monitoring process (‘Annual Dialogue’), the periodic 

review of programmes, and student feedback.  Our curriculum and quality 

processes have implications for all aspects of our activity and therefore permeate 

the Reflective Analysis.   

 

94. Strengths and aspects of good practice related to our curriculum and quality 

processes include:   

•  the centrality of performance, underpinned by the range and quality of 

performance opportunities here and on tour (¶227; AIS 14);  

•  trans-disciplinary collaboration (¶198);  

•  practice- and research-led teaching (¶225);  

•  the range and level of bespoke support and advice, from the point of first 

contact (even before application) through to graduation (¶173ff);  

•  our use of the Student Contract to facilitate individualised learning 

experiences (¶106);  

•  our extensive engagement of externals in quality assurance and 

enhancement processes (considerably in excess of external requirements), 

particularly the deployment of External Examiners and Specialist External 

Assessors (¶372ff, 384);  

•  the rigour of our annual monitoring and programme review processes (¶424);  

•  our choice to engage external convenors of review panels and to include an 

external member on the Academic Board.  
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95. Areas for development related to our curriculum and quality processes are:  the 

broader dissemination of mutually constructed feedback (¶107, 253); further 

enhancing the Annual Dialogue process (¶455); and further developing support for 

trans-disciplinary collaboration through the curriculum review process (¶272).  

Responding to the National Student Survey (NSS) represents a continuing 

challenge (¶124, 433).  

 

Themes emerging from regular quality processes 

96. Reports of programme validation and review panels (see examples at AIS 2a iii, 

2b iv, 2c iii, 2d iii, 2e iii), the Annual Dialogue process (AIS 4a), External Examiners’ 

reports (AIS 5) and student feedback (AIS 6) for the last three years contain 

numerous commendations.  Aspects of good practice regularly mentioned by 

External Examiners include: 

•  the quality and robustness of assessment processes;  

•  the quantity and quality of feedback;  

•  industry links, partnerships and placements;  

•  the commitment, dedication and quality of staff;  

•  the quality of students;  

•  the commitment to, and benefits of, choice and collaboration;  

•  programme-specific matters relating to learning and teaching;  

•  the quantity and quality of performance opportunities;  

•  the emphasis on self-reflection;  

•  the quality of facilities.   

 

97. Similar commendations appear in the reports of programme validations and 

reviews, with a greater preponderance of comments relating to programme content 

and structure.   

 

98. All programmes normally participate in the Annual Dialogue process every year.  

However, Academic Board agreed that a programme involved in a review process 

would not participate in the Annual Dialogue process in the year of its review.  The 

extension of the current undergraduate review process (see ¶340) has meant that 

our undergraduate programmes did not participate in the Annual Dialogue process 

for two consecutive years (2016 and 2017); however, the programmes continued 

to be subject to annual monitoring through the scrutiny of External Examiners’ 

reports and programme-specific Performance Indicators by Programme 
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Committees and the Quality and Standards Committee in those years.  Through 

the reflective and self-evaluative process of reviewing the Quality Assurance 

Handbook (see ¶356), it was agreed that, in future, all programmes should 

participate in the Annual Dialogue process every year, irrespective of whether or 

not a quinquennial programme review was scheduled in a given year.  

Commendations emerging from the Annual Dialogue process in respect of those 

programmes and support services that participated in 2016/17 broadly relate to the 

following themes: 

•  partnerships; 

•  support for employability; 

•  mechanisms for gathering student feedback; 

•  programme-specific learning and teaching; 

•  openness of communications;  

•  operational issues.    

 

99. Our regular quality processes also suggest areas for development, although no 

consistent recurring themes emerge from these.  Student feedback through 

Programme Committees mostly relates to operational matters (access to rooms 

and resources) or to programme-specific matters regarding learning and teaching.  

Recommendations arising from programme validation and reviews mostly relate 

to: 

•  programme-specific learning and teaching;  

•  programme structure and management;  

•  recruitment and publicity;  

•  resources (equipment and sometimes staffing);  

•  assessment;  

•  placements; and 

•  student selection.   

Recommendations arising from the Annual Dialogue process may be grouped 

broadly according to the following themes:  collaboration across programmes; the 

gathering of student feedback; research; and staff development.  Examples of the 

ways in which we have responded to this feedback may be found throughout this 

Reflective Analysis.   

 

100. As discussed at ¶378, External Examiners’ minor concerns tend to be couched in 

terms of helpful recommendations.  They mostly relate to programme specific 

issues of learning, teaching, assessment and feedback.  Two External Examiners 
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raised issues of major concern in the last three years.  These relate to ensemble 

performance experience for BEd (Music) students, and mentoring for them whilst 

in schools; and access to resources and trans-disciplinary collaborative 

opportunities for students on the BA Digital Film and TV programme (now BA 

Filmmaking).  The BEd (Music) concerns have been addressed through that 

programme’s review (2017; see ¶379 and AIS 2b iv) and continue to be monitored.  

Access to rooms and resources for BA Filmmaking students have improved (see 

¶129) although similar concerns relating to this programme emerged during 

student consultation for this ELIR process.  This issue, and opportunities for cross-

programme collaboration, will be considered during the forthcoming review.   

 

 

1.4 Summary of the Conservatoire’s follow-up to the previous ELIR  
 
101. Through ELIR 3 (2013), the Conservatoire was asked to consider eight areas for 

development.  Updates in relation to each of these are given at §4.3.  We have 

made what we believe to be satisfactory progress with each of these areas.  Most 

significantly, at the time of the last ELIR, our new undergraduate curriculum 

(recommendation 7) was less than a year old.  Six years on from Curriculum 

Reform, the curriculum and its attendant processes are embedded at both 

undergraduate and postgraduate levels; and we are currently engaged in the first 

post-Reform review of these programmes – our masters’ programmes will be 

reviewed in 2018/19.  Our use of data (recommendation 1) has been enhanced, 

particularly with the appointment of a Statistical Analyst (see ¶437), and we look 

forward to engaging in the new Enhancement Theme around this topic.   

 

 

 



BA Modern Ballet student waits for her cue during 
the Modern Ballet Graduation Performance



Students taking part in Drag March 2017 
organised by the Students' Union
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2 Enhancing the student learning experience  
 

2.1 Student representation and engagement  
 including responding to student views 

 

Student Engagement (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality 
processes’) 

102. [4] Small cohorts and one-to-one teaching are defining features of the 

Conservatoire environment across all programmes and particularly in the School 

of Music in respect of one-to-one teaching.  Teachers act as professional mentors, 

introducing students to aspects of professional practice, as well as opportunities 

and valuable contacts. 

 

103. Mindful of the benefits as well as the challenges of one-to-one teaching, Academic 

Board commissioned a review of the literature around one-to-one teaching to 

inform the Conservatoire’s view of its effectiveness.  The report concluded that 

‘both students and staff alike view one-to-one teaching as a highly valued and 

indispensable part of musical training’, which is a view shared by the School of 

Music.  In line with approaches identified in the report, one-to-one teaching is one 

approach deployed alongside others where lessons are shared between two or 

more teachers; and performance classes and masterclasses, where one teacher 

works with multiple students.  Furthermore, the Conservatoire has policies in place 

to support students in those infrequent instances where difficulties arise in the one-

to-one student-teacher relationship, including adherence to Conservatoires UK’s 

‘Principles of Best Practice in Conservatoire Teaching’ (which were developed by 

the Conservatoire and adopted by CUK), and the Conservatoire’s own Dignity at 

Work and Study Policy.   

 

104. The personal, dialogic and responsive nature of the individual student-teacher 

partnership across all programmes means that students are continuously engaged 

in their own learning (cf. Student Engagement Framework, element 2) and enabled 

to develop as independent, resourceful and self-reliant learners.  This aspect of 

student engagement forms the basis of our third Curriculum Principle (see AIS 10), 

p. 2):  ‘The curriculum enables students to take responsibility for managing and 

evaluating their own learning’.   

 

http://www.conservatoiresuk.ac.uk/about-cuk/principles-of-best-practice-in-conservatoire-teaching/
https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf
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105. Our programmes offer students a significant degree of choice and flexibility, 

including module selection, repertoire choice, the means by which they will be 

assessed, and module content in the case of Negotiated Project modules.  Our 

concern for students as individuals, recognising their unique potential and needs, 

manifests itself in the creation of individualised learning experiences for each 

student.   

 

106. This partnership approach to learning is documented by means of the Student 

Contract – a dynamic document that sets out how a student will achieve specific 

Learning Outcomes and how that learning will be assessed; it also brings together 

tutor reports and assessment feedback.  The purpose of the Student Contract is 

articulated in the programme document (see, for example, the ‘Personal 

Development Planning’ section of the BA Performance in BSL and English 

Programme Document, AIS 2d ii, p. 106).  An important function of the Student 

Contract is to provide a focus for the negotiation and agreement of performance 

opportunities.  The SoM operates a Performance Opportunities and Commitments 

Policy which provides a framework for this negotiation; other programmes (e.g. 

MA CCT, Musical Theatre) operate similar policies.  Transitions Tutors (see ¶186) 

and Heads of Programme (HoPs) or Heads of Department (HoDs) work with 

students to agree the Student Contract.  This is in addition to the regular, direct 

interaction of students and staff, which is a distinctive feature of the Conservatoire’s 

learning environment.  Our very high progression and retention rates (¶46ff) 

indicate the effectiveness of the student experience managed in this way.   

 

107. Several programmes and departments have developed mutually constructed 

feedback as a way of further deepening students’ engagement in their learning 

(see ¶194, 277).  Our approach to mutually constructed feedback is informed by 

the work of Prof. Ian Pirie, introduced to the Conservatoire in 2015 during a 

workshop on assessment and feedback which kick-started our current review 

process.  Mutually constructed feedback has been piloted successfully (notably on 

the BA Modern Ballet programme) since 2015/16, and has since been applied in 

other programmes too (e.g. BMus Traditional Music, BA Acting).   

 

108. Conservatoire students are also engaged in informing the enhancement of learning 

at the strategic/institutional level (cf. Student Engagement Framework, element 3).  

At Programme and Conservatoire level, student engagement informs the 

operational management and development of programmes (through Programme 

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf
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Committees, see ¶122, and membership of all other Conservatoire committees 

concerned with the enhancement of the student experience) and strategic projects 

such as Curriculum Reform (2012) and curriculum review (current).  In the current 

review of our undergraduate programmes, each programme has consulted its own 

students and graduates in line with threshold requirements for consultation (see 

AIS 9:  QAH 3, Appendix 3.15), and students have also been involved in workshops 

to interrogate our approach to assessment and feedback (summer 2015).  (See 

AIS 2a i, p. 43 and appendices for an example of consultation with graduates in 

the recent review of the BMus programme.)  The CUK-sponsored longitudinal 

Graduate Tracking Study (AIS 12), triangulated with HESA’s Destination of 

Leavers from Higher Education survey has also provided the Conservatoire with 

useful data to inform decision-making.  

 

109. The current undergraduate review process has five priorities (see further at ¶268).  

Each of these, except that relating to economic effectiveness, has been the subject 

of thematic workshops, commissioned by the project Steering Group, with wide 

participation from students and staff.  Workshops aligned to the first three priorities 

each resulted in the creation of a statement of principle incorporated into the 

programme documentation.  Following the ‘tight-loose’ approach established 

during Curriculum Reform3, each programme is required to demonstrate how it 

addresses these principles within its own disciplinary context.  The new two-year 

approach to introducing collaboration emerged through the workshop on choice 

and collaboration (see ¶439).  Students have also been engaged in the various 

groups set up to facilitate the review in its final stages:  the Steering Group, the 

Curriculum Review Project Group, and the Extended Project Group.   

 

110. Students have been engaged with the promotion of health and wellbeing through, 

for example, the delivery of sport and wellbeing classes; student representation on 

the Health, Safety and Wellbeing Committee; and student-delivered events on 

health and wellbeing during Mental Health Awareness Week in 2017.   

 

                                                 
3  The ‘tight-loose’ approach to institutional, educational change is proposed by Nicol & Draper in 

‘A Blueprint For Transformational Organisational Change In Higher Education:  REAP as a Case 
Study’ in Transforming Higher Education Through Technology-Enhanced Learning (HEA, 2009).  
The ‘tight’ aspect is the formulation of key principles, and the ‘loose’ part is the freedom of 
academics, departments and Schools to decide how best to implement those principles within 
their own disciplines.   

http://bit.ly/Nicol_Draper
http://bit.ly/Nicol_Draper
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111. Students are also active participants in our engagement with the QAA 

Enhancement Themes, particularly in the creation of two films about the 

experience of Transitions students who secured places at the Conservatoire – the 

films were shown at the QAA Enhancement Conference 2017 [3].  

 

112. [3] The promotion of fair access is a focus for the SU as it is for the rest of the 

Conservatoire.  The SU first appointed ‘Liberation Officers’ in 2015 to ensure 

representation of minority groups and groups who might otherwise be marginalised 

(LGBTQIA+, Cultural Diversity, Disability and Women’s), and to promote fair 

access to the Conservatoire for students from these groups.   

 

113. The SU is well networked through the Glasgow Student Forum and the National 

Union of Students; and, more particularly in our specialist educational context, with 

Conservatoires UK and AEC.  Conservatoire students were instrumental in 

establishing the student fora of both of these bodies, and through these 

connections our students are enabled to influence the student experience at 

national and European levels (cf. Student Engagement Framework, element 5) – 

a current student (and former SU President) is now the Chair of the AEC Student 

Working Group.  Sharing our approach to student engagement with other specialist 

institutions was a particular aim in our hosting of the AEC Annual Congress in 

November 2015 (see ¶289).   

 

Student Representation (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality 
processes’) 

114. Students participate in all aspects of the Conservatoire’s quality and governance 

processes, as members of the relevant committees (cf. Student Engagement 

Framework for Scotland, element 4): 

•  Board of Governors (SU President plus 1 elected student representative);  

•  Academic Board (SU President plus 1 other student); 

•  Quality and Standards Committee (2 student members);  

•  Annual Dialogue (1 student on the Panel); 

•  Equality and Diversity Forum (extensive student representation); 

•  Programme Committees (extensive student representation from all stages of 

all programmes); 

•  Programme Open Forum (open to all students on any given programme); 

•  Programme Design Team working towards the review of programmes (at 

least 1 student member); 

http://www.conservatoiresuk.ac.uk/
https://www.aec-music.eu/
https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf
https://www.aec-music.eu/about-aec/news/aec-annual-congress-and-general-assembly-2015-wrap-up
https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf
https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf
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•  Health, Safety and Wellbeing Committee (SU President); 

•  IT Governance Committee (1 student member); 

•  Fair Access Committee (1 student member). 

 

115. In the recent review of the Quality Assurance Handbook, Academic Board agreed 

to further enhance student representation by including students as full members of 

Programme Teams (through both Programme Review and Annual Dialogue 

processes, AIS 9:  QAH 3.2 and 5.3); and to include a student reviewer on the Full 

Scrutiny Panel for the validation of new programmes (QAH 3.1).  Students are 

consulted on, and contribute to, the formulation of the Strategic Plan and the 

Outcome Agreement (QAH 2), and in the evaluation of these key documents 

through the Academic Board and the Board of Governors.  As the SU President 

notes above (¶67), ‘the Conservatoire … has extensive student consultation 

approaches established’.   

 

116. Uniquely in the Scottish HE sector, the Conservatoire is a company limited by 

guarantee with shareholders, and the SU President owns a 1/6th share in the 

company.  Although the powers of shareholders are largely symbolic (the shares 

have no economic value whatsoever), share ownership carries a significant 

symbolic message of stakeholder inclusion in the Conservatoire’s governance.   

 

117. The SU Council has monthly meetings with representation from across the 

Conservatoire including:  

•  representation from each programme (and from each department of the 

School of Music);  

•  Liberation Officers:  LGBTQIA+, Cultural Diversity, Women’s and Disability;  

•  Section Officers:  International Student Officer, Mature Student Officer;  

•  Mental Health Officer;  

•  Sports Officer.   

 

118. The Conservatoire has 59 elected Student Programme Representatives on 

Programme Committees (including the Research Degrees Committee).  The SU 

Council comprises 39 volunteer Student Experience Representatives who 

represent the interests of their department/programme or other 

grouping.  Therefore in total, not including representation on other Conservatoire 

committees (see ¶114), 8% of the student body is actively engaged in 
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representation.  The recent review of the BMus programme (AIS 2a iii, p. 4) praised 

the ‘passionate, articulate and highly motivated student representatives’.   

 

119. Considerable efforts are made to ensure that student representation is effective.  

The SU organises Student Partnership in Quality Scotland (sparqs) training for 

representatives on programme committees and members of the SU Council.  

Taking account of our unique context, sparqs now offers training tailored to the 

needs of Conservatoire students.   

 

120. The Conservatoire’s SU is a small organisation, with a single sabbatical officer – 

the SU President.  The Conservatoire recently provided 0.5 FTE administrative 

support for the SU, facilitating the SU President in focusing his time more 

effectively.  The SU has been successful in facilitating student engagement 

generally, evidenced in the increased number of students participating in the most 

recent elections for the SU President:  

 

 

121. The SU also plays an advocacy role for students who have submitted appeals and 

complaints and for students engaged in Fitness to Study and disciplinary 

processes; and, following a recent review of the Code of Procedure for Appeals, 

the Academic Board Appeals Committee now includes a representative from the 

SU Executive.   

 

Responding to Student Views (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and 
quality processes’) 

122. The Programme Committee is the primary means through which programme-

specific student feedback is heard and responded to (see AIS 9:  QAH 5.2).  Under 

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/
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the convenorship of the Head of Programme, the Programme Committee is 

responsible for monitoring, evaluating and reviewing how the Programme is being 

delivered, and how the quality of the student learning experience may be 

enhanced.  Committee membership comprises elected student representatives 

from each stage of the programme, and full-time and part-time staff.  There are 

four Programme Committee meetings each year, the last of which is a student/staff 

programme forum, open to all students and staff on the programme.  Because 

Programme Committee Student Representatives are representing the views of 

small and close-knit cohorts, we are confident that they are accurately representing 

the view of their peers.   

 

123. Programmes also gather student feedback by various means suited to each 

programme, e.g.: 

•  regular meetings with groups of students;  

•  individual student meetings;  

•  online/paper-based end-of-term/end-of-module feedback forms;   

 and through analysis of NSS data; and the outcomes of these will be progressed 

through the Programme Committee.  

 

124. The NSS is an important source of student feedback.  Our scores have fluctuated, 

and the Academic Board has noted that this measure can be volatile, given the 

small number of students surveyed and varying response rates.  Nevertheless, we 

have achieved improvements in some areas over the last few years, particularly in 

Assessment and Feedback and Organisation and Management:   
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125. In common with other conservatoires, we have received lower than optimal scores 

in response to questions on Assessment and Feedback (see questions 5–9 on the 

chart below, which compares RCS with other conservatoires).  In the 

Conservatoire, formative feedback is continuous and instantaneous in the context 

of regular individual or group lessons (see ¶193); however, it is possible that this 

is not always perceived as ‘feedback’ in terms of the specific NSS questions on 

this topic:  we acknowledge there is work to be done to ensure a broad 

understanding of this term in the context of the Conservatoire learning 

environment.   
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NSS 2016:  Benchmarking against the combined average responses from all other 
conservatoires whose results were available.  (Summary responses in light blue.) 

 

126. We are continuing our efforts to respond appropriately to the NSS.  In particular, a 

new standard reporting template has been devised to support our self-evaluation 

(see ¶433).   

 

127. At the Conservatoire level, further feedback on the student experience is collected 

by means of surveys administered to: 

•  all Year 1 students 

•  all international students 

•  all graduating students each year 

•  all library users (see ¶236).   

Response rates to these surveys (and to the NSS) vary.  Generally, the 

international student survey has a very low response rate; response rates for the 

latest first-year and graduate exit surveys were 24% (up 10% on last year) and 

27% respectively.  An analysis of student feedback from AY 2016/17 is presented 

at AIS 6.   
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128. The Principal meets regularly with the SU President to discuss issues affecting the 

student body in general, and delegates any specific issues to the relevant 

Director(s).  In a recent enhancement to this engagement, the academic Directors 

also hold regular meetings with the SU President, along with the Student 

Experience Representatives of each School, to discuss and resolve issues 

affecting the student body within the School.  The Students’ Union regard the 

accessibility of the Principal and Directors as a very positive feature of student 

engagement.  Working with the SU President, we have commenced a pilot, poster-

based ‘You Said, We Did’ approach to communications relating to issues 

progressed through these meetings.  The Assistant Principal role has a key focus 

on the student experience and will play an important part in working with students 

to enhance this.   

 

129. Feedback that is operational will be actioned by the relevant Head of Programme, 

often in consultation with the School Management Team or the relevant Director.  

Student feedback through Programme Committees frequently relates to the areas 

of timetabling and resources.  Responding to this feedback has led to the 

development of the ‘Creative Campus’ (a suite of 27 new practice and teaching 

rooms, see ¶434) and extended building opening hours, facilitating greater access 

for students to practice rooms and other resources.  Concerns raised by BA Digital 

Film and TV students about access to appropriate teaching and learning space led 

to the creation of a designated room for this programme.   

 

 

130. Working with our students, we believe that, together, we have achieved a broad 

and deep level of student engagement and representation, as described above.  

We have ambitions to enhance this further, but recognise the challenge inherent 

in that, given that the Student Union has a single sabbatical officer and that 

Programme Committee and Student Experience Representatives are volunteers 

with full-time study commitments.  Over the coming months we will work with the 

SU to consider how we might further enhance our approach to student engagement 

through the creation of a Student Partnership Agreement.   

 

I am having a more positive experience in my second year of the BMus 

program, I feel like there has been an improvement in the structure of the 

undergraduate course. 

Year 2 student 
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131. Given the small size of the Conservatoire and the multiple means by which 

students are represented and engaged, we believe that our approach to gathering 

and responding to student views is effective, and that our students feel part of a 

supportive institution (cf. Student Engagement Framework, element 1).   

 

 

2.2 Recognising and responding to equality and diversity in the student 
population  

 including widening access and mode and location of study 

 

Equality and Diversity (linked to Contexts 1 and 3, ‘The national 
conservatoire’ and ‘Our student population’) 

132. As the national conservatoire, we have a unique responsibility to promote equality, 

diversity and inclusion in and through our art forms and practices, and the 

educational experience we offer our students.   

 

133. The entire Conservatoire community is committed to the creation of an 

environment that eliminates discrimination, promotes equality of opportunity, and 

fosters good relations by valuing, preserving and responding to diversity.  We 

achieve this by creating curricula and learning environments that: 

•  promote inclusion – where all students can feel they belong; 

•  enable potential – where all students are given the opportunity to achieve 

their potential; 

•  raise awareness – where students are exposed to, and are given the 

opportunity to expand their knowledge and understanding of different 

cultures, identities and protected characteristics; 

•  enable collaboration – where students of different backgrounds, groups and 

identities are given the opportunity to interact in a collaborative and collegial 

space to learn from each other and to increase their understandings of each 

other; 

•  embed reflection – where students and staff are encouraged to reflect on 

their own identities, biases and backgrounds and consider how these impact 

on their learning and life.   

 

134. We do this because we believe that:  

•  diversity inspires creativity;  

•  it is the function of art to challenge conceptions of orthodoxy; and  

•  it strengthens us as a community of practitioners.   

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/upfiles/SEFScotland.pdf
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135. Over the years, that responsibility and commitment has been realised through 

performance – a distinctive feature of the Conservatoire’s approach to the 

promotion of equality and diversity – for example, by:   

•  introducing the UK’s first performance degree in British Sign Language;  

•  partnering with artists involved in the Scottish Queer International Film 

Festival;  

•  supporting student-led performances through the Conservatoire’s Equality & 

Diversity Creative Fund, including:   

- Goodbye Colour (‘how does it feel to live in modern day Britain as a person 

of colour?’); 

- Not for Sale (focused on human trafficking and the sexual exploitation of 

young women); 

-  A Tickle in My Mind (exploring mental illness); 

- Humans of Deaf People (a multi-media exhibition by and about students 

on the BA Performance in BSL and English programme);  

- How to Own the Room (an event exploring LGBTQ+ influence on classical 

music).   

 

136. The promotion of equality and diversity has also been realised through: 

•  embedding equality and diversity in our curricula (documented in an HEA 

case study, 2017) and a priority for the current curriculum review;  

•  making equality and diversity a pillar of our Strategic Plan;  

•  explicitly addressing the Universal Declaration of Human Rights in the first-

year module ‘Introduction to Collaborative Practice’;  

•  working with partner organisations, e.g. the National Autistic Society of 

Scotland and the National Theatre of Scotland in the creation of ‘Limitless’ – 

a pilot project exploring potential for a creative autistic life;   

•  the appointment of an Equality & Diversity Officer and the establishment of 

an Equality & Diversity Forum, convened by the Principal, in 2009;  

•  the appointment of a Fair Access Manager in 2017;  

•  including BSL and deaf awareness training as part of student induction;   

•  introducing a module in BSL available to all students.   

•  supporting the work of the SU, including promoting events and activities such 

as: 

- Women’s March (2015);  

- Feminism 101 Workshop (2017);  

http://www.sqiff.org/
http://www.sqiff.org/
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/RCS-EEDC-SEP-2017.pdf
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/RCS-EEDC-SEP-2017.pdf
https://www.limitlesspilot.co.uk/
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- LGBT+ identity bookmarks (2017);  

- equality and diversity sessions at the 2017 Learning & Teaching 

Conference;  

- Black History Month events;  

-  annual events to commemorate Holocaust Memorial Day.   

   

137. The SU has also: 

•  appointed Liberation Officers (LGBTQIA+, Women, Disability, Cultural 

Diversity, Mental Health); 

• established a South East Asian Society;  

• established a Mature Students Network;   

• forged links with Chaplaincy services at local HEIs.   

 

138. By these means, and through our diverse art forms and disciplines, we celebrate 

equality and diversity and, in so doing, enrich our academic and artistic community.   

 

139.  [5] There has been an increase in the proportion and number of students with 

disabilities over the last five years (see Appendix B).  In 2016/17, 26.4% of our 

students (n = 305) declared a disability, compared with 11.4% across the Scottish 

HE sector, and 17.9% across the UK conservatoire sector.  The Conservatoire had 

the highest proportion of disabled students of the eight conservatoires listed 

independently in HESA statistics, and the highest percentage of students 

disclosing a mental health disability (5.9%).  We view that data as an endorsement 

of our approach to the promotion of equality of opportunity in and through our 

curriculum for students with disabilities.  (See ¶209ff regarding support for 

applicants and students with disabilities.) 

 

140. We have, for many years, tracked the progress of disabled applicants and students 

through our recruitment and admissions processes, and through our Progress 

Committees and Boards of Examiners, to ensure that our initiatives in this area 

achieve their intended outcomes.  During AY 2015/16 we extended this approach 

to track the progress of applicants and students with particular characteristics 

(i.e. SIMD 20/40, non-standard entry), and in 2017/18 we will extend this further to 

include carers, care-experienced students and those from low progression 

schools. 
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141. As well as monitoring the progress of individual students with disabilities through 

Progress Committees and Special Circumstances Boards of Examiners, QSC 

annually reviews statistics relating to disabled applicants and students by means 

of the Counselling & Disability Service Report.  Comparing percentages of disabled 

and non-disabled applicants and students, the latest report (2016/17) shows that 

there is little or no difference in terms of: 

•  the outcomes of applications to our programmes; 

•  students failing or not submitting assessments; 

•  students suspending studies or withdrawing from their programme; 

•  the degree classifications of students on Honours programmes.   

 

142. The report notes the progress that has been made in each of these areas over the 

last five years and, particularly, that the gap in classification outcomes for disabled 

students compared to non-disabled students on the BMus programme has 

narrowed to the point where the statistics are virtually the same for both groups of 

students.   

 

143. We view our very positive record in the recruitment and retention of students with 

disabilities as evidence of the quality of our learning environment and the 

effectiveness of the steps we take to embed principles of equality and diversity 

throughout our operation.  We believe that we have achieved that level of success 

through the development of an inclusive culture in which support for students with 

disabilities has become the accepted norm.  We have worked hard to extend that 

culture across the entire spectrum of protected characteristics, evidenced by the 

fact that there is no statistically significant difference in retention rates for 

undergraduate students in terms of sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion, age, 

disability, SIMD status or funding category (home/EU/international).   

 

144. In 2016/17, 4.8% of our UK-domiciled enrolments were black, Asian or minority 

ethnic (BAME), compared with 8.1% across the Scottish HE sector and 

10.8% across the UK conservatoire sector.  (At the time of the 2011 census, 4% of 

the Scottish population were BAME.)  We are working hard to increase the 

proportion of BAME applicants and students.  We know that there are a number of 

socio-economic and cultural factors that influence applicant choice of programme 

and higher education institution, and we are engaged in a number of initiatives to 

promote the Conservatoire to as wide a demographic as possible.  For example, 

we have: 
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•  continued our involvement in the Equality Challenge Unit’s three-year 

‘Attracting Diversity’ project, with a focus on BAME student recruitment;  

•  set up a joint project with Scottish Youth Theatre to engage BAME young 

people in new work;  

•  we are also contributing to Conservatoires UK’s formulation of a UK-wide 

conservatoire strategy for this area. 

 

145. Research undertaken for the Conservatoire’s Gender Action Plan (2017–2021) 

reveals that we have only one gender imbalanced programme by subject area (as 

defined by the SFC4):  the part-time MEd programme.  The Programme Committee 

is currently considering the reasons for that imbalance, with a view to identifying 

actions to address this issue.   

 

146. Work in the area of equality and diversity is monitored by means of our biennial 

Mainstreaming Equality Report, our Equality Outcomes Report, our annual 

Counselling & Disability Service Report, and through our Outcome Agreement 

(AIS 8a).  We are proud of our work in this area which, we believe, goes well 

beyond mere compliance to demonstrate good practice and celebrate inclusion.   

 

Widening Access (linked to Contexts 1 and 2, ‘The national conservatoire’ 
and ‘Our pre-HE provision’) 

147. For nearly twenty years, the Conservatoire has embraced the concept and practice 

of widening access – not as an obligation but as a virtue.  We are widely recognised 

for our work in this area:  in 2016, we won the Widening Access Award at the 

Herald Higher Education Awards for our work to ensure fair access for students 

from disadvantaged backgrounds. 

 

148. Our efforts in terms of the promotion of what we now call ‘fair access’ (following the 

2016 report of the Commission on Widening Access) are comprehensive.  We have 

created an inclusive culture that explicitly acknowledges the talent and potential of 

each student as an individual, irrespective of background or manifestation of any 

particular protected characteristic.  By way of example of our commitment to fair 

access and the transformative effect that that commitment has on the individual, 

we have included two videos which give personal testimony from two of our current 

students.  (Please click on the links immediately below, or refer to the URLs in 

                                                 
4  The SFC’s stated ambition is that ‘no college or university subject will have a gender imbalance 

of greater than 75% of one gender’ (SFC Gender Action Plan, August 2016). 

https://www.ecu.ac.uk/guidance-resources/student-recruitment-retention-attainment/student-recruitment/attracting-and-increasing-student-diversity/
http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/Corporate_publications_SFCCP052016_GenderActionPlan/SFCCP052016_Gender_Action_Plan.pdf
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Appendix D, AIS 15.) Whilst these videos convey the views and insights of only 

two students, we believe that they beautifully and powerfully personify the 

Conservatoire’s strategic approach to fair access in a way that words on a page 

could not – hence their inclusion.   

Steven Warnock is currently a Year 3 student on the BMus programme.   

Moira Ross is currently in her final year of the BA Performance BSL and 

English programme.   

 

149. Opportunities for development (in music and dance in particular) must be available 

at an early age if individuals are to access higher education in the performing arts.  

We are acutely aware that levels of access to those opportunities vary widely and 

are dependent upon a range of factors other than a young person’s natural ability 

or potential – not least, a well-resourced primary and secondary education sector.  

Local authority funding for instrumental music provision (for example) is a live topic 

just now and has featured in debates in Parliament.  Most local authorities charge 

pupils who receive instrumental lessons through school, and a number have cut or 

are considering cutting their provision (reportedly by 47% in one case).  This issue 

and, more broadly, that of music education in pre-HE, has been taken up by the 

Music Education Partnership Group, chaired by our former Principal; and our 

current Principal is a constant advocate for performing arts provision in schools, 

for without this resource, we will find it increasingly difficult to recruit ‘home talent’, 

and the nation will be the poorer for it.   

 

150. It is for this reason, and in view of our national responsibility for developing and 

promoting the performing and production arts, that we invest in a range of 

programmes to widen access to performing arts education, and that we remain 

focused in our discussions through the Outcome Agreement process, stressing the 

importance of sustaining pre-HE access to artistic education.   

 

151. The Junior Conservatoire of Music was established in 1964.  Catering for young 

people aged 12–18, it has recently expanded to encompass all of our arts 

disciplines.  There is also now a ‘pre-Junior Conservatoire’ for children aged 7–12 

specialising in music and dance.  Junior Conservatoire tuition takes place in 

Glasgow.  For children and young people for whom travel to Glasgow is not 

practical, we extend our geographic reach by providing pre-HE programmes in 

local centres, to provide them with the access they need to high quality education 

in music and dance (especially).   We have established a regional arts centre at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=99&v=pf4ZXBJite8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=IBnKZGWttiY
https://www.theyworkforyou.com/sp/?id=2018-01-17.5.0&s=music+section%3Ascotland
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Dumfries House in Ayrshire, and another is in development in Fraserburgh in 

Aberdeenshire.  A centre specialising in dance has also been established recently 

in Edinburgh.  Working in collaboration with local authorities around Scotland, the 

Conservatoire has set up ten Music Centres that give young musicians the 

opportunity to develop instrumental skills through provision that is complementary 

to that of the local authority.   

 

152. The majority of Junior Conservatoire students live in central Scotland; however, 

some travel from as far as Cumbria and Aberdeen, and one travels from Wick each 

weekend (a 12-hour round trip).  Still others in more remote areas (e.g. Orkney and 

South Uist) are taught through a blend of distance learning (see ¶242) with face-

to-face lessons every three or four weeks.  We intend to investigate how we can 

better support talented students living in remote communities.   

 

153. As for all conservatoires, the Junior Conservatoire represents a way of growing 

‘home talent’.  Each year, 13–20 students progress from ‘Juniors’ to the School of 

Music undergraduate programmes (i.e. they represent 16–24% of Scottish-

domiciled undergraduate intake to the School of Music).  This is a reasonable 

number, but we would hope to grow this, through developing closer links between 

Juniors and ‘senior’ staff and students, facilitated by bringing the Junior 

departments into their respective Schools (see ¶281).    

 

154. Our Transitions initiative (formerly ‘Transitions 20/40’) is supported by the SFC and 

offers a number of fully-funded places to support study in any of our arts disciplines.  

Participants are targeted and either reside at postcodes in the lowest quintile of the 

Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation, or are care-experienced.  Each Transitions 

student has an individually planned programme of study and regular contact with 

both a Personal Learning Plan tutor and a mentor.   

 

155. The mentor is normally a specialist in a different discipline.  S/he does not give 

expert subject advice (their Personal Learning Plan tutor does that); rather, 

mentors provide support and explore the mentee’s evolving arts practice and their 

development of the personal skills and knowledge required to successfully 

transition into their identified positive destination.  The success of the mentoring 

programme may be gauged from: 

  •  positive student and mentor feedback;  

  •  positive destinations for our students at the appropriate age and stage;  
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  •  winning the 2016/17 Herald HE award for student mentoring and support.   

 

156. Widening Access to the Creative Industries (WACI) is a programme run by the 

Conservatoire on behalf of FOCUS West, and targets pupils who attend SHEP (i.e. 

low progression) schools in the West of Scotland.  The programme offers tailored 

support for secondary pupils interested in the performing and production arts.  In 

2016/17, 6.7% of our Scottish-domiciled undergraduate entrants came from SHEP 

schools5.   

 

157. The Conservatoire’s Lifelong Learning department offers courses for anyone who 

wants to learn about the performing and production arts.  We offer around 170 

courses for children, young people and adult learners across all of our disciplines.   

 

158. The following table shows the number of students enrolled on these programmes: 

 Junior 
Conservatoire 

Music 
Centres 

Transitions WACI Lifelong 
Learning 

Music 393 507 67 102 435 

Dance 126  13 30 427 

Drama 94  49 103 1044 

Production 13  13 46 158 

Film 24  29 79 218 

TOTAL 650 507 171 2326 2,282 

 

159. A ‘barriers matrix’ has been designed to assess the obstacles that applicants might 

face, e.g. attending a school with low progression rates, living in an area classified 

within the lowest quintile of the SIMD.  This assessment is then used to prioritise 

applicants who have applied for a bursary to assist with the payment of fees or 

travel expenses.  

 

160. The promotion of fair access lies at the heart of our Admissions Policy for our HE 

programmes.  This was revised in 2016, and implemented for applicants applying 

to begin studies in September 2017.  Academic Board recently commissioned a 

review of the effectiveness of the Contextualised Admissions Policy (AIS 9:  

QAH 8, now the ‘Admissions Policy’).  The review concluded that the policy 

                                                 
5  Contextual data is not available for 2016/17 but, for information, in 2014/15, across the Scottish 

HE sector, 4.6% of Scottish-domiciled undergraduate entrants came from SHEP schools.  
6  232 pupils registered with WACI in 2016/17, in some cases across multiple art forms – this 

explains why the total is lower than the sum of the column.   

http://www.focuswest.org.uk/
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(introduced in 2016) had not, in itself, had a significant impact in increasing the 

numbers of contextualised admissions, but that it had systematised the good 

practice that has evolved since the introduction of SIMD targets in 2013.  The 

review made four recommendations that will be implemented during the coming 

months, and the revised Admissions Policy now makes a clear statement about 

the priority given to carers, the care-experienced, and to those who live in postcode 

areas in the lowest quintile of the SIMD.   

  

161. Our Strategic Plan makes clear our commitment to widening access: 

 

 In pursuit of the advancement and celebration of diversity and equality we will:  

 

 Prioritise the sustainability and effectiveness of the Transitions 20/40 

programme and other related widening access and participation and social 

justice initiatives that lead to positive destinations in the performing arts for the 

most marginalised, and/or those from a care- experienced background.  We will 

also ensure that these programmes connect effectively and positively into RCS 

at undergraduate level, with students guided and supported throughout.  

 

 Enhance opportunities for under-16s across music, drama, dance, production 

and screen to ensure that a greater range of individuals and communities 

connect with the Junior Conservatoire experience.  We will play our part in 

nurturing the potential of more of Scotland’s young people, widening the talent 

pool, increasing the pathways to higher education and employment, and 

creating positive participation in the performing arts.  

 

162. In furtherance of the Strategic Plan, and in response to ‘A Blueprint for Fairness’7, 

the Conservatoire appointed a Fair Access Manager in 2017, and established a 

Fair Access Committee (chaired by a lay member of the Board of Governors and 

including significant external representation).  The first task of the Committee has 

been to create a Fair Access Plan, approved by Academic Board in January 2018.  

The Conservatoire also engages with the Universities Scotland CoWA working 

groups on Contextualised Admissions and Bridging Programmes; and with 

organisations such as Who Cares? Scotland to progress this work.   

                                                 
7  ‘A Blueprint for Fairness’ is the final report of the Scottish Government’s Commission on 

Widening Access (CoWA), March 2016.   

https://www.whocaresscotland.org/
http://www.gov.scot/Resource/0049/00496535.pdf
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163. [5] The MEd programme offers funded places for Scottish-domiciled students, who 

must be active in a teaching capacity.  The programme’s application process takes 

account of barriers to participation for the applicant as well as for her/his own 

learners.  Students on the programme undertake research projects and these 

often take the form of an intervention, through engaging with their own students, 

frequently in widening access contexts.  Thus, the MEd and PGCert Learning & 

Teaching programmes develop accessible and inclusive practice within a variety 

of professional settings.  The Programmes themselves are designed to make 

learning accessible to a wide range of learning styles and preferences; while 

weekend sessions, given by guests from organisations such as Indepen-dance 

and MusicALL, have been based around themes of inclusion and creativity.   

 

164. In addition to our various widening access programmes, we encourage young 

people to experience the performing arts through our Tickets26 scheme which 

provides £5 tickets for all performances for anyone aged 26 or under.  We also 

offer a number of £5 tickets for all performances in the Stevenson Hall and 

Athenaeum Theatre, in order to ensure, as far as possible, that performances in 

these main venues are affordable.   

  

165. We now offer captioned and BSL-interpreted performances in each season and 

present some ‘relaxed’ performances each year for patrons who may not feel 

comfortable in a traditional performance environment, such as those with 

autism.  We are at the early stages of discussions regarding the introduction of 

audio-described performances, suitable for patrons with visual impairments.  

 

166. As noted in consultation with colleagues, ‘our approach to fair access (and equality 

and diversity) is so embedded as to be second nature – it’s part of what we do 

without really thinking about it’.  Colleagues in AAS had expressed concerns about 

the introduction of a new programme specifically for D/deaf students, in terms of 

the communication challenges that was likely to present for support staff.  Through 

this ELIR process, almost three years after the introduction of the BA Performance 

in BSL & English, AAS colleagues have reflected on how positive the experience 

has been, and noted in particular the productive collaborations that have been 

forged between D/deaf acting students and filmmaking and production students.   

 

http://indepen-dance.org.uk/
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/box_office/tickets26-membership/?spektrix_bounce=true
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Mode and Location of Study (linked to Contexts 3 and 5, ‘Our student 
population’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

167. We believe there are certain characteristics intrinsic to degree programmes in the 

performing arts that are best accommodated through full-time study.  These are: 

•  the development of the required standard of performance skills, which 

necessitates an intensive and full-time commitment to practice; and 

•  the need to develop cohesive ensembles and a stable proto-professional 

environment in which students can mature and develop. 

 

168. Undergraduate and taught postgraduate programmes in the SoDDPF and SoM are 

therefore delivered in a full-time study mode only, although a part-time route 

through second year of the MMus programme was introduced in 2010, to facilitate 

a smooth transition into the professions8.   

 

169. The MEd Learning and Teaching in the Performing Arts and MA Learning and 

Teaching (Gaelic Arts) are both designed as part-time programmes, since it is an 

integral requirement of the programmes that students demonstrate their learning 

in their own professional educational or artistic practice.  MPhil, PhD and DPerf 

students may study full-time or part-time.   

 

170. While we recognise that full-time study is the preferred mode of study for the 

reasons outlined above, we also acknowledge that in certain circumstances 

(usually to do with poor health) it may not be possible for a student to complete 

one year of full-time study within a 12-month period, while at the same time a one-

year suspension of study may not be in the student’s best interests.  For that 

reason, Boards of Examiners have adopted a flexible approach, facilitating 

Continuing Education (a period of focused part-time study during a year of 

suspension) or bespoke learning and assessment schedules to enable individuals 

to complete one year of study over two years, effectively part-time.  This approach 

has proven to be of considerable benefit, and we believe that certain individuals 

who would likely not have completed their studies with us have done so 

successfully as a result.9   

                                                 
8  It is also possible, within certain limits, for students on the MMus programme (2x 9 months FT) 

to transfer to the MA (Music) programme (12 months FT), or vice versa.  While not a change in 
the mode of study, this permits students to graduate slightly earlier; or conversely, to spend 
more time developing their skills.   

9  It is partly for this reason that we have decided to adopt a new Performance Indicator (‘PCR +2’) 
that measures the proportion of a cohort gaining the intended award on time or within two years 
of the expected completion date (see AIS 9:  QAH 7).   
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171. All of the Conservatoire’s HE programmes are delivered on campus, except for the 

postgraduate learning and teaching programmes, which are designed for distance 

learning to facilitate the professional activities of students living and working in rural 

communities around Scotland and internationally10.  (See ¶328 for discussion of 

the implications of this delivery mode for learning and teaching.)  The effectiveness 

of this mode of delivery (and of the support we put in place for it) will be reviewed 

as part of the review of the masters’ programmes in 2018/19.   

 

 

2.3 Supporting students in their learning at each stage of the learner 
journey  

 from pre-admission to post-graduation, including outreach, admissions, 
articulation, graduate attributes, assessment, employability, and enterprise and 
entrepreneurship 

 

The learner journey (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality 

processes’) 

172. The education of the performing artist is challenging by comparison with many 

other professions.  The learning experience is necessarily concerned with the 

development of the whole person; consequently the Conservatoire learning 

journey makes demands on the whole person – aesthetic, academic, emotional 

and physical.  These demands, combined with the inherent stress of public 

performance, undoubtedly create a challenging learning environment, at the centre 

of which is the student.  In recognition of this, the Conservatoire has a number of 

support mechanisms in place. 

 

                                                 
10  The programme currently has students in Hong Kong, Singapore, Germany and Switzerland.   
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173. The following diagram summarises the support we offer to our applicants and 

students: 
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Support through Outreach and Pre-Admission (linked to Context 2, ‘Our 
pre-HE provision’) 

174. As noted above (¶149ff), the Conservatoire makes a considerable investment in 

outreach, and in the selection of its students.  Beyond our formal outreach, 

individual programmes also engage in activities designed to promote the 

programmes and inspire young people to continue their studies in the performing 

and production arts.  Examples include our annual schools’ brass concerts (see 

AIS 9, p. 8); performances in schools; and the Shakespeare in schools project.   

 

175. The Academic Administration and Support department comprises Counselling & 

Disability; International Students and Student Experience; Programme Support; 

Quality Assurance; Recruitment & Admissions; Space Planning; and Student 

Records.  AAS thus plays an important role in supporting students at all stages of 

the student ‘life cycle’.  This centralised ‘one-stop’ service has been commended 

through the Annual Dialogue process as providing ‘impressive, integrated student 

support’.  Recruitment and Admissions staff oversee our Open Days and other 

recruitment activities, and we employ students as hosts, tour leaders and speakers 

at these events.   

 

176. Young people who enrol on any of our pre-HE programmes, spring or summer 

schools, or audition preparation courses receive a taste of the Conservatoire 

learning experience as well as advice on further study.  In the School of Music, 

prospective applicants may apply for an ‘advice audition’, through which they 

receive detailed guidance from our staff with regard to their options for further 

study.   

 

177. In Curriculum Reform, we prioritised ‘transitions’, particularly from one year of study 

to the next, but also into higher education; and, as part of the ‘Student Transitions’ 

Enhancement Theme, we produced a series of videos for applicants thinking about 

higher education in the performing and production arts – available to the public on 

our Student Transitions webpage.   

 

178. The student’s unique learning experience begins to take shape at the point of 

application.  All on-time applicants are invited to participate in an audition or 

interview, enabling staff to make an holistic judgement concerning an individual’s 

potential to study and succeed at the Conservatoire, taking into account the context 

and circumstances of their previous studies and achievements.  The majority of 

https://www.rcs.ac.uk/studyhere/studentsupport/student-transitions/
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applicants attend a live audition or interview in Glasgow, providing them with the 

opportunity to meet teachers and to gain a clearer insight into the nature and 

demands of their chosen programme, and the opportunities offered by the 

Conservatoire.  The selection process is governed by the Admissions Policy 

(AIS 9:  QAH 8) which was recently reviewed (see ¶160).   

 

 

Support through Admission, Articulation and Student Life (linked to 
Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

179. Once an offer has been made, Recruitment and Admissions staff will contact the 

applicant to assist with any queries they may have about studying at the 

Conservatoire.  Programme staff engage in this process too, where applicants 

have specific queries about the programme or, in music, about their prospective 

principal study teacher.  We maintain an open dialogue with all prospective 

students prior to, and through, the admission process.  (The helpfulness and 

responsiveness of staff was considered to be good or excellent by 92% of 

respondents to the latest first-year survey.) 

 

180. The supportive and personal nature of this communication continues after an 

applicant has accepted their offer of a place.  In the School of Music, this is normally 

the point at which decisions are made regarding allocation to a particular principal 

study teacher and successful applicants may apply for a ‘consultation lesson’ at 

this stage.  These allow prospective students to receive further detailed advice 

from our staff, and they allow staff to consider with whom the student might most 

appropriately be paired for one-to-one lessons upon commencement of studies.  

Where applicants express a preference for a particular teacher, we try to assign 

them to their preferred member of staff, wherever possible.   

 

181. New students receive a comprehensive induction pack in advance of matriculation.  

We also have a Freshers’ Facebook page, and each department has its own 

Facebook page too.  AAS and the SU collaborate on a ‘buddy’ scheme for students 

looking to find out more about life at the Conservatoire, and they put on a 

stimulating induction programme during ‘Welcome and Transitions Week’.  This 

introduces students to key members of academic and support staff, as well as 

facilities and resources.  Programme and Department meetings facilitate early 

Very good audition and interview process, well explained, knew well what was 

expected from me.  Well communicated.  Emails quick and helpful.   

Year 1 student 
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introductions between students and staff:  each programme and/or Department 

forms a cohesive student cohort and students are, without exception, personally 

known to their teachers – a defining feature of our environment with its very low 

student/staff ratio and the personal nature of the student-teacher partnership.  As 

well as School and Departmental/Programme meetings, there is a particular 

emphasis on health and wellbeing, personal safety, equality and diversity, deaf 

awareness, and transition to life in Scotland and Glasgow.  The SU also puts on a 

range of social activities to allow new students to meet each other.   

 

182. [3] As well as being addressed through induction activities, issues of student health 

and wellbeing are embedded within the curriculum of programmes (e.g. via the 

Embodiment and Wellbeing strand of the BA CPP programme).  Audiometry testing 

is provided for students and staff in certain discipline areas.  The Conservatoire 

has responded positively to the rise in students with disclosed mental health 

disabilities through initiatives such as Mental Health Awareness Week, and 

through providing Mental Health First Aid Training for staff.  The Students’ Union 

plan regular events such as ‘Therapets’ visits.   

 

183. The demanding nature of the Conservatoire’s programmes requires students to 

adopt a professional approach to their learning at a very early stage.  Whether the 

student is involved in an orchestra or ensemble, a solo or other type of 

performance, a play, or a production team, each student plays a key role, and the 

success of the particular production will be dependent upon each team member 

playing her/his full part.   

 

184. The care with which we co-create each student’s learning experience extends to 

the close monitoring of all aspects of student progress – much more closely than 

might be practicable in a conventional university environment.  The 

Conservatoire’s scale, combined with its intensive programme delivery, facilitates 

that close attention to student progress (see also ¶351).  Both Schools operate 

attendance policies (essentially professional codes of conduct) which are 

sensitively applied in a supportive educational environment.  If, for example, a 

student fails to attend a rehearsal or a one-to-one lesson, then that absence will 

be immediately apparent to staff and subsequent contact with the student 

concerned will be direct and speedy.  There is, therefore, little possibility of a 

student slipping below the radar and we are sure that this is reflected in the positive 

student progression data (see ¶46ff).  In addition, student progress is monitored in 

https://www.rcs.ac.uk/mental-health-symposium-wellbeing-events-mark-mental-health-awareness-week-rcs/
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/dogs-take-on-a-new-role-as-they-take-to-the-stage-at-the-royal-conservatoire-of-scotland/
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the context of the whole cohort at annual Progress Committee meetings, which 

take place during Term 2.   

 

 

185. Further Conservatoire services provided to students are summarised under 

‘admission, articulation and student life’ in the diagram at ¶173.  Student welfare 

support comprises assistance with budgeting, financial support, childcare, student 

loan support, accommodation, and transport.  Support for international and 

exchange students, includes bespoke induction.  The Effective Learning Service 

provides assistance with academic writing, note-taking, effective reading and time 

management, and support for students with Learning Agreements (see ¶210ff).  

 

186. Each undergraduate student is allocated a Transitions Tutor who supports them 

through their personal development planning process.  The Transitions Tutor will 

negotiate the individual’s Student Contract at each stage of the programme, and 

s/he will undertake at least two Transitions Tutorials with each student each year.  

As a core personal development activity, the Transitions Tutorial is designed to 

assist students in developing their ability to:  

•  reflect on their own learning and development;  

•  set meaningful and relevant goals;  

•  identify potential barriers and challenges;  

•  identify action plans to ensure continuing progress and development;  

•  prepare for graduation and post-study.   

 

 

187. The Conservatoire introduced a ‘Fitness to Study’ policy in 2015, and (specifically 

for students on programmes accredited by the GTCS) a ‘Fitness to Practise’ policy 

in 2017.  These policies are intended to facilitate student progress through 

challenging circumstances by ensuring that appropriate levels of support are 

maintained.   

 

[I] wanted to study abroad in a faculty that wouldn’t limit my creativity as an 

individual, but would provide me with the necessary skills to further my vision. 

International student 

 

Throughout my learning I have felt that it has never been a tick box exercise 

and all of my teachers, be it my one-to-one teacher or lecturers, have always 

made my learning about my personal development as an artist. 

Year 4 student 
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188. The modules ‘Introduction to Collaborative Practice’ and ‘Approaches to Critical 

Artistry’ (for undergraduate and postgraduate students respectively) facilitate 

student and staff introductions across disciplinary areas and thereby help to create 

a broader sense of community across the Conservatoire.   

 

189. The Students’ Union provides considerable support for students at all stages of 

their learning journey, from assisting with student arrivals in Glasgow, to supporting 

students through representation, and through support for mental health and 

wellbeing, as well as clubs and societies, and opportunities for volunteering. 

 

190. We begin to create a cohesive artistic learning community from day one of Year 1 

of our programmes, and our students co-create (and develop in) that unique 

environment over a programme’s entire duration.  Because of the potential to 

disrupt the cohesion of the learning community, and also because it would be 

overly challenging for a student to locate and develop her/his artistic personality in 

a foreshortened timescale, it is, generally, not possible to introduce students who 

are joining us with an HN qualification into that environment beyond Year 1 (i.e. via 

articulation).  However, each applicant is considered on her/his individual merits 

and, occasionally, a student is admitted into later stages of a particular programme, 

through procedures detailed in QAH 9 (AIS 9). 

 

191. Notwithstanding challenges associated with articulation, the Conservatoire is 

committed to working through the Scottish Drama Training Network11 to ensure 

that drama provision across Scotland is coherent and, in its totality, addresses 

national needs. 

 

Support through Assessment and Feedback (linked to Context 5, ‘Our 
curriculum and quality processes’) 

192. Assessment is an integral part of the student’s learning experience.  As such, 

assessment is often conducted in the context of practice, whether performance, 

production, teaching, or other artistic practice.   

 

                                                 
11  The Scottish Drama Training Network was established in 2009 as an initiative of the SFC based 

at the Conservatoire.  The Network, comprising colleges and HEIs, works with education and 
industry to support the development of publicly funded practice-based drama provision in 
Scotland. 

http://www.sdtn.org/
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193. Our approach to student learning, incorporating methods such as one-to-one 

tuition and small group/ensemble work, means that formative feedback is both 

continuous and instantaneous. Beyond the feedback and support offered through 

one-to-one lessons, group work and planned tutorials, students may seek further 

advice from any member of the programme staff, from visiting guest artists and 

directors (as appropriate), and from the Effective Learning Service (see ¶185).   

 

194. The learning and assessment process includes the provision of detailed summative 

feedback, which is also formative in nature:  our approach to feedback is not only 

to explain the assessors’ judgement on the work being assessed, but to provide 

advice on how to improve in future (‘feedforward’).  Our programmes seek to create 

a learning environment where peer-to-peer and self-evaluation is an important 

complement to staff feedback.  In some instances, feedback is mutually 

constructed between staff member and student, to encourage students to reflect 

and be pro-active in determining the actions needed to progress their learning.  

Assessment grades and feedback reports are maintained on Student Contracts, 

for easy access by students and programme administration.   

 

 

Support for Employability, Enterprise, Entrepreneurship, Graduate 
Attributes and post-Graduation  (linked to Contexts 1, 4 and 5, ‘The national 
conservatoire, ‘Our part-time staff’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality 
processes’) 

195. Enterprise learning at the Conservatoire is rooted in industry context, addressing 

industry expectations, technological developments, professional standards and 

intrinsically linked with core arts and technical study.  This approach is supported 

by the Conservatoire’s proto-professional learning environment, and particularly 

students’ experience of visiting professionals (see ¶259).   

 

196. The Conservatoire is a highly vocational institution.  We exist to produce graduates 

who are able to make a living in the performing arts.  Various data tell us that we 

are successful in that aim.  As noted above (¶56), 97.1% of Conservatoire 

graduates were in work or further study six months after graduation, and of those 

surveyed who were in work, 90% of undergraduates and 88% of postgraduates 

were working in the performing arts.  The Conservatoires UK Graduate Tracking 

The amount of refined and accurate critique and learning has made me into 

an artist who strives for excellence at every turn. The amount of support and 

effective feedback I have received during my time is incredible.   

Year 4 student 
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Study (2014; AIS 12) surveyed 339 RCS graduates stretching back over an 18-

year period.  The study revealed that, at that time, 95% of RCS respondents were 

in work, and 86% of those were working in the performing arts – figures very similar 

to the latest DLHE survey.  The high quality of our learning experience may also 

be verified with reference to the reports of programme review panels, such as that 

for the BMus programme (AIS 2a iii), which commended its ‘visionary and 

ambitious approach to enhancing the professional and life skills for students as 

potential agents for change’.  Case studies of successful graduates, illustrating the 

Conservatoire’s approach to employability, enterprise and entrepreneurship, can 

be found in Movers and Shakers:  Developing Enterprising Artists, Makers and 

Technicians (2017; AIS 13).   

 

197. Curriculum Reform was driven by the desire to prepare our graduates to become 

artists, educators and leaders in the increasingly trans-disciplinary performing and 

production arts sectors.  Our curriculum therefore actively encourages trans-

disciplinary collaboration, as well as disciplinary excellence, and the capacities for 

enterprise and career longevity that are essential ingredients for future success, 

resilience and long-term health.  Several External Examiners have applauded this 

aspect of our curriculum, one noting as a strength ‘The emphasis on cross-

disciplinary work and encouragement of risk taking within the curriculum ’. 

 

198.  Staff and students have observed a ‘transformation’ in the nature of the institution 

through the introduction of trans-disciplinary collaboration into the curriculum; and 

this makes us distinct in the UK conservatoire sector, given our breadth of 

disciplines.  As an example of the possibilities that students are afforded to develop 

in this context:  a BMus pianist (pictured on the cover of this Reflective Analysis) 

curated a trans-disciplinary final recital, collaborating with actors, ballet dancers 

and production students, with her discipline as the central focus of the assessment 

process.  Her sustained engagement with the breadth of disciplinary opportunities 

on offer through the portfolio of Choice modules undoubtedly contributed to the 

imagination, care and engagement with which she demonstrated her acquisition of 

both the year level Learning Outcomes and the Graduate Attributes.   

 

 

Collaboration is an essential part of my artistic practice and some of my most 

rewarding learning experiences have come from collaborating with fellow 

students across the various areas of study.  

Year 4 student 

 

https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Royal-Conservatoire-of-Scotland-pdf.-Movers-and-Shakers-–-Developing-Enterprising-Artists2c-Makers-and-Technicians.pdf
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/Royal-Conservatoire-of-Scotland-pdf.-Movers-and-Shakers-–-Developing-Enterprising-Artists2c-Makers-and-Technicians.pdf
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199. Our Graduate Attributes (AIS 10, p. 8) encapsulate our Curriculum Principles and 

capture the range of specialist abilities, personal qualities and skills gained through 

study at the Conservatoire.  The diversity of our programmes and the varying 

artistic and career goals of our students means that a ‘one size fits all’ approach to 

employability and entrepreneurship would not be effective. Nonetheless, it is 

possible to identify common themes and approaches.  

 

200. All of our programmes adopt a studio-type approach to developing enterprise skills, 

combining learning in a proto-professional environment with live projects, 

placements with industry, and projects in community and industry settings, where 

students learn by doing.  Placement settings include Sistema Scotland, Drake 

Music Scotland, NHS Greater Glasgow & Clyde and the Scottish Prison Service, 

among many others (see ¶483).  Numerous External Examiners have commented 

on our strong links with industry, e.g. ‘The clear consideration of, and focus upon, 

industry links and preparation of students (and the industry!) for their 

engagement with each other beyond their studies.’ 

 

 

201. Programmes offer a combination of enterprise and employability skills, such as 

marketing and promotion, budgeting, self-employment, tax and HMRC, setting up 

a website, developing CVs, and presentation skills.  These sessions are delivered 

by programme staff and may also involve guest speakers from industry, 

masterclasses, and workshops.  This creates an environment where students learn 

practical self-employment and business start-up skills, as well as how to build 

networks and audiences for their work.  Some students begin to explore marketing 

their professional identity while doing ‘blue sky’ business planning and futures 

thinking – all within their programme. 

 

202. All programmes centre on professional outcomes – usually performances.  Some 

take modules into the field – such as the modules ‘Music in Society’ (BMus); ‘Arts 

in Social Contexts’ and ‘Arts in Prisons’ (BA CPP); and MA CCT’s ‘On the Verge’ 

festival, and BA CPP’s ‘Into the New’ festival see (AIS 14, p. 26).  In the School of 

DDPF, end-of-year showcases offer further opportunities to engage with industry.  

Thanks to the RCS, I have had a number of opportunities to work in 

environments such as hospitals and primary schools which has given me a 

better understanding of the breadth a musical career can have and also 

training me so that I have the skills necessary to work in such environments. 

Year 4 student 

 

http://www.makeabignoise.org.uk/sistema-scotland/
https://drakemusicscotland.org/
https://drakemusicscotland.org/
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/box_office/on-the-verge/
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/box_office/on-the-verge/
http://2018.intothenew.org.uk/
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Industry representation is an important measure of success for the BA Acting 

programme:  in 2016/17, 15 of the 18 students eligible to work in the UK (83%) 

gained representation upon graduation.   

 

203. Bridge Week provides a further extra-curricular opportunity for students to 

collaborate and create new work together.  Since its inception with Curriculum 

Reform in 2012, students have been responsible for creating over 130 self-

generated projects.  These have included a world premiere 360-degree projection 

mapped venue, a brand new musical, numerous short film projects and several 

productions that have gone on to perform at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe.  In 

addition to rehearsal and performance space, students are given technical support, 

resources and a small budget, and most importantly the freedom to get on and 

create.  Through this experience, students have the opportunity to further develop 

the skills needed for enterprise, employability and collaboration.  The students who 

get involved in Bridge Week see it as a highly valued opportunity – it was 

commended during a consultation meeting with the SU Council.   

 

204. The depth of art form and industry expertise within the institution means that the 

various approaches to enterprise and employability are grounded in reality and 

continually updated.  The Conservatoire offers students access to high level 

industry partners as part of their educational experience.  These relationships 

further facilitate the development of freelance skills and employability through 

hands-on learning and access to professional networks.  Partnerships include 

those with the BBC, Scottish Opera, Scottish Ballet, Scottish Chamber Orchestra, 

Red Note, Royal Scottish National Orchestra, National Theatre of Scotland, 

Playwrights’ Studio Scotland, Solar Bear, Drake Music Scotland, Dundee 

Repertory Theatre, Citizens Theatre, Scottish Ensemble, Bard in the Botanics, and 

many more.  (See ¶481ff for further examples of industry connections.)  A further 

highlight is the opportunity to perform at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe with a range 

of offers produced and led by the Conservatoire.  Critical friends engaged in the 

Annual Dialogue process have commented on the ‘strong links between all 

programmes and industry [as] a particular area of good practice across the 

Conservatoire’.   

 

205. Movers and Shakers (AIS 13) was published in November 2017 to coincide with 

our first ‘Make It Happen Month’.  As part of our commitment to innovation and 

enterprise, The Exchange, in collaboration with the SU, dedicated November to a 
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curated series of creative enterprise workshops and events taking place across the 

Conservatoire, to offer inspiration, insights and practical workshops to support the 

ambitions of our enterprising students and to enhance their entrepreneurial 

education.  The following quotations, from Movers and Shakers, are reflections by 

two of our graduates, three years after graduation: 

We had four years of Music Business as opposed to a few semesters in most other 

conservatories.  [Tommy Smith] taught us how to do taxes, register our music, 

claim royalties from radio play or even pub gigs, build a website, fill out Arts Council 

funding applications, etc.  What was amazing was that none of this was from a 

textbook, but all from personal experiences which made it so much more relevant 

for us.   

Utsav Lal, BMus Jazz, 2014 

 

I chose a module where I could build in what I wanted to learn about during my 

final year.  I constructed a module all about setting up a business.  I arranged 

sessions with Business Gateway and other professionals from my field.  I also 

undertook research into other businesses/suppliers and competitors.  Between this 

unit and my work experience unit, I was able to gain knowledge to help me to get 

to the point where I was ready to start my business venture.  I still keep in regular 

contact with my lecturers and know that if I find myself in a difficult situation I can 

always contact them for a second opinion and support. 

 Nicola Russell, BA Production Art and Design, 2014 

 

206. In 2017 the Scottish Drama Training Network launched ‘The Network 2017’ in 

partnership with the Pleasance Theatre Trust to provide opportunities for emerging 

talent from Scotland’s colleges and universities (a ‘graduate ensemble’).  The 

Network’s first production, Snowflake, was performed at the Edinburgh Festival 

Fringe, additionally providing enhanced assistant stage manager work placement 

opportunities for production arts students on our Transitions programme. 

 

207. Our agency function, which facilitates students securing professional engagements 

is a unique feature of the Conservatoire learning environment.  In 2016/17, the 

agency secured 157 performance engagements for 141 students, with a net value 

of £66K.  Further opportunities (e.g. for summer courses, part-time work, calls for 

actors/musicians) are advertised via the Student Portal.   

 

http://sdtn.org/thenetwork/
https://www.pleasance.co.uk/
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208. It has been known for some time (and confirmed through the Conservatoires UK 

Graduate Tracking Study, 2014; AIS 12) that large numbers of our graduates go 

on to teach at some point in their careers.  17% of graduates surveyed suggested 

that programmes should offer more advice or support about teaching careers.  In 

recognition of this, the current review of undergraduate programmes has placed a 

particular requirement on programmes to embed delivery of pedagogical skills as 

a way of preparing graduates for that career opportunity, and also as a means to 

reflect more deeply on their own learning (¶268f).   

 

 

Applicants and Students with Disabilities  (linked to Contexts 3 and 5, ‘Our 
student population’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

209. Students with disabilities (and those who are care experienced or carers) are 

provided with bespoke support from point of application through to graduation.  

Applicants who declare a disability or care experience are, in advance of an 

audition/interview, contacted by the Counsellor and Disability Adviser to ensure 

that, if required, a modified audition/interview format is agreed, taking account of 

the applicant’s particular needs.  We offer applicants with disabilities one-to-one 

guided tours of the building and introductions to the programme by academic staff 

– as noted in consultation with colleagues, this level of support ‘is simply the ethos 

of the institution’.   

 

210. For successful applicants, an individual Learning Agreement is negotiated between 

the student, her/his Head of Department/Programme and the Counsellor and 

Disability Adviser.  Where appropriate, that agreement will include provision for 

modified assessment arrangements.  The Learning Agreement is subject to annual 

review.  Taking account of staff feedback and the outcome of the annual monitoring 

of appeals, QSC has recently commissioned a review of the effectiveness of the 

Learning Agreement process.   

 

211. The BA Performance in British Sign Language and English programme is designed 

for D/deaf students; additional adjustments are made for applicants and students 

with additional disabilities.   

The [Teaching Musician] module has been immensely useful in tackling the 
issues faced when being an instrumental teacher.  Many aspects from the 
school lecturers and lectures from external education boards gave me a much 
better understanding of how us as musicians can contribute back to society 
using our skills.  

Year 3 student 
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212. The number and proportion of students with Learning Agreements has grown over 

the last five years.  In 2016/17, 314 students (27.4%) had Learning Agreements.  

Special Circumstances Boards of Examiners, which are attended by the 

Counsellor and Disability Adviser, consider the performance of each student with 

a Learning Agreement (along with any other students who have declared special 

circumstances) in order to ensure that the specific requirements of the Learning 

Agreement have been fully and appropriately applied.   

 

 

 

2.4 Postgraduate taught and research student experience 
 

Postgraduate taught student experience (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The 
national conservatoire’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

213. The Conservatoire has six masters’ programmes and three postgraduate certificate 

programmes (see Appendix A, Table A2; and ¶57 for commentary on the 

proportion of UG music students who progress to PG study).   

 

214. Our postgraduate programmes are distinctive in the UK conservatoire sector, in 

the extent to which they can be tailored to match students’ individual learning 

needs combined with the way they offer students significant opportunities for trans-

disciplinary collaboration across a range of performing arts disciplines, including 

arts education.   

 

215. Our curricula are designed to facilitate the exploration of theory, the development 

of practice, and the evaluation of success.  The module ‘Approaches to Critical 

Artistry’ (ATCA) is shared by all of the masters’ programmes and, in that sense, it 

is similar to ‘Introduction to Collaborative Practice’ at undergraduate level.  Its 
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central focus is the development of the student's own praxis as an artist.  During 

student consultation in preparation for this ELIR, it was noted that the weekend 

conference for ATCA offered an ‘amazing’ example of praxis.   

 

216. Our postgraduate programmes maintain close links with the profession and their 

emphasis is firmly on practice grounded in personal research:  whether in 

performing, composing, or teaching, students learn in and through practice in a 

proto-professional environment.  Three pathways through the MEd programme are 

accredited by the General Teaching Council for Scotland; and the PGCert in 

Learning and Teaching in Higher Arts Education is accredited by the Higher 

Education Academy.  As noted elsewhere (¶204, 216, 481ff), we have close 

working relationships with numerous organisations across the performing arts in 

Scotland and, at the postgraduate level, we have a strategic relationship with 

Scottish Ballet in the collaborative design and delivery of our MMus/MA in Piano 

for Dance (see ¶461, 471).  This partnership, unique in the UK conservatoire sector 

and distinctive internationally, provides a professional pathway for pianists with a 

particular interest in the special requirements of collaborating with dancers, and 

links with teaching and learning on the BA Modern Ballet programme.  MMus/MA 

students work with the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra and other professional 

ensembles; MA CCT students produce work at Shakespeare’s Globe each year; 

and MA Musical Theatre students take productions to the Edinburgh Festival 

Fringe every summer.  In this way, students are challenged to work at a 

professional level.   

 

217. The Conservatoire’s taught postgraduate programmes operate in exactly the same 

way as undergraduate programmes in terms of arrangements for securing 

academic standards and quality enhancement (see §4).  The Postgraduate 

Academic Framework addresses the specific learning experience of taught 

postgraduate students.  This document is updated in line with the cycle of 

programme review:  the current version was developed in conjunction with the 

review of postgraduate programmes in 2013/14, and will be subject to evaluation 

and revision in advance of the review of postgraduate taught programmes in 

2018/19. 
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Research student experience (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The national 
conservatoire’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

218. Since the establishment of the Conservatoire’s research capacity in 2000 we have 

been at the forefront in the development of research into and through the 

performing arts.  Our success was confirmed with our REF 2014 result, which 

showed that more than two thirds of our research was either world leading or 

internationally excellent, and suggested our research in music and drama has the 

strongest impact of Scottish work in this field. 

 

219. Research and collaborative practice forms an essential part of student life and is 

threaded throughout the curriculum.  We have a distinctive ethos for our research 

programmes:  as performance to the highest standards is central to all of the 

Conservatoire’s work, our research activities are located within that context.  The 

key elements of performance and/or creation give the Conservatoire’s research 

profile a clear and individual identity.   

 

220. The research student cohort at the Conservatoire is small but growing, a close-knit 

community of artists and scholars across music, drama and dance pursuing studies 

that will result in the award of MPhil, PhD or DPerf.  29 students are registered for 

degrees, supported by 16 supervisors.  Research degrees are validated by the 

University of St Andrews, with which we have developed an effective working 

partnership (see ¶470). 

 

221. There is strong engagement with research training, with participation in weekly 

seminars, intensive study days, and an annual study visit to St Andrews.  Students 

have access to a range of research training at the Conservatoire and benefit from 

the full training resources of the University (through CAPOD, the University’s 

Centre for Academic Practice and Organisational Development).  Students also 

benefit from the opportunities that flow from our membership of the Scottish 

Graduate School for the Arts and Humanities.   

 

 

222. The Research Student Experience is overseen by the Research Degrees 

Committee, which includes in its membership the University’s Pro-Dean for 

Research Postgraduate matters, ensuring effective communication between the 

I have attended free writing courses at CAPOD (at St Andrews) and they have 

been excellent. 

Research student 

 

http://www.sgsah.ac.uk/
http://www.sgsah.ac.uk/
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Conservatoire and the University.  Two student representatives attend the 

Research Degrees Committee for matters that do not relate to individual students. 

 

223. Student progress is overseen formally through annual progress monitoring, which 

also includes the participation of the University’s Pro-Dean.  Because of our scale, 

this process allows us to consider in some detail the arrangements that are in place 

for each student, and appropriate engagement with research training is monitored 

within this process. 

 

224. Student research projects embrace both practice-based and traditional 

approaches, and supervisors are trained in partnership with the University, making 

provision for the induction of new supervisors, for the ‘update’ of existing 

supervisors, and also for peer mentoring and discussion.  Project funding is 

available to all research students, and additional support, in the form of mentoring 

from the Research Lecturers and the Head of Research, supplements the formal 

supervisory arrangements. 

 

225. The Conservatoire has been active in the development of practice-based doctoral 

studies in the performing arts since 2000, and in that time has supported 23 

students to successful completion of their PhD, including a significant number of 

projects that embody praxis at the doctoral level.  Such projects often pursue a 

mixed mode of submission, with artistic and more traditional scholarly elements 

existing in a symbiotic relationship.  An example of such a project is Dr Lori 

Watson’s 2013 thesis, entitled ‘The New Traditional School in Scotland:  

Innovation, Beyond-tune Composition and a Traditional Musician's Creative 

Practice’.  This innovative doctorate incorporates ethnographic and auto 

ethnographic elements, experimental creative work, and documentation in a 

substantial portfolio.  Such doctoral projects are, effectively, laboratories for new 

work that embodies praxis, and the ideas and approaches that are generated in 

these projects inform undergraduate and postgraduate teaching in, for example, 

modules such as the BMus 4 ‘Research Project’ or the cross-Conservatoire 

‘Approaches to Critical Artistry’.  Such research-led teaching was commended by 

the BMus Review Panel in January 2018 (AIS 2a iii).   

 

226. The student cohort is energetic and collegial resulting in initiatives such as the 

Scottish Journal of Performance, an online journal established by three 

http://www.scottishjournalofperformance.org/
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Conservatoire students in December 2013 with project funds from the Research 

Degrees Committee.  The journal has since published eight issues. 

 

 

2.5 Learning environment  
 including the use of technology 

 

 (linked to Contexts 1, 4 and 5, ‘The national conservatoire’, ‘Our part-time 
staff’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

227. The Conservatoire offers a rich and vibrant cultural and artistic, proto-professional 

learning environment.  Our focus is on learning through doing, trans-disciplinary 

collaboration, disciplinary excellence and public performance – we are one of 

Scotland’s busiest performing arts venues.  Our partnerships with the National 

Companies and other professional companies, our strong associations with visiting 

artists and other professionals (see ¶259ff), and the professional activities of our 

staff are important elements that contribute to the vitality of the learning 

environment.  Several External Examiners have commended our programmes’ 

performance opportunities and industry links, e.g. ‘There have been some 

excellent [performance] opportunities this year including an exchange with 

students from Canada and several RCS students accompanying Scottish Ballet on 

their tour to New York.’  (See AIS 14 for further examples of students’ performance 

opportunities.) 

 

228. Glasgow is noted internationally for the vibrancy of its cultural life and has been 

accorded UNESCO City of Music status.  Students benefit from the rich 

opportunities the city provides to see and hear visiting artists; and the 

Conservatoire benefits too since we engage guest artists performing with the 

national orchestras to give masterclasses for our students.  Civic support for 

Glasgow UNESCO City of Music is facilitated through Glasgow Life with which we 

have strong connections, most recently evidenced in our involvement in the Celtic 

Connections festival.  Students have opportunities to perform in a wide variety of 

venues throughout the city, in Edinburgh (Edinburgh International Festival and 

Fringe Festival) and elsewhere around Scotland, including the St Magnus 

International Festival in Orkney, and therefore to experience a range of 

performance contexts which is important in terms of artistic development and 

employability.   

https://en.unesco.org/creative-cities/glasgow
https://beta.glasgowlife.org.uk/
https://www.celticconnections.com/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.celticconnections.com/Pages/default.aspx
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Resources (linked to Context 1, ‘The national conservatoire’) 

229. The Conservatoire occupies two purpose-built buildings in the centre of Glasgow:  

a main building on Renfrew Street, and the Wallace Studios at Speirs Locks, ten 

minutes’ walk away.  Our Archives & Collection facility is housed separately at The 

Whisky Bond in the Speirs Locks area, co-located with other significant creative 

and heritage enterprises.  Our learning and teaching facilities were considered to 

be good or excellent by all respondents to the latest first-year survey.   

 

230. Central to our position as a performing arts centre of national significance, there 

are five public performance venues in the Renfrew St building:   

•  The New Athenaeum Theatre, a proscenium-arch theatre with orchestra pit 

and state-of-the-art automated flying equipment – the only installation of its 

kind in Europe specifically used for education; 

•  The Chandler Studio Theatre, a black-box performance space; 

•  The Ledger Recital Room; 

•  The Stevenson Hall, a concert hall; and 

•  the Alexander Gibson Opera School, which houses rehearsal and coaching 

rooms and a performance space.   

The Jack Bruce Space in the public café-bar area also functions as a venue 

licensed for occasional informal performances.  All public performance venues are 

networked to a control room to facilitate audio recording.   

 

 

231. The Wallace Studios were opened in 2011 and extended in 2013.  This second 

building provides teaching and learning spaces for our Modern Ballet, Production 

Arts and Musical Theatre students in four large high-spec dance rehearsal studios, 

a fitness suite, a full-size paint frame, and extensive design, set, prop and wardrobe 

construction studios and eight flexible studio spaces used by Acting, CPP, 

BA Performance and Opera, as well as the Junior Conservatoire and Short 

Courses.  The Wallace Studios development puts the Conservatoire at the heart 

[There is a] professional, vibrant, and creative community here in Glasgow 

Year 1 student 

 

The theatres are incredible – the ability to walk from the cafe into a fully 

equipped and well maintained proscenium arch theatre never failed to give me 

butterflies. It is incredibly exciting to have The New Athenaeum and the 

Chandler Studio Theatre so easily accessible.  

2017 graduate  
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of an ambitious urban regeneration programme supported by Glasgow City 

Council, and it is part of a hub of artistic activity in that part of the city, situated, as 

it is, next door to our partners Scottish Opera and the National Theatre of Scotland.   

 

232. [3] There are numerous practice and rehearsal spaces.  The number of individual 

practice and teaching rooms was increased by almost 50% in 2017 with the 

opening of a new ‘Creative Campus’ comprising 27 practice rooms and two 

medium-sized rehearsal studios (see ¶434), to accommodate the growth in SoM 

student numbers.   

 

233. There is, however, continued pressure on rooms, particularly medium to large 

rehearsal spaces – this is alleviated, where possible, by hiring external 

space.  Plans for the possible development of new programmes and associated 

space requirements, as well as the provision of appropriate student social space, 

are currently being considered in the context of student number projections and 

Brexit scenario planning.  Current plans include the development of nearby student 

accommodation (including some practice rooms) and assessment of the 

possibilities for further expansion at the Wallace Studios. 

 

 

234. Rooms are bookable by students and staff using ASIMUT, an electronic space 

planning system designed specifically for conservatoires.  This system was 

introduced in 2014 and has significantly enhanced the efficiency of our operations, 

for both students and staff in terms of use of space, booking rooms, updating and 

viewing timetables, and monitoring student attendance (ASIMUT syncs with our in-

house Student Records System).   

 

235. The Conservatoire’s learning environment also comprises: 

I don’t believe there is enough social spaces, especially at lunch times when 

the canteen is so busy. 

 

Drama practice rooms tend to be booked solid on the weekends.  Difficult to 

get extra practice especially at the Wallace studios due to classes being on 

the entire time the building is open on weekends. 

 

Acoustics in the rooms are echoey – new rooms are really good.   

Year 1 students 
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•  the Whittaker Library, housing one of the UK’s most comprehensive 

collections of performance materials, and an extensive collection of online 

resources;  

•  the Conservatoire’s Archives & Collections, comprising the institutional 

archive, collections of instruments, manuscripts, and the private papers of 

composers and performers;  

•  a fleet of pianos, with one in virtually every teaching and practice room, 

including 26 Steinway model Bs,  7 concert grands (6 Steinways and 1 

Bösendorfer), as well as 15 Yamaha grands.  The instruments are 

maintained and upgraded on a rolling basis by means of a cost-effective 

leasing arrangement.  

 

236.  [5] The library received c. 130K visitors during AY 2016/17, and satisfaction with 

library resources, as reported in the NSS, is very high, scoring 90% for each of the 

last three years (the overall scores for ‘learning resources‘ are given at ¶124).  The 

annual library survey is an essential source of data to inform the enhancement of 

library services.  Feedback from the latest survey (spring 2017) was very positive, 

although noise levels and lack of appropriate study spaces were cited as concerns.  

Survey feedback has led to increased opening hours during exam periods; the 

development of the collections; and the delivery of programme specific e-resource 

training sessions.    

 

237.  To address the growth in student numbers, the library has invested significantly in 

online resources, enabling students to access the resources at any time or location.   

 

238. Production throughput forms an essential element of the Conservatoire’s learning 

environment.  Because we also function as a professional performing arts venue, 

putting on around 500 public performances per year (see AIS 14 for the current 

season), the management and technical infrastructure required to support that core 

activity is a crucial resource.  Production support is provided by the Central 

Production Unit (CPU).  Students of the production programmes fulfil the majority 

of production and design roles on both drama and opera productions, alongside 

visiting guest directors and designers, under the tutelage of CPU staff working with 

the relevant lecturing staff to ensure the provision of a balanced production 

experience, which is both learner-centred and professional in its standards.  
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239. The Conservatoire Planning Group oversees the production calendar, led by the 

requirement to create learning opportunities appropriate to the needs of 

programmes and students.  The CPG holistically monitors artistic content, learning 

opportunities and resource implications through an eighteen-month planning cycle.  

Within the School of Music, the Head of Artistic Planning works with HoDs and 

HoPs to programme the artistic calendar.   

 

240. The creation and performance of new work is of fundamental importance to the 

Conservatoire.  This is an integral feature of many of our programmes (e.g. BMus, 

MMus,  BA Production Arts and Design, BA Production Technology and 

Management, BA Filmmaking, BA Contemporary Performance Practice, MA 

Classical & Contemporary Text) and it has become a strong feature of other 

programmes in recent years (e.g. BA Acting’s ‘On the Verge’ festival; BA Modern 

Ballet’s student choreography projects; and MA Musical Theatre’s co-production 

of Atlantic Story with Northwestern University, Michigan, which won plaudits at the 

Edinburgh Festival Fringe in 2017).  

 

The use of technology (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality 
processes’) 

241. In relation to our third Curriculum Principle (‘The curriculum enables students to 

take responsibility for managing and evaluating their own learning’, see AIS 10, 

p. 3), our Academic Framework states that ‘we enable students to learn using state 

of the art technologies’; and ‘we encourage students to become independent 

explorers in new technologies in relation to their own arts discipline.’  All 

Conservatoire programmes promote the use of technology to aid self-reflection, to 

facilitate learning through the Student Contract, and in relation to the programme 

discipline itself.  The following paragraphs provide examples of the use of 

technology in particular programmes. 

 

242. [2] The School of Music has recently invested in a distance-learning platform 

(eStaccato) specifically designed for high quality audio in the teaching of music.  

This facilitates the tuition of Junior and Transitions students in remote rural 

I have been able to expand my knowledge of [the Conservatoire’s] art forms 

through seeing the wide variety of shows presented within the RCS. Such a 

rich variety of performance has really helped in my development and in the 

way I approach my study. 

Year 4 student 

 

https://www.estaccato.com/en-gb
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locations, thereby opening up possibilities for them to receive high quality 

instrumental tuition in order that they might, ultimately, progress to the 

Conservatoire or to another positive destination.  The system also enables degree-

level students to receive lessons when teachers are on tour, and prospective 

students from around the world to receive advice lessons through the application 

process.   

 

243. The BMus programme provides music technology skills for all Year 1 students and 

technology is promoted through a range of other modules on the Programme.  

Multi-camera live streaming video technology has been installed in the Stevenson 

Hall and the Ledger Recital Room (we are the first UK conservatoire to have 

installed this particular iPad-controlled system), enabling staff to live stream over 

the internet and students to record high-quality video documentation of their 

performances for self- and peer-reflection.  Staff also use technology to facilitate 

secure online marking.   

 

244. The BA Contemporary Performance Practice programme uses Screencast-o-matic 

technology to provide feedback for written assignments, and a member of the 

Programme Team has particular responsibility for embedding technological 

developments.   

 

245. The Postgraduate Leaning and Teaching programmes are delivered using a 

blended learning model, with students accessing online delivered sessions ‘live’ 

through the video-conferencing platform Adobe Connect.  Students submit all work 

through a personal ePortfolio provided in the Student Portal and collaborate on a 

range of tasks in bespoke group spaces created in the Portal and on Moodle.  

Moodle is also used as a repository for all resources related to the student journey, 

including videos to help students engage with the technology itself, academic 

support such as advice on referencing, or how to access our online library 

resources.  The programme employs a part-time Learning Technologist to assist 

staff and students in the use and development of appropriate learning technologies 

(in addition to the Conservatoire’s full-time Learning Technologist; see ¶328). 

 

246. In addition to programme-specific technology, the following resources are used in 

learning and teaching: 

•  the ‘Student Portal’ (see further below);  

https://screencast-o-matic.com/
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•  two Mac-based IT suites, kitted out with industry-standard software, the 

second of which was opened at the beginning of AY 2017/18, equipped with 

17 new iMacs, studio-quality loudspeaker monitoring, ProTools and Sibelius 

on all machines, and music keyboards for all workstations;  

•  banks of PCs at various locations throughout both buildings;  

•  multi-camera live streaming video technology installed in the Stevenson Hall 

and the Ledger Recital Room;  

•  3 specialist electroacoustic music studios;   

•  3 recording studios;  

•  a full-time IT trainer and a full-time Learning Technologist.   

 

247. The Staff/Student Portal was created to replace the previous ePortfolio system 

(Mahara) and the staff Extranet.  Through consultation with staff and students, both 

Mahara and the Extranet were deemed to be inadequate technical solutions for our 

community’s needs; and a holistic WordPress solution was considered to be a 

more appropriate and flexible fit for our reflective learning and information storage 

requirements; and as a portal to Conservatoire systems such as Moodle, ASIMUT, 

Student Contracts, Management Reports etc.  The Portal is supported via the IT 

Helpdesk and specifically, by our full-time Learning Technologist.  It continues to 

evolve and develop as need arises.  Feedback on the effectiveness of the Portal, 

from management meetings and programme committees, informs priorities for 

development.  A more detailed survey of Portal functionality and other technology 

solutions is planned for next academic year. 

  

248. The Digital Technology Strategy (2016–18) is about to be reviewed by the newly 

formed IT Governance Committee; and the new Technology-Enhanced Learning 

Forum, chaired by the Assistant Principal, will act as a catalyst for further 

developing the use of technology in learning and teaching. 

 

 

2.6 Effectiveness of the approach to enhancing the student learning 
experience 

 

249. We believe that our ‘steady state’ quality threshold is high.  That view is informed 

by the following evidence: 

•  our External Examiners’ reports (¶376; AIS 5);  

•  reports of our programme reviews (AIS 2a iii, 2b iv, 2c iii, 2d iii, 2e iii);  
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•  our Student Achievement Rates (¶46ff; AIS 4b);  

•  the results of our DLHE surveys (¶56, 196);  

•  our NSS results, which are improving (¶124);  

•  public reviews of our performances and productions (AIS 11).   

So, in considering enhancement, we are starting from a baseline which is very high.   

 

Aspects of the Conservatoire that are distinctive  

250. Features that we believe are distinctive of the Conservatoire’s approach to 

enhancing the student learning experience include:   

•  the challenging, supportive and responsive nature of our educational 

experience – making demands of the whole person and responding to 

individuals’ needs;   

•  the emphasis we place on trans-disciplinary collaboration and the creation 

and performance of new work within programmes;  

•  the evolving proto-professional learning environment;  

•  our use of one-to-one teaching, small cohorts, and the creation of 

individualised learning experiences for each student; 

•  the use of Bridge Week as a means of developing student autonomy and 

employability;  

•  the range and quality of performance opportunities (see AIS 14); and 

•  our promotion of equality, diversity and inclusion through the performing arts, 

and in the UK’s only performance degree for D/deaf students.  

 

Key areas of strength 

251. Key areas of strength in our approach to enhancing the student learning experience 

(in addition to the distinctive areas noted above) include: 

•  our support for and levels of employability and entrepreneurship (¶195ff);  

•  our integrated relationship with the cultural industries (¶200);  

•  our extensive use of industry practitioners, creating a dynamic, evolving (and 

thereby enhanced) learning environment (¶204);  

•  the range and level of bespoke support and advice, from the point of first 

contact (even before application) through to graduation (¶173ff);  

•  our use of the Student Contract to facilitate individualised learning 

experiences (¶106);  

•  the extent of student engagement and student representation (¶102ff);  

•  the promotion of fair access and recruitment from the Junior Conservatoire 

and other pre-HE provision (¶147ff);  
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•  practice- and research-led teaching (¶225);  

•  our library resources (¶236);  

•  the quality of our facilities (¶229).  

 

Key areas of challenge 

252. Two areas of challenge that we would acknowledge with respect to enhancing the 

student learning experience are the provision of appropriate teaching and learning 

space (¶233), and the recruitment of BAME students (¶144).  The challenge in 

relation to space has been identified through staff and student feedback.  A 

comprehensive review of space planning and timetabling is scheduled for spring 

2018, in order to ensure effective use of time and space for delivery of 

programmes.  The low number of BAME applicants and students has been 

identified through comparison with external reference points and considered 

through the Student Recruitment Group.  Neither area of challenge poses a risk to 

academic standards or quality, and plans are in place to address both.  

 

253. Other areas of development that we will pursue relate to the broader dissemination 

of mutually constructed feedback (¶107); and working with the Students’ Union to 

develop a Student Partnership Agreement to enhance the effectiveness of student 

representation.  The first of these has been identified through our current 

undergraduate review process.  It poses no risk to quality or academic standards.  

Through ongoing staff development in preparation for implementation of the new 

programmes, from September 2018, we intend that mutually constructed feedback 

should be implemented across all programmes and departments.  The proposal to 

develop a Student Partnership Agreement (see ¶130) has been identified as an 

area for development through the process of preparing for ELIR.  It poses no risk 

to quality or academic standards – indeed our plan is to further enhance quality by 

this means.   

 

How the Conservatoire has evaluated policy and practice 

254. The Conservatoire evaluates policy and practice with respect to enhancing the 

student learning experience by the following means: 

•  student feedback (particularly through Programme Committees); 

•  surveys: 

-  NSS 

-  first-year survey 

-  final-year survey 
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-  international students’ survey 

-  decliners’ survey  

-  library survey 

•  programme-specific Performance Indicators, including the monitoring of 

students by protected characteristics (see ¶140);  

•  External Examiner reports; 

•  the Annual Dialogue process;  

•  HESA Destination of Leavers from Higher Education survey;   

• Programme Review (AIS 9:  QAH 3.2) and Programme and Module 

Modification and New Module Approval (QAH 3.3);  

• Reports and Recommendations of the Annual Dialogue Process (QAH 5.3); 

•  annual reports: 

-  Equality Outcomes Report 

-  Transitions and WACI  

-  Mainstreaming Equality Report (biennial) 

•  periodic reviews of the effectiveness of policies, e.g. the review of the 

Contextualised Admissions Policy (QAH 8; see ¶160).   

 

255. The Conservatoire has recently received the GTCS Professional Learning Award 

for Organisations, in recognition of the fact that we meet GTCS standards across 

all of our Professional Learning (CPD) provision for registered teachers.  The panel 

assessing the application agreed that ‘the key features of high quality, effective 

professional learning in line with the Professional Learning Model and key features 

of Professional Update have been clearly demonstrated and are embedded into 

the principles of programme design and the programmes on offer’.  Institutionally, 

this award represents a significant step towards the realisation of the Advancing 

Lifelong Learning pillar of our Strategic Plan.   

 

Current and future plans  

256. The Conservatoire’s current and future plans to enhance the quality of the student 

learning experience include: 

•  a review of the effectiveness of the Learning Agreement process;  

•  the development and implementation of our Fair Access and Gender Action 

Plans;  

•  the development and implementation of a recruitment strategy to increase 

our intake of BAME students;  

•  a review of the effectiveness of the Digital Technology Strategy;  
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•  an evaluation of the effectiveness of our Transitions programme by a PhD 

student;  

•  the use of our PGCert and MEd programmes to engage staff (and students) 

in professional development to promote equality, diversity and inclusion;  

•  embedding equality and diversity in our undergraduate programmes through 

our current curriculum review;  

•  the further development (with SDTN) of a graduate ensemble to support 

students after graduation.   

 

Effectiveness 

257. Given our comprehensive, pro-active and inclusive approach to the enhancement 

of the student learning experience, and our ability to reflect critically on processes 

and to take action in response to student feedback, we believe that our approach 

to enhancing the student learning experience is effective.   

  

 

  



BA Filmmaking students film the award-
winning short Reaper on Loch Lomond
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3 Strategy and practice for enhancing learning and teaching 
 

3.1 Strategic approach to enhancement 
 
 

258. Key features of the Conservatoire’s strategic approach to enhancing learning and 

teaching are: 

•  the extent to which the Conservatoire is outward facing and its enhancement 

activities informed by external reference points – thereby ensuring graduate 

employability;  

•  the learning and teaching focus of the Academic Framework, devised 

through Curriculum Reform;  

•  strategic planning, which is fundamentally concerned with enhancement;  

•  the relationship between quality processes and staff development activities. 

 

External reference points (linked to Contexts 1 and 4, ‘The national 
conservatoire’ and ‘Our part-time staff’) 

259. As noted elsewhere, the Conservatoire has very close connections with industry, 

through our large body of part-time staff, through our placement provision for 

students, and also through the significant numbers of visiting artists and 

professionals who teach our students each year.  In 2016/17, the Conservatoire 

engaged 161 guest artists and 15 guest ensembles/companies, including such 

authorities as: 

•  Sir Harrison Birtwhistle •  Giles Havergal 

•  Dame Judith Weir •  Nadine George 

•  Sir James MacMillan •  Christopher Hampson 

•  Mnozil Brass •  John Rhodes 

•  Nicola Benedetti •  Liz Lochhead 

 

260. We bring the very best practitioners to the Conservatoire by employing Visiting 

Professors, International Fellows, guest artists and directors – an approach which 

impacts directly and positively on the quality of our students' learning experience.  

These individuals perform and offer masterclasses, and ensure that our learning 

and teaching is regularly refreshed and maintains its contemporary edge.  For 

example, Pedro de Alcantara, renowned pedagogue and exponent of Alexander 

Technique, was appointed a Visiting Professor in 2016 and works with both 

students and staff on each of his three visits per year. 

/Users/Stephen/Desktop/renowned%20pedagogue%20and%20exponent%20of%20Alexander%20Technique
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261. The Conservatoire also regularly organises and hosts national and international 

discipline-specific conferences on learning and teaching.  Most recently we have 

collaborated with Celtic Connections and Glasgow UNESCO City of Music to put 

on a three-day conference entitled ‘Pedagogies, Practices and the Future of Folk 

Music in Higher Education’ (January 2018).  In 2017 we collaborated with YDance 

to organise a one-day symposium on the future of dance education in Scotland 

(‘Scotland’s Dancing:  What’s your move?’) and plans are being developed for a 

further event in collaboration with YDance and One Dance UK.  In 2016 we hosted 

the International Symposium on Music Education (ISME), the largest such 

gathering in the world; our hosting of the AEC Annual Congress in 2015 is noted 

below, as well as our engagement with Conservatoires UK, the Higher Education 

Academy, and the Scottish Drama Training Network (¶288ff).   

 

Curriculum Reform (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The national conservatoire’ 
and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

262. To ensure that our graduates are ready to work in the contemporary trans-

disciplinary professional context, it was imperative that we reformed our 

curriculum.  In doing so, we aimed to build into the architecture of our curriculum 

opportunities for students to work in innovative and trans-disciplinary ways, 

connected to the world in which they will live and function as artists.  Enterprise 

and employability, as well as diversity and internationalisation were important 

drivers for Curriculum Reform.   

 

263. The commitment to embark on a Curriculum Reform project was first made in 2008, 

and the project was completed in 2012, with new undergraduate programmes 

delivered from September that year.  The project was a significant undertaking – a 

‘once in a generation’ opportunity to review all of our undergraduate provision 

simultaneously.  In taking the strategic decision to reform the curriculum, the 

Conservatoire undertook consciously to enhance learning and teaching at the 

strategic level and to design a curriculum that would ‘provide an excellent learning 

experience for our students now and into the next decade’.   

 

264. Curriculum Reform, systematised in the Academic Framework (AIS 10), 

established our approach to the enhancement of learning and teaching through the 

course of the 2012 review and since.  That process, for both undergraduate and 

taught postgraduate programmes, was underpinned by a set of philosophical and 

https://www.celticconnections.com/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Pedagogies-and-Practices-Conference-Programme-for-Delegates.pdf
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/Pedagogies-and-Practices-Conference-Programme-for-Delegates.pdf
http://www.ydance.org/
http://www.ydance.org/booking-open-dance-conference-2017/
http://www.onedanceuk.org/
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design documents, most of which are now integrated into our quality framework 

(AIS 9:  QAH 12).  The quality framework captures an ‘at a glance’ overview of 

how, through its deliberative structure and its quality policies and processes, the 

Conservatoire reflects on the quality of learning and teaching, and enhances the 

student experience.  It highlights the interrelatedness of the academic committee 

structure, the Conservatoire’s quality processes and the national Quality 

Enhancement Framework.   

 

265. Following Curriculum Reform, the Academic Board endorsed a new Academic 

Framework for postgraduate programmes, following the principles of Curriculum 

Reform and aligned to our undergraduate Academic Framework.  We then 

reviewed all of our postgraduate taught programmes simultaneously in 2013/14 

(see, for example, the review of the MA CCT programme, AIS 2e).  These were 

each chaired by an external, Dr Francis Quinault, in the same way that two 

externals had co-convened the review of our ten undergraduate programmes in 

2012.  The process was successful in achieving an enhancement of the student 

learning experience, notably in the introduction of the ‘Approaches to Critical 

Artistry’ module; and the move towards pass/fail assessment, and dispensing with 

‘Merit’ and ‘Distinction’ in masters’ awards.   

 

266. Academic Board approved two new programmes in 2015:  BA Performance in 

British Sign Language and English (AIS 2d); and MEd Learning & Teaching in the 

Performing Arts (2015).  Each of these has been created within the relevant 

Academic Framework and they therefore embody the principles of Curriculum 

Reform and the enhancement of the student learning experience inherent in that 

approach.   

 

Strategic planning (linked to all of the contextualised areas of focus) 

267. The quality of the student learning experience is our priority – everything that we 

do is in support of that.  The Conservatoire’s Strategic Plan (AIS 7) has 

enhancement of the student experience at its core.  The Plan is founded upon four 

pillars:  

•  driving focused excellence;  

•  promoting equality and diversity;  

•  advancing lifelong learning;  

•  embracing our role as a national and international performing arts institution.  

 

https://www.rcs.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/Strategic-Plan-full-version.pdf
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268. All four pillars of the Strategic Plan are concerned with enhancing learning and 

teaching and the student experience.  These pillars are operationalised through 

the five priorities for the current undergraduate review process, approved by 

Academic Board:    

Priority  Pillar of Strategic Plan 

1.  Embedding pedagogical skills Advancing Lifelong Learning 

2.  Embedding equality and diversity Promoting Equality and Diversity 

3.  Streamlining assessment and 
feedback 

Driving Focused Excellence 

4.  Ensuring programmes operate as 
economically as possible 

Driving Focused Excellence 

5.  Ensuring the effectiveness of choice 
and collaboration in the curriculum 

Driving Focused Excellence 

 

269. The first of these priorities is a feature of the Strategic Plan which was informed by 

analysis of data from the DLHE survey and the Conservatoires UK Graduate 

Tracking Study (AIS 12, p. 11).  It strongly links to the Conservatoire’s focus on 

employability and it chimes with our strategic aim of enhancing education in and 

for the performing arts at all ages and stages, with a particular emphasis on pre-

HE.  Further, causing students to think about pedagogy has the beneficial effect of 

facilitating their own learning. 

 

270. The second priority is a pillar of our Strategic Plan, as well as being intrinsic to the 

nature of the Conservatoire, as a connected and socially relevant national 

conservatoire.  The focus on assessment and feedback was informed by our NSS 

results (see ¶124), and our desire to improve in this area in particular.   

 

271. In uncertain economic times, it is important that we take every opportunity to ensure 

the sustainability of the Conservatoire, whilst at the same time maintaining 

standards and enhancing quality.  This imperative underpins the fourth priority.   

 

272. Given the fundamental importance of choice and collaboration to the 

Conservatoire’s offer, and because students have expressed a desire for even 

more collaborative opportunities, it was agreed that this area should be given 

explicit and special status in the review process.  The priorities for the review of 

Choice comprise: 

•  delivering an appropriate balance of opportunities for focused excellence and 

experimentation;  
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•  utilising data gathered over the last three years to inform portfolio decisions;   

•  rationalising the portfolio to enhance the student experience.   

 

273. In preparation for the review, the Choice portfolio (to be known as ‘Options’ from 

2018/19) has been evaluated to ensure that the aspiration and vision for this area 

can meet likely demand for opportunities that complement or diversify students’ 

individualised learning experiences. 

 

274. In addition to the review priorities identified above, enhancement activities are also  

focused on mental health issues and the promotion of wellbeing (in the fullest 

sense of that term), and research (see, for example, Dr Rachel Drury’s work on 

student mental health).  The Conservatoire organised a stimulating sector-wide 

symposium on mental health in 2017; and the 2017 Learning & Teaching 

Conference featured research students prominently.   

 

275. The Conservatoire is a very small institution and, although we offer a wider range 

of programmes and specialisms than any other UK conservatoire, our portfolio is 

resolutely focussed on the performing arts.  These two factors – scale and focus – 

influence our strategic approach to quality enhancement:  in practice, there is not 

a significant degree of separation between the strategic and the operational. 

 

Relationship between quality processes and staff development (linked to 
Contexts 4 and 5, ‘Our part-time staff’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality 
processes’) 

276. There is a clear relationship between quality processes (programme review, annual 

monitoring and External Examiner reports) and staff development activities (see 

¶306f).  Programme Committees, School Management Teams, the Quality and 

Standards Committee and the Academic Board, working at a level commensurate 

with their responsibilities, all have a role to play in ensuring that staff development 

activities are responsive to feedback received.  (See also ¶309ff.) 

 

277. As an example of this alignment, a workshop on mutually constructed feedback 

was held during the Learning & Teaching Conference in 2016, to encourage staff 

to consider how they might adapt this good practice in their own teaching.  Mutually 

constructed feedback facilitates a specific discourse between teacher and student 

regarding attainment of standards and further development.  Experience suggests 

that this has a positive impact on the effectiveness of learning and teaching.  It also 

http://www.enhancementthemes.ac.uk/docs/paper/1-4-3-the-impact-of-mental-health-disabilities-for-performing-arts-students-in-he.pdf?sfvrsn=6
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enhances our ability to deliver an individualised learning experience since it 

reinforces the role of the student as co-creator of their learning experience. 

 

278. At School level, the School of Music held two series of staff workshops on Tutor 

Report Writing and Principles of Assessment in February and October 2016.  

Designed and led by Heads of Programmes, these workshops were, in part, a 

response to below-par results for Assessment and Feedback in the NSS (see 

¶124ff).   

 

Staffing and student number growth (linked to Contexts 3 and 4, ‘Our 
student population’ and ‘Our part-time staff’) 

279.  Fundamentally, our approach to learning and teaching has not changed as a result 

of growing student numbers, although we have invested more in technology as a 

means of engaging students in their learning.  However, the student population 

growth has obvious implications for staffing.  We have grown our staff resource in 

order to ensure and enhance the quality of the student experience.  In particular, 

in the School of Music, more part-time staff have been employed in order to 

maintain the level of one-to-one tuition, and some part-time staff have migrated to 

FTE contracts, with resultant benefits in terms of staff engagement.  

Acknowledging both student number growth, and a desire to improve our 

organisation and management (see NSS results at ¶124), the former posts of Head 

of BMus and Head of Creative and Contextual Studies were merged to facilitate a 

more co-ordinated management of the student experience, and a new Associate 

Head of this area was appointed.  Co-ordinators have also been employed in some 

departments where student growth has been marked.   

 

280.  The growth in student numbers has also resulted in a growth in student 

performance opportunities.  There was a 23% growth in the number of events co-

ordinated by the Artistic Planning department between 2014/15 and 2015/16.  That 

growth has been scaled back a little and further staffing resource has been 

allocated to the department in order to maintain the quality of the student 

experience.   

 

 The Junior Conservatoire (linked to Contexts 2 and 4, ‘Our pre-HE 
provision’ and ‘Our part-time staff’) 

281.  There are around 110 staff who teach in the Junior Conservatoire of Music; 30 

work in both Juniors and HE (‘seniors’) and the vast majority are part-time.  
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Following a change in the management of the Junior Conservatoire in September 

2017, consultation with HoDs in the School of Music confirmed a desire for greater 

integration of the Junior Conservatoire (Music) with the School of Music.  Bringing 

responsibility for the Junior Conservatoire into the Schools of Music and DDPF 

respectively acknowledges the different challenges that each constituency of 

potential students presents.  (For example, the SoM seeks to ‘grow’ recruitment in 

certain instrumental disciplines that are becoming, increasingly, ‘endangered 

species’ in the UK; whilst the SoDDPF is working with the Scottish Drama Training 

Network to support students who have participated in Junior Conservatoire/ 

Lifelong Learning courses to find positive destinations for furthering their learning.)  

It also increases opportunities for integration of the two bodies of staff and we 

intend that, through shared staff development, we will enhance our practice in 

instrumental pedagogy at both Juniors and ‘seniors’, under the leadership of a new 

Head of Junior Conservatoire (Music), a post that we are currently recruiting.  

Similar observations apply in the SoDDPF.  Once the new management structure 

is in place, we will ensure that it is communicated to all stakeholders and that it is 

effective.   

 

 

3.2 Impact of the national Enhancement Themes and related activity on 
policy and practice 

 
Engagement with the national Enhancement Themes (linked to Contexts 3 
and 5, ‘Our student population’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

282. During the period since ELIR 3 (2013), there have been three Enhancement 

Themes: 

2011–2014:  ‘Developing and Supporting the Curriculum’ 

2014–2017:  ‘Student Transitions’ 

2017–2021:  ‘Evidence for Enhancement:  Improving the Student Experience’. 

 

283. Curriculum Reform provided the context for our work on ‘Developing and 

Supporting the Curriculum’.  Although our reform process had started before the 

Enhancement Theme commenced, the Theme provided us with a framework to 

benchmark and share our experience of remaking our curriculum and evaluating 

its delivery.  The lessons learned from re-designing and implementing our new 

undergraduate curriculum informed the work undertaken in 2013/14 to re-design 

our taught postgraduate provision and the Curriculum Reform Project Group 

ensured that the work of the Enhancement Theme was embedded and used to 
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inform the work of our Programme Design Teams (PDTs) for the postgraduate 

reform.   

 

284. A case study of our Curriculum Reform project appears in Dr Ann Pegg’s report 

‘We think that’s the future’:  curriculum reform initiatives in higher education (HEA, 

2014).  In his summary report on the ‘Developing and Supporting the Curriculum’ 

Enhancement Theme, Prof. Terry Mayes referred to this case study as ‘influential’.   

 

285. In previous Reflective Analyses, we reported that engagement with the national 

Enhancement Themes had proven challenging because of issues of scale.  

However, the ‘Student Transitions’ Enhancement Theme was of particular 

relevance to the Conservatoire, given the emphasis that we placed on enhancing 

the effectiveness of transitions as an outcome of our Curriculum Reform project.  

Through this Theme, we worked with the Students’ Union to develop multi-media 

output; and the institutional team also participated in conferences, networks and 

other dissemination events, including CPD workshops for staff, showcase events 

at the annual Learning & Teaching Conference, and in the design and planning of 

our Mental Health Symposium.  

 

286. At the time of writing, the current Enhancement Theme (‘Evidence for 

Enhancement:  Improving the Student Experience’) is less than three months old.  

We have identified two priorities for it:  ‘meaningful data for creative institutions’ 

and ‘programme engagement with data’, aligned respectively with the sectoral 

priorities ‘Understanding evidence’ and ‘Evidence skills and engagement’.   

 

287. Working in a cluster with the Glasgow School of Art and Duncan of Jordanstone 

College of Art and Design (University of Dundee), we have submitted an 

institutional plan that sets out how this theme will allow us to: 

•  explore how we might capture the evidence of transformations that occur as 

a result of learning within a performing arts discipline;  

•  gather and utilise a range of data to evaluate our new programme designs;  

•  explore how we might engage our students and staff in finding meaningful 

ways to interpret, communicate and apply insights from the data we collect.   

 

http://www.heacademy.ac.uk/resources/detail/Research/curriculum_reform_initiatives
http://www.enhancementthemes.ac.uk/docs/publications/developing-and-supporting-the-curriculum-summary-report.pdf?sfvrsn=10
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/mental-health-symposium-wellbeing-events-mark-mental-health-awareness-week-rcs/
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Engagement with other enhancement activity (linked to Contexts 1 and 4, 
‘The national conservatoire’ and ‘Our part-time staff’) 

288. In addition to engaging with the national Enhancement Themes, the Conservatoire 

has worked with the Conservatoires UK Learning & Teaching Forum and the HEA 

to establish a network to support staff working towards HEA fellowship through 

portfolio submission – a pathway more suited to staff working in the context of the 

performing and production arts.  

 

289. Sharing enhancement work with other specialist institutions was a particular aim in 

our hosting of the Annual Congress of the AEC in November 2015.  This event was 

significant, not only because we had the opportunity to showcase our approach to 

trans-disciplinary collaboration, but also because it enabled us to demonstrate the 

value of student participation in enhancement activities.  For the first time at an 

AEC Congress, leaders of institutions across Europe and beyond heard the 

perspectives of student musicians in the form of a panel that included the 

Conservatoire’s SU President and four members of the FULL SCORE Students’ 

working group.  The panel covered themes including student engagement and 

music’s role in society, particularly in the context of shaping the curriculum.  It 

aroused a great deal of interest among our European peers, where student 

engagement in curriculum design tends to be less advanced.   

 

290. The Conservatoire participated in the AEC’s third round of Polifonia, with the Head 

of Research and Knowledge Exchange joining a working group specifically 

conceived to consider how artistic research might best be integrated in a 

professionally-oriented conservatoire master’s programme.  This work resulted in 

a comprehensive Handbook which included a specific case study of practice in the 

Keyboard department at the Conservatoire.  This enhancement work fed directly 

into our 2014 review of masters’ provision and informed, specifically, the 

‘Approaches to Critical Artistry’ module that all masters’ students undertake.  

 

Impact on policy and practice (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and 
quality processes’) 

291. Our engagement with the ‘Developing and Supporting the Curriculum’ Theme 

underlined for academic staff, programme leaders, and senior managers the value 

of: 

•  inclusive and democratic processes to ensure the success of major change 

initiatives;  

https://www.aec-music.eu/about-aec/news/aec-annual-congress-and-general-assembly-2015-wrap-up
https://www.aec-music.eu/projects/current-projects/full-score/f1-young-musicians-as-international-networkers
https://www.aec-music.eu/projects/current-projects/full-score/f1-young-musicians-as-international-networkers
https://issuu.com/aec1/docs/v150527_online_en_wg2
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•  asking fundamental and challenging questions;  

•  providing opportunities for programme design teams to work collaboratively;  

•  encouraging the use of external benchmarks and other curriculum 

development initiatives;  

•  providing opportunities for evaluation and feedback to inform future 

curriculum refinement and development.   

 

292. In addition to the introduction of an innovative curriculum, this work informed policy 

and practice through the introduction of, e.g.: 

•  shared modules (‘Introduction to Collaborative Practice’ and ‘Approaches to 

Critical Artistry’) and Choice modules;  

•  pass/fail assessment outcomes for some modules, and a common 

assessment scale across the Conservatoire;  

•  Bridge Week.   

 

293. [3] As a result of engaging with the ‘Student Transitions’ theme, the Conservatoire: 

•   developed a transitions support model and mentor scheme for students from 

marginalised, SIMD 20/40 and care-experienced backgrounds;  

•  completed a comprehensive research project with recommendations (now 

being actioned) for enhancing transitions support for students living with 

mental health disabilities;  

•  produced a series of case studies and short films illustrating student 

transitions;  

•  launched a ‘Teaching Excellence Award’ scheme designed to encourage and 

promote enhancement in learning and teaching, particularly in the area of 

transitions.   

 

294. To date, the Teaching Excellence Award has funded projects in three 

undergraduate programmes to support transitions activity in relation to academic 

writing, supporting widening access initiatives in musical theatre, and enabling 

students to develop Personal Learning Plans.  As a condition of the award, 

successful teams must share their work with other teams, primarily through 

dissemination activities at School level and through the Learning & Teaching 

Conference.   

 

295. [3] Our work on the ‘Student Transitions’ Enhancement Theme has contributed to 

the development of a new Fair Access Plan.  This Plan will, among other things, 
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progress the development of the mentoring scheme begun as part of the 

Enhancement Theme work.  Engagement with the Theme also informed the 

development of our new Fair Access Committee, to oversee this work; and it has 

enabled us to make significant progress in understanding the transition support 

needs of students living with mental health disabilities.   

 

296. [4] The impact of the Enhancement Themes has been significant, as described 

above.  While our teaching staff would recognise the outcomes of our engagement 

with the Enhancement Themes, the staff who will be most aware of them will be 

those who have been directly involved with them, and colleagues who have 

undertaken the PGCert or MEd in Learning & Teaching, since the Themes form an 

explicit part of the curriculum content of those programmes.   

 

 

3.3 Approaches to identifying and sharing good practice 
 
 (linked to Contexts 4 and 5, ‘Our part-time staff’ and ‘Our curriculum and 

quality processes’) 

297. The Conservatoire’s scale and focused provision (¶275) facilitates the identification 

and sharing of good practice.  Internally, good practice is readily identified by 

Heads of Departments and Programmes; through the Conservatoire’s programme 

approval and review processes (AIS 9:  QAH 3.1, 3.2); and the annual monitoring 

process (Annual Dialogue, QAH 5.3), the outputs of which are considered by QSC 

and the Academic Board.  External Examiners also identify elements of good 

practice in their annual reports.  (See ¶96ff for a digest of good practice themes 

emerging from these processes.) 

 

298. The informal sharing of good practice takes place continually; formally, it takes 

place in the context of:  

•  the Quality and Standards Committee;  

•  School Management Teams;  

•  the annual Conservatoire-wide Learning & Teaching Conference; 

•  cross-School ‘planning days’ (August and February) also provide 

opportunities for HoDs and HoPs from the Schools to share challenges and 

ideas; and    

•  thematic workshops aligned to programme reviews.   
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299. The Learning & Teaching Conferences have helped to set the agenda for change 

and build staff capacity to meet the demands of the new curriculum.  They create 

an environment in which academic staff evolve a shared culture around the 

development and delivery of the curriculum.  A critical friend engaged in the Annual 

Dialogue process has noted that ‘this forum  has clearly become an important 

event in enhancing work across the Conservatoire.’  Recent conferences have 

afforded opportunities to consider good practice in priority areas including: 

•  inclusive learning environments (issues related to disability, mental health, 

gender identity, socio-economic background, care experienced and BAME 

students); and 

•  innovative learning, teaching and assessment methods (such as mutually 

constructed feedback, creative improvisation, and collaboration).  

 

300. The Conference provides a platform for provocations by educational experts – 

recent guest speakers have included Dame Ruth Silver, Chair of the Commission 

on Widening Access; and Pauline Hanesworth of the Higher Education Academy; 

and it also provides an opportunity for support staff to update academic staff on 

new systems and processes.   

  

301. Feedback on the Learning & Teaching Conference suggests that staff welcome the 

opportunity of engaging with each other in ways that are often not possible during 

the academic year.  Feedback also highlights the challenge of identifying themes, 

speakers and workshops that appeal to and meet the needs of diverse staff with 

varied roles; and the timing of the Conference (a week before start of session) is 

regarded by some as an inhibitor to effective engagement and participation.  In 

general, staff have responded best to sessions that they regarded as directly 

relevant to their practice and that engaged them in discussion and practical 

experience.  In response to this feedback, the four academic units were given 

responsibility for providing content for the sessions in the 2017 Conference; 

however, feedback was, in the main, consistent with previous years.   

 

302. Building on the success of the Learning & Teaching Conference as a space where 

staff engaged in research have the opportunity to share work with colleagues, and 

in response to staff feedback calling for more opportunities to collaborate and share 

practice, we are consulting on a proposal to develop a ‘Bridge Week’ for staff, to 

facilitate the development of creative collaboration and further sharing of practice, 

as part of a holistic review of staff development (¶345).   
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303. [3] Student engagement extends to involvement in the Learning & Teaching 

Conference:  sessions have been led by research students (2017); 

BA Performance in BSL & English students presented their work 'Humans of Deaf 

People' in 2016; and students presented a performance on the topic of transitioning 

into the Conservatoire in 2015.   

 

304. Good practice is also disseminated through dedicated staff development sessions 

(e.g. the workshops described above, ¶277) and through the PGCert/MEd 

Learning & Teaching programmes.   

 

305. As described at ¶385, we are well-networked and well-informed in our sector and 

draw on numerous sources of external advice and inspiration, nationally and 

internationally, in our development of learning, teaching, assessment and 

feedback. 

 

 

3.4 Engaging, developing and supporting staff 
 
 (linked to Context 4, ‘Our part-time staff’) 

306. The Conservatoire is committed to the provision of appropriate and timely staff 

development for every member of staff.  Staff development is delivered in the 

context of our Strategic Plan, informed by the outputs of our various quality 

assurance processes.  It is operationalised through the Career Review process 

and the Learning & Teaching Conference, together with our in-house learning and 

teaching programmes (PGCert and MEd).   

 

307. The Conservatoire continues to make a significant investment in engaging, 

developing and supporting staff:  £126K in the last academic year, including £17K 

to facilitate the attendance of part-time staff at staff meetings and staff development 

events.   

 

308. Each Director also has a fund that enables teams or individuals to avail themselves 

of development opportunities that may arise.  This system is responsive to 

requests, and enables Schools to focus on particular development needs; however 

it has been acknowledged as ad hoc in nature, and a new proposal for distribution 
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of the staff development budget is under consideration (see ¶345) as part of a 

review of staff development.   

 

309. Priorities for academic staff development are informed by our context (e.g. 

providing detailed feedback/feedforward in the context of one-to-one and small 

group classes); by sectoral engagement around the Enhancement Themes (e.g. 

mental health disability work developed through the ‘Student Transitions’ theme); 

and by engagement with other external bodies (e.g. Conservatoires UK and the 

Higher Education Academy).  Priorities are also identified through the processes 

of programme review and annual monitoring; and the recently formed Technology-

Enhanced Learning Forum will, in due course, also help to identify staff 

development needs.  Individual staff development priorities for support staff are 

identified through the Career Review process in the context of departmental 

priorities and the Strategic Plan.   

 

310. Priorities are also identified through School Management Team meetings, 

Programme Team Meetings and one-to-one meetings between line managers and 

their staff (see below, ¶317).  The main budget for staff development is held 

centrally and allocated by Human Resources to support the Learning & Teaching 

Conference, and other Conservatoire-wide developments driven by, for example, 

programme reviews.  (The recent review of the BMus programme elicited 

approbation for ‘the process of staff development that had already been initiated in 

relation to the provision of student feedback’; AIS 2a iii, p. 3.)  

 

311. The QAA Enhancement Themes inform the content of the Learning & Teaching 

Conference and other staff development activities.  Dedicated training and 

assistance, for example to assist staff in supporting students with mental health 

disabilities, is also provided; as well as awareness raising around key annual 

events such as Black History Month and LGBT History Month; and unconscious 

bias training, helping staff prepare for their role in auditions and interviews.   

 

312. The Conservatoire also invests in an online platform to ensure staff and students 

are up-to-date in mandatory training, including Health & Safety and Child 

Protection.   
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Postgraduate Certificate in Learning & Teaching (Higher Arts Education) 
MEd in Learning & Teaching (Performing Arts) (linked to Contexts 4 and 5, 
‘Our part-time staff’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

313. Academic Board validated the PGCert in 2007/08 and the MEd in 2015.  Both 

programmes are accredited by the Higher Education Academy and lead to 

fellowship of the HEA.  They fulfil a key function in building staff capacity and in 

acting as a vehicle for enhancement.  The QAA Enhancement Themes, past and 

present, are explicitly considered as part of the curriculum.  The Programmes also 

act as a catalyst for research, publication and continuing professional development 

(CPD) for staff.  There is a further benefit in that the programmes derive their 

cohorts from different artistic disciplines across the Conservatoire, enabling 

students (the majority of whom are staff) to gain a fuller understanding of 

approaches to learning and teaching in different contexts, and facilitating trans-

disciplinary working beyond the programme.   

 

314. The number of individuals completing the PGCert, and staff feedback that has 

identified enhancements that may be attributed to it (see, for example, ¶316), 

indicate the effectiveness of this programme as a means of enhancing learning 

and teaching.  22 FTE academic staff (19%) have completed the programme since 

ELIR 3, and a further nine part-time staff have completed it in that period.  By 

means of the PGCert, 30 members of staff have become Fellows of the HEA in the 

last five years.  Two achieved that status having been supported through the direct 

(portfolio) route; and one has been awarded Associate Fellowship of the HEA.  Two 

staff have graduated from the MEd programme, and four others have registered 

on it.   

 

315. Early Career Lecturers are required to complete the PGCert programme, and new 

staff without such a qualification are normally required to complete it as a condition 

of the offer of employment.  Upon request, we have opened the PGCert to staff 

members of other institutions, which is an indicator of the programme’s 

effectiveness.   

 

316. The work of ballet staff through the PGCert programme provides an example of 

how research informs practice in the enhancement of learning and teaching.  The 

following PGCert projects undertaken by ballet staff have all had an impact on 

curriculum design and content: 
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 •  pre-vocational training (which directly influenced the development of the Junior 

Conservatoire programme in Ballet); 

 •  improvisation (which has developed into weekly classes and regular 

collaborative sessions with the School of Music); 

 •  psychology of injury in students (which has informed the programme’s 

approach to dealing with injury); 

 •  nutrition for students; and  

 •  pas de deux.   

 

Support for academic staff (linked to Context 4, ‘Our part-time staff’) 

317. School and Programme/Department meetings provide a strong framework for 

supporting staff teams and individuals, as well as staff one-to-one meetings with 

their line managers, and annual Career Review meetings.   

 

318. The Career Review process was introduced as an explicit and systematised 

approach to staff development.  It has assisted in identifying areas of potential 

development and the aspirations of individuals, which has enabled managers to 

offer opportunities locally to develop skills, allowing individuals to progress or move 

into other areas of interest.  More broadly, it offers a mechanism for reviewing 

practices within areas of work and identifying ways of improving the efficiency and 

effectiveness of practices.  However, staff feedback suggests that the process 

could be more responsive, and a pilot process of ‘Professional Update’, 

underpinned by the UK Professional Standards Framework, was approved by 

Academic Board in March 2017 as part of a review of staff development (¶345).   

 

319. Staff continue to take advantage of professional development opportunities, such 

as the PGCert and PhD programmes, and the Athenaeum Awards scheme (see 

below).  In addition, many colleagues are research active, and their work is an 

important feature of the Conservatoire’s profile and its vibrant learning and 

teaching culture.  See the Conservatoire’s Exchange portal for further information 

about research and staff research profiles.   

 

320. Project-based research support is managed via the Research and Knowledge 

Exchange Committee, which considers applications for Athenaeum Awards and 

monitors externally-funded research projects.  The Athenaeum Awards scheme, 

now in its fourth year, offers both small project funding and mini-sabbaticals, which 

give staff an opportunity to take a focused three-month period of leave to pursue a 

https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/ukpsf
https://pure.rcs.ac.uk/portal/en/exchange.html
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project that will drive forward research or knowledge exchange.  Staff are 

supported by the Research and Knowledge Exchange Officer in making 

applications for funding, and an important feature of the sabbatical award is 

mentoring from an experienced researcher throughout the project duration.  The 

awards fund diverse projects across both research and KE.  More than 50 projects 

have been funded since 2013.  The Conservatoire’s series of ‘Exchange Talks’ 

provides a platform for the public dissemination of this work, and they help to build 

an engaged community for research and knowledge exchange (AIS 14, p. 30).   

 

321. To provide high-quality artistic and technical instruction and professional support, 

the Conservatoire, in common with sister institutions, employs a large number of 

part-time staff:  directors, designers, casting directors, agents and, in the School of 

Music, most of the School’s principal study teachers.  All of these individuals teach 

while pursuing their own professional careers.  As such, our part-time teachers act 

as vital links between students and the profession – a fact remarked upon by 

External Examiners (‘the use of visiting staff and companies for delivering the 

course further expands their contact with the industry and reinforces the initial 

teaching of the full time staff’).  However, we acknowledge that some part-time 

staff, who may only teach their specialist discipline for one or two hours per week, 

may not feel the same sense of integration as FTE staff, in identifying with the 

institution and its strategic vision.  The large number of part-time teachers in the 

School of Music in particular presents challenges for staff development and 

training, however the benefits of their expertise outweigh this consideration.   

 

322. We are constantly vigilant and imaginative about how best to engage with part-time 

colleagues so that they may feel integrated into the Conservatoire’s culture of 

quality enhancement.  The work of Heads of Department (who have closest contact 

with part-time staff) is critical in this endeavour.  We have adopted various means 

to achieve this, including: 

•  appointing a part-time Staff Liaison Officer (SoM);  

•  appointing a part-time staff member to the School of Music Management 

Team;  

•  increasing the number of staff development sessions;  

•  ‘migrating’ part-time staff to FTE contracts, where appropriate;  

•  enhancing channels of communication (e.g. the Staff Portal).   
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323. The Liaison Officer organises termly meetings of part-time staff so that information 

can be shared and important issues discussed.  The Director of Music attends, and 

other members of SoMMT and CSMT are invited from time to time.  These 

meetings have contributed to a more informed and engaged part-time staff cohort, 

and allow insights from our part-time staff to inform wider decision-making, albeit 

that it can be a struggle to find a meeting time that suits colleagues who have 

professional responsibilities beyond the Conservatoire.   

 

324. It is my belief that the role of Liaison Officer within the community of Part Time 

Teaching Staff is a vital lynchpin between Senior Management and the streamlined 

running of a very complex weekly timetable of activities.  This role was introduced 

in September 2013 to galvanise a more inclusive ethos of our Part Time Staff 

where they have a direct line of contact to an impartial listener.  The outcome has 

been a most positive and productive line of communication and enquiries are dealt 

with in an empathetic, sensitive and timely manner.  The role has built a strong 

foundation of trust and mutual respect which enriches the overall delivery of expert 

pedagogy to our students. 

 

325. There is also a representative from the Part Time Teaching Staff who attends the 

weekly School of Music Management Team Meeting which again embraces the 

notion of inclusivity to our colleagues. 

 

326. The five years in my role of Liaison Officer have been a voyage of discovery.  I 

make a concerted effort to meet our Part Time Staff in person, through scheduled 

meetings and make myself available via email/phone calls to try and resolve any 

problems that arise.  While it is not always possible to achieve a positive resolution, 

we listen carefully to the wide range of issues raised.  My primary concerns are the 

quality of the student experience, and engaging with Part Time colleagues to help 

ensure that; and the welfare of our Part Time Staff. 

Lawrence Gill, SoM Part-Time Staff Liaison Officer 

 

327. SoM staff development activities are repeated and scheduled at different times to 

facilitate the attendance of part-time staff.  The first of the series of SoM workshops 

mentioned above (¶277) was attended by 102 part-time staff (58%) who were paid 

for their time in attending:  the ‘return’ on this modest investment was considerable.  

Feedback was very positive and demonstrated a desire to engage in further 
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activities of this kind (‘the more of this type of event the better – it is professional 

development of the most relevant kind’).   

 

328. [3] As mentioned elsewhere (¶171), the postgraduate learning and teaching 

programmes are designed for distance learning using various technologies 

including Adobe Connect, Moodle and a WordPress ePortfolio (see ¶245).  It is 

therefore essential that staff teaching on these programmes are familiar with the 

challenges of distance learning, and in using the technologies that support this 

delivery mode.  Training is provided to all staff teaching on the programmes, and 

to all students by means of the first (of six) weekend ‘face-to-face’ sessions each 

year, attended by all UK-based students and all staff.  The programmes are 

supported by a part-time Learning Technologist who specialises in distance 

learning:  all live online sessions are supported in real time by the Learning 

Technologist, who is also currently devising further video resources to support 

students and staff.  The Conservatoire’s Librarians are also trained in supporting 

distance learning students in terms of accessing online resources.  

 

329. The Conservatoire is leading the Scottish Drama Training Network, thereby 

fulfilling our role as the national conservatoire in respect of drama training and 

continuing professional development for drama teachers.   

 

 

3.5 Effectiveness of the approach to implementing institutional 
strategies and enhancing learning and teaching 

 
 

330. Our approach to quality enhancement is grounded in the lived experience of our 

students, graduates and staff, and informed by our rich range of 

industrial/professional partners and by a range of other qualitative and quantitative 

data.   

 

Aspects of the Conservatoire that are distinctive 

331. Curriculum Reform created a dynamic, more coherent and connected academic 

and artistic community than hitherto with a keener communal interest in, and 

deeper understanding of, the enhancement of learning and teaching.  An example 

of this is the process of consultation that has led to the development of the pilot 

‘Professional Update’ model.  This was first proposed at the Learning & Teaching 
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Conference in September 2016.  The model was then developed further and 

presented at management team meetings.  Amendments were made in response 

to feedback, and the model was then taken to QSC and the pilot approved by 

Academic Board.  Initial meetings have taken place with staff involved in the pilot, 

which will be evaluated by Academic Board with a view to possible roll-out in 

2018/19; see ¶318. 

 

332. We consider the close proximity of the strategic and the operational to be a 

distinctive and advantageous feature of our scale, and a benefit in terms of the 

implementation of institutional strategies:  colleagues whose work will be shaped 

by them are represented on the committees that drive these strategies (School 

Management Teams, QSC and Academic Board).  Through these fora, colleagues 

engage directly in debate with those responsible for designing and implementing 

strategies, who themselves also engage in teaching (the Principal, Assistant 

Principal and Directors of Schools all teach, coach or direct students).   

 

333. Other distinctive features of the Conservatoire’s approach to enhancing learning 

and teaching include:   

•  the appointment of visiting professors and guest artists (an essential element 

of conservatoire education), both to teach students and to develop our staff;  

•  our prioritising of learning and teaching in our hosting of national and 

international discipline-specific conferences, enabling us to benefit from the 

exchange of ideas with colleagues from across the globe.   

 

Key areas of strength 

334. We consider the following to be key areas of strength in our approach to enhancing 

learning and teaching: 

•  the disciplinary and pedagogical expertise of our staff (commended in 

numerous External Examiners’ reports), and staff research (¶218);  

•  the PGCert in Learning & Teaching (Higher Arts Education) and MEd 

Learning & Teaching (Performing Arts) as vehicles for staff development 

(¶313ff);  

•  the rigour of our annual monitoring and programme review processes 

(including the recent thematic workshops), through which we benefit from 

focused reflection on and scrutiny of our learning and teaching (¶424, 364f);  

•  the dissemination of outcomes from specific research-informed 

enhancement activities (e.g. on mental health, ¶274).   
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Key areas of challenge 

335. A continuing challenge we face in enhancing learning and teaching is engagement 

with our large body of part-time staff.  This is a challenge that is typical for the 

conservatoire sector, especially in music where it is essential to employ individuals 

with high levels of expertise in multiple discrete specialisms.  Were no action to be 

taken, this challenge could potentially pose a risk to quality.   

 

336. Our aim is to engage the full body of part-time staff in development work:  we 

recognise the scale of this task, and in our efforts to date we have made good 

progress towards this goal.  As we proceed to roll out the new undergraduate 

programmes from September 2018, we will be engaging in further development 

activities, and we will do so using a range of means (see ¶322) to ensure the fullest 

coverage possible, learning from our experience to date.  Related to this, as we 

bring the Junior Conservatoires of Music and DDPF within their respective Schools, 

we will seek to further integrate Junior Conservatoire and HE staff (¶281).   

 

How the Conservatoire has evaluated policy and practice 

337. The principal instruments by which we evaluate policy and practice in relation to 

the enhancement of learning and teaching are identified in QAH 1 (‘A Policy on 

Quality in the Conservatoire’, AIS 9), in particular: 

• Programme Review (QAH 3.2) and Programme and Module Modification and 

New Module Approval (QAH 3.3);  

• External Examiners’ reports (QAH 6);  

• Reports and Recommendations of the Annual Dialogue Process (QAH 5.3);  

• Career Review (QAH 4); and 

•  the feedback that we request from externals engaged in the processes of 

programme review and Annual Dialogue on the effectiveness of those 

processes.   

 

338. The outcomes of processes QAH 3.2 and 3.3 are considered by the Quality and 

Standards Committee and the Academic Board, along with External Examiners’ 

reports and the report of the Annual Dialogue process.  The Career Review 

process is implemented by line managers and overseen by the Human Resources 

Department.   
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339. Qualitative and quantitative feedback from students, staff and external sources is 

also used to evaluate policy and practice in this area, in particular: 

•  the NSS, which suggests the effectiveness of staff development activities 

through the rise in scores for Assessment and Feedback (¶124ff);  

•  weekly staff/student programme meetings in the SoDDPF;  

•  surveys and focus groups involving students and graduates;  

•  our latest REF outcome (2014; ¶218); 

•  the reports of the external Chair of the Steering Group for the current 

programme review process, and of the Co-Conveners of the review panels;  

•  and, not least, the esteem with which Conservatoire staff and the institution 

itself are regarded, inferred from invitations to examine externally, to consult, 

and through our QS World University Ranking12:  we view our place in this 

ranking amongst the world’s finest conservatoires for the third year in a row 

as a positive endorsement of our quality. 

 

Current and future plans  

340. The current review of our undergraduate programmes was initiated in summer 

2015.  When the review process began, it was expected that the reviewed 

programmes would commence in September 2016.  In fact, the process has taken 

longer than we anticipated:  eight of our ten undergraduate programmes13 are 

being presented for review in spring 2018, for implementation from September 

2018.  The lengthening of the process facilitated some creative, exploratory 

thinking in relation to curriculum design.   

 

341. In January 2017, Academic Board invited Dr Francis Quinault (who had chaired 

the Curriculum Reform Steering Group, and the reviews of our postgraduate 

programmes) to similarly chair a Steering Group to oversee the current curriculum 

review process to its conclusion.  Dr Quinault was asked to evaluate the 

                                                 
12  The Conservatoire appeared in the first edition of the QS World University Rankings for 

Performing Arts in 2016, and we were proud to have been ranked sixth in the world.  The 
ranking is based on two weighted metrics, both derived from international surveys:  ‘academic 
reputation’ (90% weighting) and ‘employer reputation’ (10% weighting).  The former is based 
on a survey of academics, who are asked to identify up to ten domestic and up to 30 
international institutions which they consider ‘excellent for research’.  We moved to third place 
in 2017 and to fifth in 2018.   

13  The review of the BEd (Music) programme took place in spring 2017 since that programme was 
about to become a degree delivered and awarded solely by the Conservatoire – previously it 
had been a degree awarded by the Conservatoire and delivered jointly with the University of 
Glasgow (see ¶492ff).  The decision was taken not to include the BA Performance (BSL and 
English) programme in the current review since its first cohort of students would not have 
graduated by 2018.  The review of this programme is scheduled for 2018/19.   

https://www.topuniversities.com/
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effectiveness of the review process up to that point in order to inform both its 

completion and future exercises of this kind.  His report outlined several reasons 

for the lengthening of the process, including some slippage in meeting deadlines; 

staff changes midway through the process (most notably the retiral of the Deputy 

Principal); and, more positively, a need to ensure that the creative thinking noted 

above was thoroughly deliberated and remained compatible with the Academic 

Framework.   

 

342. Dr Quinault concluded that the project was ‘back on track’, and commented that 

the Conservatoire had maintained its capacity for ‘bold and original thinking’.  He 

also acknowledged (as would staff) that the ‘temporary dislocation between the 

Academic Framework and some of the new ideas being explored … was a source 

of frustration’.  By way of addressing issues raised in Dr Quinault’s report, a new 

process for the simultaneous review of multiple programmes has been devised and 

approved by the Academic Board as part of the Quality Assurance Handbook (QAH 

3.6, see AIS 9).  As well as facilitating the delivery of enhanced programmes, the 

curriculum review process has therefore also been a valuable learning experience 

at the institutional level. 

 

343. In April 2017, the Academic Board approved a revised Academic Framework 

(AIS 10), and at the same time, reaffirmed the relevance of the six Curriculum 

Principles that had emerged through Curriculum Reform, thus facilitating 

programme teams to complete their review work.   

 

344. We are confident that the current review process, not least through our 

engagement with staff, students, graduates and industry peers, has been effective 

in enhancing the student learning experience.  We will provide a report on the 

outcome of our programme review process to the ELIR Review Team once it is 

concluded.   

 

345. Staff development is currently undergoing an holistic review, with particular focus 

on: 

•  the Career Review process (likely to be replaced by a Professional Update 

model);  

•  mechanisms for the prioritisation of the staff development budget and sharing 

of good practice; 

•  improvements to the Learning & Teaching Conference;  
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•  the development of a ‘Bridge Week’ for staff;    

and there is currently a proposal to introduce a series of staff engagement surveys.   

 

346. Other current and future plans in the enhancement of learning and teaching 

include:  

•  facilitating more School of Music staff to complete the PGCert qualification 

(acknowledging that the majority of staff graduating from the programme are 

from the SoDDPF);  

•  building on developing good practice around mutually constructed feedback;  

•  the further development of our support for collaboration, which is being 

addressed through the curriculum review process (¶272);  

•  developing the Teaching Excellence Award scheme;  

•  piloting two staff development schemes based on peer observation of 

teaching in the School of Music, aligned with the Scottish Higher Education 

Developers Peer Observation of Teaching Scheme.   

 

Effectiveness 

347. Following Curriculum Reform, the enhancement of the student experience has 

occurred as a result of individual, departmental, School and Conservatoire-wide 

initiatives.  These enhancements have been aligned with:  the Strategic Plan, which 

has enhancement of the student experience at its core; good practice, as 

articulated in the Academic Frameworks and Curriculum Principles; our quality 

assurance processes and student feedback; and with external reference points, 

including the national Enhancement Themes.  QAH 12 (AIS 9) articulates the 

schema for assuring quality and delivering enhancements to the student 

experience. The appointment of an Assistant Principal with strategic oversight of 

Quality Assurance and Enhancement as key to the role brings a renewed focus to 

the institutional commitment to enhancement, through programme review, delivery 

and monitoring, in partnership with students, staff and external stakeholders at 

each stage. 

 

348. Recognising the need to engage more part-time staff in enhancement activities, 

and our ongoing work to enhance our staff development processes, we are 

confident that our approach to implementing institutional strategies and enhancing 

learning and teaching is effective.   

 

https://scottishhedevelopers.wordpress.com/2017/05/26/feedback-on-peer-observation-of-teaching-pot-scheme-draft-guidance/
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4 Academic standards and quality processes 
 

4.1 Key features of the Conservatoire’s approach to managing quality 
and setting, maintaining, reviewing and assessing academic 
standards 

 
Key features of the Conservatoire’s approach to managing quality (linked to 
Contexts 1, 4 and 5, ‘The national conservatoire’, ‘Our part-time staff’ and 
‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

349. For the Conservatoire, the centrality of performance is all pervasive – that focus on 

personal performance has a particular implication for the management of quality.  

As a self-critical community of artists, creative technicians, students, educators and 

researchers, we recognise the need to strive constantly for improvement in our 

individual and collective performance; so, instinctively and culturally, the quest for 

enhancement pervades everything that the Conservatoire does.  We recruit 

dedicated students of high ability, and correspondingly high aspiration, and we 

provide them with a vibrant, challenging and supportive proto-professional learning 

environment that, through partnership, addresses the learning needs of the 

individual student.  One of the primary objectives of our various quality assurance 

and enhancement processes is therefore to harness that instinctive desire for 

enhancement in the pursuit of personal and ensemble excellence.   

 

 

350. The management of quality is facilitated through our quality processes (¶356f); and 

our well-informed and active academic community, especially in terms of the 

setting and maintenance of academic standards, made manifest through an 

inclusive committee structure that quite explicitly gives due priority to the student 

voice and engages with the entire spectrum of our academic/artistic community.  

This inclusive approach to the management of quality is underpinned by a 

straightforward management structure, thus: 

The sheer depth of an education I have received during my Undergraduate 

has made me into an artist that I don’t think would have been possible 

anywhere else due to the resources and teaching experience that is at the 

RCS.   

Year 4 student 
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351. In the SoDDPF, departments are synonymous with programmes and each 

programme/ department is distinct in disciplinary focus.  In the SoM, students on 

the BMus and MMus/MA programmes are affiliated with a specialist department 

according to their principal study discipline.  Most departments have between 20–

80 students (see Appendix C).  This scale facilitates close attention to the quality 

of the student experience, and management of the individualised learning journey 

that is a feature of the Conservatoire (see ¶106 regarding the Student Contract 

and the negotiation of student opportunities and commitments).  Small scale 

departments also foster formal and informal interactions between staff, and 

between staff and students, thus enabling the close monitoring of student progress, 

which is important in the context of one-to-one and small group classes (see ¶184).   

 

352. As well as benefits, this scale can also pose challenges, for example when 

difficulties arise in the student-teacher or student-Head of Department relationship, 

some students can feel uncomfortable about raising issues with staff – this is a 

challenge that is typical of the conservatoire sector.  To support students, we 

highlight (through Programme Documents) the multiple channels through which 

help and advice can be sought, and we will continue to work with the Students’ 
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Union to enhance support for students in these circumstances (e.g. through the 

development of a Student Partnership Agreement, see ¶130).   

 

353. The Academic Board, chaired by the Principal, sits at the apex of the 

Conservatoire’s quality assurance and enhancement processes.  The Quality and 

Standards Committee is chaired by the Quality Assurance Officer (i.e. the Assistant 

Principal); the School Management Teams are chaired by their respective 

Directors; and the Programme Committees are chaired by the Head of the 

respective Programme.  Each of these individuals has a managerial responsibility 

for quality within their immediate areas.  The Assistant Principal has the overall 

managerial responsibility for quality, delegated from the Principal.   

 

 
 

354. The remit and membership of Academic Board, together with those of its sub-

committees, is given in QAH 12 (AIS 9).  The sub-committees of the Academic 

Board inform its view of the effectiveness of learning, teaching and research.  The 

Quality and Standards Committee, the Research Degrees Committee, the 

Programme Committees and the School Management Teams are central to the 

Academic Board’s efforts to enhance quality.  Crucially, students are integral to the 

membership of all of these Committees, except School Management Teams.  (The 

engagement of students in one or two School Management Team meetings per 

year was discussed during the review of the Quality Assurance Handbook, and will 

be considered in the review of QAH 12).  

 

355. [3] Our approach to quality assurance and enhancement has been unaffected by 

the growth in student numbers.  However, the growth, particularly in the BMus 

programme, has prompted an enhancement of the process for gathering and 

responding to student feedback:  the Head of Programme will request departmental 

feedback headlines (gathered by departmental student representatives) to be 
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forwarded directly to student Programme Committee Representatives for 

discussion at Programme Committee meetings. 

 

356. The Conservatoire’s Quality Assurance Handbook (QAH; AIS 9) documents the 

processes by which the institution manages quality.  A review of the QAH was 

begun in 2016 and completed in 2017 as an initial step in the process of preparing 

for ELIR, and to ensure compliance with the UK Quality Code.  A number of small 

adjustments to Section 3 (programme validation and review) and to the section on 

External Examiners (QAH 6) were approved, to ensure or exceed compliance with 

the SFC’s Guidance on Quality and the UK Quality Code.  [3] The Admissions 

Policy (QAH 8) was revised taking account of a review of its effectiveness (see 

¶160); and a new Performance Indicator (‘PCR +2’) has been introduced (see ¶170 

and footnote).  The section on Annual Dialogue (QAH 5.3) has been revised, taking 

account of feedback and incremental enhancements to that process; and the 

section on Student Engagement (QAH 5.1) has been revised, in partnership with 

the Students’ Union.  A review of Sections 10–12 is nearing completion.  Through 

the review of the QAH, we are confident that our policies comply with the 

requirements of the UK Quality Code and with the European Standards and 

Guidelines; indeed, our deployment of externals in the processes of programme 

validation and review, and annual monitoring goes well beyond the requirements 

of the SFC’s Guidance on Quality (QAH 5.3; see ¶384). 

 

357. Our annual quality processes comprise Annual Dialogue (QAH 5.3) (which includes 

scrutiny of External Examiners’ reports (QAH 6) and Performance Indicators) and 

Programme and Module Modification (QAH 3.3).  Periodic processes include 

Programme Validation and Review (QAH 3.1 and 3.2) and, of course, the ELIR 

process itself.  The systematic application of QAH processes is overseen by the 

Quality and Standards Committee, reporting to the Academic Board.  Students are 

of fundamental importance as partners at all levels in the operation of these 

processes (see §2.1).   

 

358. The Annual Dialogue process (QAH 5.3) requires programmes to complete an 

annual programme report that: 

•  evaluates the effectiveness of any programme modifications implemented in 

the previous year;  

•  responds to the recommendations of the previous year’s report;  

http://www.sfc.ac.uk/web/FILES/guidance_sfcgd112017/SFCGD112017-SFC-guidance-HE-institutions-quality.pdf
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•  comments on programme-specific Performance Indicators, particularly 

changes and trends, benchmarked against other national and international 

institutions;  

•  comments on current and future developments in areas mapped to the NSS 

(teaching, learning opportunities, assessment and feedback, organisation 

and management, student support, learning resources) as well as placement 

learning and employability – Programmes are required to link these 

developments to evidence from, e.g.:  

-  External Examiners’ reports 

-  NSS 

-  student feedback (e.g. module/programme surveys; 1st Year Survey; Exit 

Survey) 

-  Programme Committee minutes 

-  staff feedback 

-  feedback from employers and placements 

-  lessons learned from student appeals, complaints, attendance or 

discipline issues 

•  identifies how the programme responds to the Strategic Plan; 

•  identifies areas of good practice.   

 

359. As part of its evolving approach to the management of risk, the Conservatoire is 

developing an Academic Risk Register to monitor and control risks that have the 

potential to threaten the academic standards of its awards or the quality of the 

student learning experience.  This will be monitored on a regular basis by the QSC 

and the Academic Board.   

 

360. See §5.1 for details of the approach to managing quality with respect to our 

research programmes, which are validated by the University of St Andrews.   

 

Setting, maintaining, reviewing and assessing academic standards (linked 
to Contexts 1, 4 and 5, ‘The national conservatoire’, ‘Our part-time staff’, 
and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

361. Our view of standards is informed by: 

•  our permeable nature;  

•  our staff who are professionally active beyond the Conservatoire and who act 

as External Examiners in other institutions (¶367, 387);  

•  our engagement with our industries (¶384, 385ff);  
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•  our extensive use of external reference points (including External Examiners 

and Specialist External Assessors; ¶372ff);  

•  our use of external benchmarks, including the SCQF, the QAA Subject 

Benchmark Statements and European subject benchmark statements.   

 

362. The Conservatoire’s academic standards are articulated and reviewed by the 

Academic Board through the processes of programme validation and review (i.e. 

institution-led review; AIS 9:  QAH 3.1 and 3.2).  These processes comply with the 

requirements of the UK Quality Code, and ensure that all programmes align with 

the Conservatoire’s Academic Framework (which itself aligns with the SCQF, see 

below) and with the relevant QAA Subject Benchmark Statements.  The process 

also requires programmes to benchmark against other standards where these exist 

(e.g. the AEC/Polifonia Learning Outcomes for Music, and those for dance, design, 

film and theatre education from EQ Arts).   

 

363. The Conservatoire’s Academic Framework (AIS 10), validated through a process 

involving external academics in 2011, includes detailed Level Descriptors, which 

are derived from the six Curriculum Principles.  Each Level Descriptor is framed in 

terms of Aims and Learning Outcomes, designed to facilitate development of the 

Conservatoire’s Graduate Attributes.  The Level Descriptors address the 

requirements of the SCQF by adapting its level descriptors to the unique learning 

environment offered by the Conservatoire.  The Learning Outcomes are mapped, 

by level, to the SCQF Characteristics (2012) and the Dublin Descriptors (2005).   

 

 

https://www.aec-music.eu/userfiles/File/aec-polifonia-learning-outcomes-en.pdf
http://www.eq-arts.org/?s=tuning+document
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364. External stakeholders (employers, representatives of the relevant professions, and 

academics from other institutions) and representatives of Professional Statutory 

Regulatory Bodies (PSRBs) have key roles to play in the processes of programme 

approval and review in assuring the academic standards and industry relevance of 

the awards (and, in the case of PSRBs, professional standards).   

 

365. By way of example, the 2017 review of the BEd (Music) programme (AIS 2b iv) 

included a Lecturer in Music Education from another HEI; a Principal Teacher of 

Music, and a music specialist of Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Education (both of 

whom are graduates of the programme); a local authority Quality Improvement 

Officer; and two members of the General Teaching Council for Scotland, in addition 

to internal panel members.  The proceedings were observed by two staff members 

of the GTCS, and the representative of a charity that supports people with 

additional support needs.   
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366. The following programmes have been approved or re-approved since ELIR 3: 

Approved Reviewed and Re-approved 

2013/14 

MA Learning & Teaching (Gaelic Arts) MA Musical Theatre 

MA Classical & Contemporary Text 

MMus / MA (Music) 

PG Cert Learning, Teaching, Support and 

Administration in Arts Education 

2014/15 

BA Performance in British Sign Language 
& English 

MEd Learning & Teaching (Performing 
Arts) 

DPerf** 

BMus (Traditional Music) 

2015/16 

MEd Learning & Teaching (Performing 
Arts):  Initial Teacher Education 
(Dance) pathway* 

 

2016/17 

International Foundation Certificate in 
Music & English 

International Foundation Certificate in 
Dance & English 

BEd (Music)* 

2017/18 

 BMus 

BA Acting 

BA Contemporary Performance Practice 

BA Filmmaking 

BA Modern Ballet 

BA Musical Theatre 

BA Production Arts & Design 

BA Production Technology & 
Management 

*  also involved accreditation by the General Teaching Council for Scotland 

**  The DPerf programme was approved by the Senatus Academicus of 

St Andrews University in 2015 and, going beyond St Andrews’ requirements, 

the Conservatoire also conducted a scrutiny event according to its protocols 

for programme validation, in May 2015. 

 

367. Our staff are experienced in the application of academic standards, grounded in 

their own professional practice, and their experience of assessing alongside 

Conservatoire colleagues and as External Examiners in other institutions.  The 

calibration of standards in higher music education is a focus of a current HEA-led 
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project ‘Professional Development and Calibration for the External Examining 

System in the UK’.  Music staff will be participating in a one-day event on this topic 

in February 2018, with follow-up dissemination to SoM colleagues.   

  

368. The student journey, in terms of standards, begins at audition in the level at which 

we apply our own standards to determine admission to the programme (see ¶178).  

Audition/interview panels comprise a minimum of two academic staff; Principal 

Teachers of Music are invited to observe auditions for the BEd (Music) programme.   

 

369. The Conservatoire is all about performance and the production of performance 

(see AIS 14 for this season).  Arrangements for the assessment of these activities 

are therefore critical to the maintenance of academic standards, and the 

robustness of our approach is confirmed through External Examiners’ reports.   

 

370. SoDDPF staff are responsible for assessing public performances, with input from 

guest external directors, choreographers and designers etc..  Where the 

constituent elements of an individual performance (e.g. Voice, Acting, Movement, 

Dance or Singing) are considered as part of an holistic assessment, assessment 

panels are multi-disciplinary.  In the SoM, end-of-year performances in the last two 

years of undergraduate programmes and for all postgraduate programmes 

comprise an internal convenor, an internal examiner, and a Specialist External 

Assessor (SEA).  Selected staff are specifically trained for the role of convenor:  

they serve across the School during the assessment period and are integral to the 

maintenance of standards in mediating the assessment discussion, and in 

ensuring a common approach across the different specialist assessment panels.  

Part of that common approach includes the use of ‘blind marking’, where assessors 

privately share their initial thought on the grade with the Convenor, before general 

discussion of the performance.  The design of our assessment panels and 

particularly the use of blind marking and the specific remit of the Convenor ensure 

robustness and are regarded as good practice by our External Examiners.  

 

371. The duties of External Examiners are laid out in QAH 6 (AIS 9).  Their modi 

operandi may vary according the requirements of the programme but, at a 

minimum, External Examiners oversee the assessment of all final year students, 

necessitating attendance at productions, showcases and performances.  External 

Examiners (and Specialist External Assessors in the School of Music; see QAH 6 

and §4.2 below) play an important role in the maintenance and application of 

https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/hefce-degree-standards
https://www.heacademy.ac.uk/hefce-degree-standards
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academic standards, particularly as regards impartiality in the context of 

performing arts where, for example, anonymous marking is generally not an option.   

 

 

4.2 Use of external reference points in quality processes 
 
372. Externality is a vitally important feature of our approach to managing quality 

assurance and quality enhancement.  By virtue of our interconnectedness with the 

professions and with other HEIs around the world, we benefit from the array of 

externals (guest artists and academics) who visit the Conservatoire, and from our 

staff who themselves are actively engaged in the professions and with their 

colleagues in other conservatoires.   

 

External Examiners (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The national conservatoire’ 
and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

373. External Examiners (AIS 9:  QAH 6) are central to the Conservatoire’s approach to 

assuring academic standards and managing quality.  Their primary role is to 

confirm the validity of assessment outcomes through attending performances and 

observing and sampling student work, and through participating in the Boards of 

Examiners.   

 

374. Our External Examiners are academics and practitioners drawn from the UK and 

abroad, selected for their professional relevance, which is essential in our proto-

professional environment.  In 2016/17, we deployed 21 External Examiners from 

institutions including six UK conservatoires and one Irish conservatoire; the 

Glasgow School of Art; and nine UK universities.  Their annual reports (see 

analysis at AIS 5) provide critical external peer scrutiny; they confirm the 

appropriateness of our academic standards, and the quality of our learning and 

teaching.  The reports, along with the responses of each Programme Team, are 

reviewed by Programme Committees, School Management Teams, the Quality 

and Standards Committee and form an important element of the Annual Dialogue 

process.  A summary of their reports is prepared for Academic Board as part of the 

Quality Assurance Officer’s annual report.  The appointment process for External 

Examiners is laid out in QAH 6, which was revised so as to ensure consistency 

with the UK Quality Code.  The Conservatoire introduced an informal mentoring 

arrangement for External Examiners who are new to that work in AY 2016/17.   
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375. In the School of Music, Specialist External Assessors (SEAs) are appointed to 

examine particular musical disciplines (e.g. clarinet, harp, composition).  SEAs are 

recognised experts in their field.  Their deployment has been identified as a 

strength by External Examiners:  ‘Use of external specialist in recital panels, drawn 

from the wider profession.’  SEAs make a key contribution to the maintenance and 

benchmarking of academic standards and the quality of performance achieved by 

students, through their feedback on individual students’ performances and 

compositions, and through submission of reports, which are considered by the 

School Management Team.  The School of Music deployed 43 SEAs in 2016/17, 

drawn mostly from UK-based orchestras, ensembles and conservatoires.  They 

assess in accordance with our standards and comment on the appropriateness of 

those standards from a professional perspective.  As with External Examiners, their 

reports are generally positive.  Where SEA reports contain critical observations, 

HoDs reflect and offer a response that facilitates enhancement of learning and 

teaching or assessment and feedback, or process, as appropriate.  The 

deployment of so many SEAs is, clearly, expensive; but the return on investment 

is significant:  SEAs compile individual reports on each student they assess, and 

students tend to be eager to receive quality feedback from external professionals, 

very often musicians whom they admire.   

 

376. External Examiners’ reports are overwhelmingly positive, as the following 

quotations show: 

•  ‘The work I sampled for this module was exceptional.’ (Introduction to 

Collaborative Practice, 2015/16);   

•  ‘Some works I read are certainly capable of seeking publication’ (Choice 

modules, 2015/16);  

•  ‘RCS is a good example of a modern Conservatoire within a European 

context’ (BA Acting, 2015/16);   

•  ‘I have only praise for the [performance exam] panels that I observed.  … On 

all occasions the discussions were rich in content, extremely detailed and 

provided with student improvement in mind.’ (BMus, 2016/17);  

•  ‘[programme content] is highly appropriate and offers world leading provision 

and opportunities’ (BA CPP, 2016/17). 

 

377. It is, of course, the responsibility of External Examiners to offer criticism.  The EE 

for MMus/MA commented, in 2015/16: ‘I raised some concerns last year over the 

quality of work in the ‘Approaches to Critical Artistry’ module.  While there is 
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noticeable improvement this year, with some interesting and engaging projects, 

the general standard remains a bit disappointing.’  The Programme Team 

responded, outlining the further efforts that would be undertaken with students.  

The same examiner commented, in 2016/17, ‘this year the general standard of the 

work [in ‘Approaches to Critical Artistry’] is significantly improved, with greater 

levels of creativity, engagement, detail, and integrity.’  

 

378. In addition to specific criticisms, External Examiners do raise issues of minor 

concern, although these are generally expressed in terms of support for the 

programme and its continued development, e.g. ‘I would suggest a review after 

implementation of the new structure for the course under its new name …  This is 

not strictly a matter of concern, but a recommendation’, BA DFTV, 2016/17; ‘The 

concern is not in the running of the programme but to flag up, at this stage, thinking 

around recruitment of the next cohort …’ BA Performance in BSL and English, 

2016/17.   

 

379. A single External Examiner in 2016/17 raised two issues of major concern.  These 

related to lack of ensemble performance experience for BEd (Music) students, and 

inconsistent supervision/mentoring of BEd students by school staff while on school 

placement.  Both issues have been addressed through the review of the 

programme, and will be monitored through 2017/18.   

 

380. Although not identified by the External Examiner as a major concern, QSC has 

noted recurring issues in relation to the partnership with Sabhal Mòr Ostaig on the 

MA Learning & Teaching (Gaelic Arts) programme.  QSC agreed that the 

Programme Team’s response was sufficiently constructive.  The resolution of 

these issues is described at ¶477, and is being implemented in 2017/18. 

 

 

External academics (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The national 
conservatoire’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

381. Our Curriculum Reform project, completed in 2012, presented a ‘once in a 

generation’ opportunity to review all of our undergraduate provision 

simultaneously.  Through this process, we arrived at a clearer view on standards 

across all of our disciplines through the creation of a Conservatoire-wide Academic 

Framework, aligned to the SCQF.  The programme Review Panels were also co-

chaired by two external academics.  The critical challenge that this approach 
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facilitated was considered effective and we have adopted it again in the current 

curriculum review project, and formally established this process in QAH 3.6 (AIS 9).   

 

382. Since its inception in 2011/12, the Conservatoire’s annual monitoring process 

(known as ‘Annual Dialogue’, QAH 5.3) has benefitted from the engagement of 

externals in the form of ‘critical friends’.  The process ensures that the evaluative 

insights of academic representatives from other conservatoires and, latterly, of 

support services colleagues from the wider HE sector benefit the Conservatoire in 

its reflection.   

 

383. All of the quality processes outlined at ¶356 above are carried out in the name of 

the Academic Board which is the statutory body in the Conservatoire’s academic 

committee structure.  In recognition of our scale, and the vocational focus of our 

programmes, the Academic Board includes an external academic (currently a Vice-

Principal at the University of Edinburgh) as a co-opted member; and, indicative of 

the close working relationship between the Board of Governors and the Academic 

Board, a member of the Board of Governors is in attendance at Academic Board 

meetings (currently the former Director of QAA Scotland).  We believe this 

arrangement to be valuable in bringing authoritative external perspectives to the 

work of the Academic Board.   

 

External professionals (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The national 
conservatoire’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

384. External professionals are important contributors to the Conservatoire’s 

programme validation and review processes, not only through participation in 

review panels (see ¶364) but also through the consultation process.  Consultation 

with employers, professionals and graduates (as well as students) has always 

formed a part of these processes.  Stakeholder consultation in preparation for the 

review of the BA (Scottish Music) programme (AIS 2c i, p. 12) contributed 

substantially to a reshaping and renaming of that programme.  In response to 

evidence suggesting ‘a perception of curricular imbalance’, the Programme was 

weighted more towards performance and renamed ‘BMus (Traditional Music)’.  The 

External Examiner’s report for 2015/16 suggests that this rebalancing has been 

successful:  ‘I would consider this to be a highly appropriate programme with regard 

to the training of traditional musicians. … Student feedback pointed to Year 1 being 

primarily about performance, so the issue of the balance between performance 
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and academic work, which was often debated in connection with the BA degree, 

was not mentioned as being a concern.’  

 

External networks (linked to Context 1, ‘The national conservatoire’) 

385. As an institution we are well networked, nationally and internationally, in the wider 

HE context, the conservatoire sector, and also in the professional world of the 

performing arts.  ‘Insider knowledge’ gained from these networks is extremely 

valuable as a source of learning and good practice.   

 

386. On a more informal, yet strategic level, we regularly consult with stakeholders in 

order to inform institutional strategy.  The Principal and Directors meet regularly 

with directors of the National Companies and the BBC to share ideas and drive 

artistic projects.  ‘Last Futures’ is the latest in a series of large-scale creative 

collaborations with the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, the Glasgow School of 

Art and the University of Glasgow, culminating in an exhibition and programme of 

events curated by a student-led team from RCS, GSA and GU.   

 

387. We are active members of our European sectoral associations E:UTSA, ELIA, and 

AEC.  We hosted the annual conferences of ELIA in 2014 and AEC in 2015, as 

well as the world conference of the International Society for Music Education in 

2016.  Two members of staff are Creative Directors of ICON.  This network brings 

together the expertise and experience of musicians who teach in higher music 

education institutions, providing opportunities to debate key issues, reflect on 

practice, engage with research, and develop innovative projects and collaborative 

research through experimental working practices.  The Director of the School of 

Music is an AEC-mandated member of the Board of MusiQuE, the European 

quality assurance agency for music.  Just as we employ academic staff from other 

institutions, so our own staff serve as external examiners and jury members 

internationally; and we value the feedback and insight we receive from visiting 

lecturers and directors across all of our programmes.  At least 18 members of staff 

(15% of full-time academic staff) are active as External Examiners, validation panel 

members or jurists in other institutions.  We also benefit from our ERASMUS 

exchange programme for students and staff, as well as our current ERASMUS+ 

partnership with the Rostov State Rachmaninov Conservatoire in Rostov-on-Don.   

 

388. Within the UK, we are active members of Universities Scotland and benefit from 

our place in that grouping.  In the wider UK, we are members of Conservatoires 

http://www.rhinegold.co.uk/music_teacher/glasgow-arts-institutions-performance-exhibition/
https://www.facebook.com/eutsa/
http://www.elia-artschools.org/
https://www.aec-music.eu/
https://www.isme.org/
http://www.innovativeconservatoire.com/
http://www.musique-qe.eu/
https://www.universities-scotland.ac.uk/
http://www.conservatoiresuk.ac.uk/
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UK (CUK) and we participate in all CUK’s constituent fora.  Our Principal chairs the 

Junior Conservatoire subcommittee and, through CUK, we have established an 

informal yet effective way of benchmarking ourselves against others in the sector 

across the range of our activity.  The Director of the School of DDPF chairs the 

Scottish Drama Training Network and we are members of the Federation of Drama 

Schools and the Standing Conference of University Drama Departments.  The 

Director of Music is the Vice-Chair of the Music Education Partnership Group and 

has been invited to join a proposed Cross Party Group for Music in the Scottish 

Parliament.  Staff are also committee members of the Music Education Council 

and the National Association for Music in Higher Education.   

 

External benchmarks  (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality 
processes’) 

389. Through the processes of programme validation and review, the Conservatoire’s 

programmes are required to demonstrate alignment with the SCQF and other 

external benchmark statements (see ¶362). 

 

390. It is a further requirement of these processes that programmes situate themselves 

in their national and international contexts, through comparison with other similar 

programmes (see, for example, the reflective analysis of the BMus Traditional 

Music programme, AIS 2c i, p. 9).  

 

391. The Conservatoire’s quality processes themselves comply with external 

benchmarks.  A detailed mapping to the UK Quality Code may be found in the AIS 

(AIS 1).   

 

4.3 Commentary on action taken since ELIR 3 and identification of 
matters arising from the Advance Information Set not otherwise 
explored 

 
 Action taken since ELIR 3 

392. Through ELIR 3 (2013), the Conservatoire was asked to consider the following 

areas for development.  Updates are given below each statement.  (Numbers in 

square brackets refer to paragraphs of the ELIR 3 Outcome Report.) 

 

393. [10] Use of data:  Develop the Management Information System further, and 

promote the active use of data to underpin quality assurance and enhancement-

related decisions. This would also enable the Conservatoire to measure the impact 

http://www.conservatoiresuk.ac.uk/
http://sdtn.org/
http://www.federationofdramaschools.co.uk/
http://www.federationofdramaschools.co.uk/
https://scudd.org.uk/
http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Education/Schools/curriculum/InstrumentalMusic/ImplementationGroup/StrategyGroup
http://www.mec.org.uk/
http://www.namhe.ac.uk/
http://scqf.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/SCQF-Level-Descriptors-WEB-Aug-2015.pdf
http://www.qaa.ac.uk/assuring-standards-and-quality/the-quality-code
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of the new curriculum and to track progress in implementing the Strategic Plan 

2012–15, Creating the Future for Performance, more readily.  

 

394. We have invested in additional staffing to support our bespoke Student Records 

System, and we have renewed or installed new systems in CRIS (Current 

Research Information System); library management; Finance and Human 

Resources; we have also installed a new Staff and Student Portal.  We therefore 

have increased capacity for management reporting.  Committees have made more 

systematic use of data to underpin quality assurance and enhancement-related 

decisions, as described elsewhere in this Reflective Analysis (see ¶430ff).  

Particular benefit has been derived from the appointment of a Statistical Analyst in 

2015.   

 

395. [11] Performance indicators:  Evaluate the developing set of performance 

indicators to ensure meaningful indicators are identified to fit the institutional 

context and priorities. The Conservatoire should ensure the performance indicators 

it develops will be used systematically and proactively by programme teams. 

 

396. The Conservatoire’s academic related Performance Indicators (AIS 9:  QAH 7) 

have recently been revised as part of the review of the Quality Assurance 

Handbook (see ¶356).  The work of the Statistical Analyst has facilitated a more 

rigorous evaluation of data, leading to, for example, more robust and critically-

engaged reflection on the Performance Indicators and the NSS (see ¶433, 437).  

Programme teams will reflect on these in the report they submit to the Annual 

Dialogue process (QAH 5.3), building on a systematic approach that we have been 

developing in recent years.  These data also inform the Outcome Agreement 

(AIS 8), which presents a full account of the Conservatoire in terms of SFC 

priorities.  A set of Key Performance Indicators is being developed to provide 

appropriate measures related to our Strategic Plan (see ¶425).   

 

397. [12] Committee roles:  Ensure the roles, remits and reporting relationships of the 

institutional and programme committees are clearly defined and understood across 

the institution. The Conservatoire should ensure that it achieves its objective of 

increasing institutional oversight and accountability through the revised committee 

structure and the operation of key processes, such as annual programme 

reporting. This should include the systematic use of data to inform decisions and 
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the careful monitoring of the issues that are identified, along with the impact of 

actions taken. 

 

398. The Committee Structure, roles, remits and reporting relationships of strategic 

(institutional) and programme committees are set out in the Quality Assurance 

Handbook (AIS 9:  QAH 12), which articulates the embeddedness of quality 

assurance and our strategic approach to enhancement through the deliberative 

structure.  Systematic use of data (see, for example, ¶431ff) informs core 

committee business and programme annual monitoring reports.  A Business 

Process Calendar is being prepared that makes explicit the flow of data across all 

of our quality assurance and enhancement processes and the related committee 

structure.  Furthermore, it is the responsibility of the Assistant Principal to maintain 

oversight – and to evaluate the efficiency – of the committee structure and its 

reporting lines as we begin devising the next Strategic Plan, seeking to align 

committee purposes, roles and their operational effectiveness with the delivery of 

strategic imperatives. 

 

399. [13] Institutional strategies:  Progress the development of strategies to complement 

the Strategic Plan in the areas of IT, internationalisation and research. The 

Conservatoire should prioritise the finalisation of its IT Strategy to support the 

intended developments in data management. 

 

400. The institutional Strategic Plan is supplemented with a series of Operational Plans.  

Research is supported by its own operational plan, and one is being developed for 

internationalisation.  An IT Strategy (2013–16) was developed in line with the 

recommendation, and was succeeded by the Digital Technology Strategy (2016–

18).  This is about to be reviewed by the new IT Governance Committee.   

 

401. [14] Public information:  Review the processes for assuring the accuracy of public 

information, especially that published on the web, to ensure that appropriate 

controls are in place. 

 

402. All public information (print and website) is edited, approved and signed off by the 

Marketing and Communications Manager, Director of External Relations and 

Heads of Programme/Department where appropriate; each print publication is also 

approved by a member of the Conservatoire Senior Management Team.  The 

website is controlled by the Marketing and Communications Team, with a small 
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pool of contributing editors.  Each editor has restricted access to their department’s 

page, with responsibility for minor updates.  The research and professional practice 

portal (‘The Exchange’) is overseen by the Research and KE team.  

 

403. [15] Quality Code:  Progress with the planned mapping of institutional policies and 

practices against the UK Quality Code, in parallel with producing the revised 

version of the Quality Assurance Handbook. 

 

404. A revised mapping has been completed and is presented as part of the Advance 

Information Set.   

 

405. [16] New curriculum:  In the context of a range of positive developments relating to 

the new undergraduate curriculum, ensure the purpose and role of transitions 

tutors is clearly defined and understood by staff and students. In particular, the 

Conservatoire should clarify the role of transitions tutors in providing advice to 

support students in fulfilling their learning contracts. There would also be benefit in 

the Conservatoire considering the ways it can work to manage the likely increase 

in student demand for elements of the new curriculum including Bridge Week 

projects and popular ‘Choice’ modules. 

 

406. The purpose and role of Transitions Tutors was reviewed in August 2013, in light 

of feedback from staff and students.  Their role is outlined in each programme 

document and is fundamental to supporting students through their personal 

development planning process.  In the latest survey of first-year students, 97% of 

respondents considered the quality of Transitions Tutors to be good or excellent.  

A cross-Conservatoire committee has been set up (the Choice, Collaboration and 

Credit-Rated Short Courses Committee) which effectively functions as a 

programme committee with regard to the management of Choice modules.  The 

vast majority of students are allocated to their first preference Choice module(s).  

Bridge Week is a non-curricular, non-assessed, and non-credit bearing opportunity 

for students to work in trans-disciplinary groups to create new work.  It is overseen 

by a small team of staff comprising a Lecturer in Stage Technology, the Venues 

Receiving Stage Manager, and the Space Planning Manager.  Project proposals 

are assessed in terms of logistical viability.  In 2017/18, there were 22 Bridge Week 

project applications, and all but one were approved.   

 

https://pure.rcs.ac.uk/portal/en/exchange.html
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407. [17] Staff and student mobility:  Continue to develop arrangements to facilitate and 

promote student and staff mobility, including ensuring the benefits of mobility are 

recognised and highlighted across the Conservatoire. 

 

408. The Assistant Registrar (International and Student Experience) works with the 

Directors of Schools, and with students and staff to promote mobility opportunities.  

We have also led and participated in ERASMUS+ partnership applications, with 

the specific aim of increasing staff and student mobility.  The following charts show 

the number of outward student and staff mobilities over the last five years: 

         

 Student outward mobilities  Staff outward mobilities 

 

409. Staff outward mobilities have increased slightly over the period.  Student 

applications for outward mobilities have increased over the period (with the 

exception of a drop in 2015/16); however, the number of finalised student mobilities 

has fluctuated over the period.  This is because some applicants are not accepted 

by the host institution; while others change their mind before departure, often 

because of finance or accommodation.  The Assistant Registrar (International and 

Student Experience) holds promotional sessions for students each autumn, and 

follows up with one-to-one meetings with interested students in January.  We also 

engage ERASMUS Ambassadors (current Conservatoire students) to assist in the 

promotion of student mobility, and further information is available on the Student 

Portal.  Students may be reluctant to study abroad because of the potential for 

‘interrupting’ their artistic development in the context of coherent artistic 

ensembles; and drama students may be disadvantaged where the medium for 

artistic work is a foreign language.  It is partly for these reasons that we make 

considerable efforts to ‘bring the world to the RCS’:  our very positive international 

recruitment facilitates cultural diversity within programmes, as well as the 

opportunities for students to perform at international festivals (notably the St 

Magnus Festival and the Edinburgh Festival Fringe).   
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 Matters arising from the Advance Information Set 

410. The contents of the AIS are detailed in Appendix D.  The AIS contains a selection 

of reports from programme approval (BA Performance in BSL and English, 2015) 

and programme review processes (MA CCT, 2014; BMus Traditional Music, 2015; 

BEd Music 2017; BMus, 2018) from the last five years, along with the programme 

documents and reflective analyses on which these reports are based (AIS 2).   

 

411. We have completed a mapping of the Conservatoire’s policies and practices to the 

UK Quality Code (AIS 1).  A brief commentary on the review of the QAH and the 

mapping to the UK Quality Code is provided at ¶356.   

 

412. Movers and Shakers (AIS 13) was published in November 2017 (see ¶205).  The 

publication profiles Conservatoire graduates who are  pioneering arts practitioners, 

including choreographers, costume designers and performance makers and 

producers.   

 

Matters arising since ELIR 3 

413. At the time of the last ELIR, the Conservatoire had just concluded Curriculum 

Reform, which was the most significant academic project that we had undertaken 

since the achievement of taught degree awarding powers in the mid-1990s.  The 

‘reformed’ curriculum brought with it a number of innovations and a significant 

enhancement of the student experience.  However, not all of the changes 

introduced alongside the reformed curriculum generated the anticipated returns in 

respect of the efficient operation of supporting structures and processes.  On the 

basis of staff feedback, it became apparent that the trimester structure was not 

delivering the anticipated benefits, particularly in terms of the assessment calendar 

and the production schedule.  Academic Board therefore agreed to adopt a refined 

structure, expressed in terms rather than trimesters, which would better 

accommodate the natural rhythm of the learning process.  

 

414. A new committee structure was introduced in an attempt to maintain the 

momentum created by Curriculum Reform.  However, it was found that that 

structure was both cumbersome and overly demanding of staff and student time.  

We have therefore adopted a leaner structure which has proven to be both effective 

and efficient in the management of quality processes.  Changes in senior 
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management are discussed at ¶28, and those have also impacted on the 

development of quality systems and processes.   

 

415. As a consequence of the SU-led boycott of the NSS in 2016/17, our NSS results 

were not published since the response rate fell below the threshold required for 

publication.  However, what data was generated has been made available to the 

Conservatoire and it will be addressed through programme monitoring. 

 

 

4.4 Approach to using data to inform decision-making and evaluation 
 

Data sources  (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

416. The Conservatoire produces a range of data from a variety of sources, to inform 

itself on all aspects of the quality of its activities, and to inform decision-making and 

evaluation.   

 

417. The Academic Board judges whether programmes are meeting their stated aims 

and objectives and makes decisions in respect of policy matters and quality 

enhancement on the basis of the following data: 

•   the programme-specific Performance Indicators (AIS 9:  QAH 7);  

•  programme annual reports and the report of the Annual Dialogue panel 

(QAH 5.3);  

•  External Examiners’ annual reports (QAH 6);  

•  the reports of programme validations and reviews (QAH 3.1 and 3.2); 

•  the NSS.   

 

418. The current curriculum review project is being monitored and overseen by a 

Steering Group chaired by an external, Dr Francis Quinault, and with 

representation from the Board of Governors, Prof. Norman Sharp.  The 

effectiveness of our self-evaluation through this process will be reviewed through 

a report compiled by the three external Co-Convenors of the programme review 

events.  That report and any recommendations will be considered by the Quality 

and Standards Committee and the Academic Board, and we will share it with the 

Review Team, once received.   

 

419. We deploy externals to convene Review Panels when multiple programmes are 

being reviewed in order to ensure an objective and consistent oversight, and this 
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adds a further dimension to our already extensive use of external academics in the 

assurance of academic standards and the promotion of quality enhancement (see 

¶364, 369ff).  Having chaired the Steering Group for Curriculum Reform, 

Dr Quinault’s insights into that process made him well placed to chair the Steering 

Group for the current project.  To further ensure the robustness of the review 

process, we consciously selected external Co-Conveners who had not been 

engaged in the Curriculum Reform programme reviews of 2012.   

 

420. The reports of the individual programme reviews, and the responses of the 

Programme Teams to them, will be reviewed individually and holistically by the 

Quality and Standards Committee and the Academic Board according to our 

programme review process (AIS 9:  QAH 3.2).  The BMus programme was 

reviewed in January 2018.  The Review Panel imposed one condition (to correct 

some inaccuracies in the text of the programme document) and made six 

recommendations and three commendations, the latter relating to the ‘visionary 

and ambitious approach to enhancing the professional and life skills for students 

as potential agents for change’; the ‘passionate, articulate and highly motivated 

student representatives’; and the ‘clear intention to integrate research-led teaching 

in the programme and the generous support for emerging staff researchers’.  The 

report also ‘applauded the process of staff development that had already been 

initiated in relation to the provision of student feedback’ and this work is continuing 

as part of a range of staff development activities over the coming months.   

  

421. As part of the current programme review process, Academic Board has 

commissioned a parallel review of Conservatoire-wide and programme-specific 

progress regulations.  This review will be conducted in parallel with the current 

review of undergraduate programmes and will take account of good practice in 

other institutions.   

 

422. Before the end of the current academic year, Academic Board will commission a 

review of the effectiveness of our PG Academic Framework in preparation for the 

review of our postgraduate taught programmes in 2018/19.  The process of that 

review will be informed by the outcome of the current undergraduate review 

process, based on a report on the effectiveness of the review process to be 

compiled by the three external Co-Conveners (see ¶418).   
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423. The detailed processes in place for the systematic evaluation of these data are 

described in the relevant chapters of the Quality Assurance Handbook.  In general, 

each process involves scrutiny at Programme Committee, School Management 

Team, and QSC, and an institution-wide view is formed by the Academic Board.   

 

424. Critical friends’ evaluation of the Annual Dialogue process has been very positive.  

A revised reporting template for the Annual Dialogue process was adopted in 

2016/17, and further revisions to that process have been made through the recent 

review of the Quality Assurance Handbook, for example requirements to: 

•  map current and future developments to areas of the NSS;  

•  comment on the effectiveness of programme/module modifications;  

•   identify how the programme responds to the Strategic Plan (this point relates 

to feedback from one of the critical friends in 2015/16).   

 

425. A broader set of information is gathered by means of the institutional Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs).  We have recently undertaken an internal audit of 

the uses of KPIs in relation to our Strategic Plan with a view to establishing a 

refined list of data sources and measures of performance.  These will be reviewed 

regularly by CSMT and received by the Board of Governors via the appropriate 

sub-committee.   

 

426.  Our Outcome Agreement (AIS 8) represents a comprehensive and co-ordinated 

snapshot of the Conservatoire’s activities over the forthcoming session (and 

occasionally beyond), underpinned by qualitative and quantitative targets and 

related performance indicators.  We are required to undertake a self-evaluation of 

the impact and effectiveness of the previous year’s Outcome Agreement on an 

annual basis (see AIS 8).  Although an external requirement, and therefore 

essentially a question of compliance, that evaluative process has come to make a 

valuable contribution to the Conservatoire’s overall approach to critical self-

evaluation and reflection, particularly as it focuses on a range of data of direct 

relevance to the quality of learning and teaching.   

 

427. Other sources of data include: 

•  the annual report on the administration of assessment processes, compiled 

by the Assistant Registrar (Student Records);  

•  the annual report on appeals;  

•  the annual report on complaints;  
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•  the annual report of the Counselling & Disability Service; 

•  feedback sought by QSC from individuals involved in the processes of 

programme validation and review, and Annual Dialogue.  

 

428. [1, 3] Students regularly give public performances (see AIS 14), and a further and 

compelling, though informal source of data is the many enthusiastic reviews 

(AIS 11) that their performances attract in the national press, not to mention their 

successes in prestigious national and international competitions.   

 

Decision-making and evaluation (linked to Contexts 3 and 5, ‘Our student 
population’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

429. In broad terms, decision-making and evaluation are undertaken at the level 

appropriate to the matter under consideration:  for example, matters that are 

programme-specific are debated at the relevant Programme Committee and there 

is direct and regular communication between the Programme Committee and the 

relevant School Management Team.  This approach is similarly observed in the 

hierarchical relationships between the other academic committees, with the 

Academic Board exercising its statutory function in terms of academic standards 

and quality, for example in the approval of policies and the approval and re-

approval of programmes.   

 

430. The following examples are offered as illustrations of the way in which data is used 

to inform decision-making and evaluation.   

 

431. The Conservatoire has observed an increase of more than 50% in the number of 

students engaging in counselling support since 2013/14, alongside an increase in 

the number of students with declared disabilities.  The latest Counselling & 

Disability Service Report suggests that take-up could be even higher; but it seems 

that intensive schedules and the perceived stigma of seeking help may be keeping 

some students from accessing the counselling service.  Trials that offered 

counselling services in the evening did not result in an increased uptake of the 

service.  The Conservatoire meets the British Association for Counselling and 

Psychotherapy’s recommended good practice standard and, unlike many larger 

HEIs, does not have a waiting list for counselling; however the lack of variety in the 

support available has been acknowledged.  Academic Board considered data 

around these issues and, as a result, approved the extension of counselling 

https://www.rcs.ac.uk/news/
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provision by means of a digital mental health and wellbeing service (Big White 

Wall), with an evaluation to take place in a year’s time.   

 

432. QSC’s consideration of the annual Counselling & Disability Service Report has 

highlighted progress being made in supporting students with disabilities (see 

¶140f).  Recognising the opportunities this report affords for critical self-evaluation 

grounded in quantitative and qualitative data analysis, QSC recently commissioned 

a review of the effectiveness of the report, so that its structure and content will 

focus attention on specific areas where action needs to be taken to improve our 

performance.   

 

433. Our use of the NSS as a tool for enhancement also offers an example of our 

approach to self-evaluation.  Following several years of fluctuating levels of student 

satisfaction as reported in the NSS, and general dissatisfaction with our attempts 

to draw self-evaluative conclusions from this data (particularly in the context of our 

small cohort sizes) our Statistical Analyst began analysing the results using 

statistical significance tools, and met with each Programme Team to help them 

understand the findings.  This led to greater engagement with the survey results.  

This approach has evolved further in the last year, now that Academic Board has 

agreed to adopt a standard reporting template, developed by the Quality and 

Standards Committee, to support the process of self-evaluation.  This will be 

piloted in AY 2017/18.  The reporting template will ensure a strategic focus on 

major trends, comparison with appropriate benchmarks, and variations that are 

likely to be real effects rather than random fluctuation, in order to assess the impact 

of actions taken to enhance the student experience.  This approach should also 

help to identify good practice that can be shared across the Conservatoire.  It is 

intended that QSC should analyse each programme’s report in the context of 

previous years’ data, and compared to other programmes, and thus present an 

institutional view of the data to the Academic Board. The template is, therefore, 

designed to support effective use of the NSS data in self-evaluation at all levels.  

 

434. The recent planned expansion in student numbers has resulted in an increased 

pressure on teaching and practice rooms in the School of Music.  A new suite of 

rooms (the ‘Creative Campus’, see ¶232f) was configured to take account of this 

expansion on the basis of data from our room booking system, as well as student 

and staff feedback:  calculations were based on the number of practice-room-hours 

required for individual practice and one-to-one teaching.  Taking account of 
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structural considerations, the results informed the optimal re-configuration of two 

pre-existing large studio spaces into 27 practice rooms of varying sizes and two 

medium-sized rehearsal studios.  Together with existing spaces, these will 

accommodate the practice room requirements of up to around 710 students in the 

School of Music.   

 

435. Periodically the Academic Board undertakes reviews of the effectiveness of 

policies including, most recently, an evaluation of the effectiveness of the 

Contextualised Admissions Policy (AIS 9:  QAH 8), having been in place for one 

academic year.  This has led to an enhancement of that policy in that it is now 

explicit about the priority given to applicants who are care experienced or carers, 

or who live in postcode areas defined by the lowest quintile of the Scottish Index 

of Multiple Deprivation (see ¶160).   

 

436. SIMD 20 recruitment has risen from 10 students per year in 2009/10 to 18 in 

2016/17 (i.e. 14.6% of Scottish-domiciled intake).  Continual monitoring of the 

numbers of applicants, offers and acceptances has enabled us to meet or exceed 

our SFC Outcome Agreement targets in this area.   

 

437. The Conservatoire created the post of Statistical Analyst in 2015, and this position 

has facilitated a more rigorous evaluation of data, leading to, for example, more 

robust and critically-engaged reflection on the Performance Indicators and the NSS 

(see ¶433 and AIS 4b vii–x).  QSC has acknowledged that, in the past, the quality 

of Programme Committee commentary on PIs is variable.  (The very positive PIs 

resulting from high progression rates and small cohort sizes tend to speak for 

themselves.)  For 2016/17 data and in future, the Statistical Analyst will provide an 

initial analysis of the data to be discussed at Programme Committees, in order that 

they are fully informed of the significance of the data and any emerging trends.  

This work will form part of the programme’s annual monitoring report.  In addition, 

the Statistical Analyst reviews the programme Performance Indicators holistically 

to produce School-level and Conservatoire-wide analysis for review by Directors 

and QSC.  These include detailed analysis of any data that show a statistically 

significant difference in terms of progression monitored by protected 

characteristics.  By this means the Annual Dialogue Panel and the QSC will be 

able to come to a rounded evaluation of the programme, and offer appropriate 

recommendations for enhancement.   
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438. The scrutiny process for programme modifications, usually made in response to 

student or External Examiner feedback, is described in QAH 3.3 (AIS 9).  Given 

the volume of proposed modifications to the BA Filmmaking and BA Performance 

in BSL and English programmes in AY 2016/17, QSC sought advice from the 

relevant External Examiners.  Through the review of the Quality Assurance 

Handbook, the seeking of advice from External Examiners has been formalised as 

a stage in the programme and module modification process in cases where a 

proposed modification substantially alters the nature of a programme, or where the 

number of minor modifications over a period of time has caused a similar effect.  In 

such cases, QSC may recommend that Academic Board initiate a review of the 

programme.   

 

439. ‘Introduction to Collaborative Practice’ (ICP) was a cornerstone of the reformed 

undergraduate curriculum when it was introduced in 2012.  The External Examiner 

for Choice & Collaboration made positive comments about this module, but 

observed that its credit value was not commensurate with the student effort.  The 

module has received critical student feedback, and modifications have been made 

in response, progressed through QAH 3.3 (AIS 9).  Through the current review 

process, reflection involving students and staff confirmed the view that the module 

was trying to do too much in a limited time and, on the basis of further student 

feedback, it has now been redesigned as ‘Learning to Collaborate’ in Year 1, 

leading to a trans-disciplinary collaborative project in Year 2.  We anticipate that 

this revised structure will offer an enhanced means for students to engage in this 

fundamentally important and unique aspect of our curriculum.   

 

440. In June 2015, on the basis of an unusual number of failed end-of-year recitals in 

two specific Strings disciplines, the School of Music identified a potential issue with 

respect to those examinations.  The Director of Music undertook an investigation 

to try and identify any underlying causes or trends, based on an analysis of student 

trajectory, feedback from the Exam Panel Convenors, attendance data, data 

regarding disabilities and Learning Agreements, and the individual learning 

pathways for each student.  The findings were inconclusive, although they did not 

suggest that there had been any issues with the examination process.  The report 

of the investigation, including the findings and recommendations, was endorsed by 

the BMus External Examiner for Years 3 and 4 and was noted at Academic Board 

in January 2016, along with the Annual Report from the Academic Board Appeal 

Committee (five of the strings students had appealed their results).  Each appeal 
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was assessed on its own merits and disposed of appropriately.  On reflection, we 

believe this to have been an exceptional coincidence of fails, but that it was 

important for the School to have taken prompt action to investigate the 

circumstances.  

 

441. Our performance in the Assessment and Feedback section of the NSS, which has 

been lower than we would wish, led to a comprehensive review of this area, 

beginning with a series of workshops designed to codify principles of assessment, 

and this work provided a focus for the current curriculum review project.  Our 

enhancement focused work in this area has been successful:  the institutional 

score for Assessment and Feedback has risen from 59 in 2012/13 to 82 in 2016/17 

(see ¶124).  We acknowledge there is still further work to be done in the area of 

assessment and feedback, and this is being progressed through the current 

curriculum review.   

 

442. The annual report on the administration of our assessment processes, along with 

each Director’s response, is considered by the QSC and actions arising are 

allocated to the relevant Directors and Heads of Programme.  Since 2014/15 (the 

fourth year of this report), the Assistant Registrar (Student Records) has noted a 

year on year improvement in the administration of assessments.   

 

 

4.5 Effectiveness of the arrangements for securing academic standards 
 

Aspects of the Conservatoire that are distinctive 

443. Curriculum Reform was first proposed around ten years ago, and culminated in the 

approval of new undergraduate programmes in 2012.  The process of Curriculum 

Reform in the context of a conservatoire was itself distinctive and resulted in an 

approach to securing academic standards which, we believe, is suited to our 

context:  namely, the formulation of Curriculum Principles and Graduate Attributes 

which inform our Academic Frameworks and, thus, our programme Aims and 

Learning Outcomes.   

 

444. Features of the Conservatoire’s approach to securing academic standards that are 

typical of the conservatoire sector but, we believe, distinctive in the Scottish HE 

context include:   
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•  our proto-professional learning environment and interconnectedness with the 

professions (e.g. through visiting guest artists and directors), which helps to 

secure our academic standards with respect to current professional practice 

in the performing and production arts; and 

•  our deployment of Specialist External Assessors in the School of Music.   

 

Key areas of strength 

445. In addition to the distinctive features listed above, we consider the following to be 

key areas of strength in our approach to securing academic standards: 

•  the expertise and quality of staff (commended in numerous External 

Examiners’ reports;  

•  the deployment of internal convenors and the use of ‘blind marking’ in SoM 

performance assessment panels (¶370);  

•  our responsiveness to potential concerns (as evidenced by the investigation 

of the strings examinations noted above, ¶440).   

 

Key areas of challenge 

446. We do not believe that there are any key areas of challenge associated with the 

effectiveness of our arrangements for securing academic standards.   

 

How the Conservatoire has evaluated policy and practice 

447. The principal means by which we evaluate policy and practice with respect to 

securing academic standards are: 

•  External Examiners’ annual reports (AIS 9:  QAH 6);  

•  the reports of programme validations and reviews (QAH 3.1 and 3.2); 

• the reports of external conveners of programme reviews (QAH 3.6); 

•  periodic reviews of policy (e.g. the recent review of the effectiveness of the 

admissions policy, and the up-coming review of our progress regulations, see 

below) 

•  we also invite feedback form members of validation and review panels and 

we will receive a joint report from the Co-Convenors of the current review 

panels regarding the effectiveness of the process in terms of securing 

academic standards, as we did during Curriculum Reform.   

 

Current and future plans  

448. The Conservatoire’s current and future plans to enhance the effectiveness of 

arrangements for securing academic standards include: 
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•  a review of Conservatoire-wide and programme-specific progress 

regulations; and 

•  a review of the effectiveness of PG Academic Framework, in advance of the 

review of PG taught programmes in 2018/19.   

 

Effectiveness 

449. Given our robust policies and procedures, and our extensive involvement of 

externals drawn from academe and the professions as External Examiners and 

through our programme validation and review processes (going beyond the 

guidance offered by the UK Quality Code and the SFC), we believe that our 

approach to securing academic standards is effective.   

 

 

4.6 Effectiveness of the Conservatoire’s approach to self-evaluation  
 including the effective use of data to inform decision-making 

 

Aspects of the Conservatoire that are distinctive 

450. The small size of departments is a distinctive feature of the Conservatoire, 

facilitating direct and immediate feedback and therefore close attention to the 

quality of the student experience.   

 

451. The number and frequency of 4- and 5-star reviews of our students’ public 

performances (see AIS 11) function as an indicator of quality that we believe 

distinguishes the Conservatoire in the HE sector.   

 

Key areas of strength 

452. Our Curriculum Reform project was, of itself, a thorough and extensive exercise in 

self-evaluation.  We are currently in the process of reviewing again almost all of 

our undergraduate programmes and, while this process is not as radical (‘review’ 

rather than ‘reform’), it is nevertheless extensive and thoroughly grounded in self-

evaluation.  The reviews of our postgraduate provision, to take place in 

AY 2018/19, will provide another intensive opportunity for self-evaluation, and the 

process for these will be informed by the outcome of the current curriculum review.  

Our willingness and ability to evolve, in response to the feedback of students, 

graduates and externals, is evidence of the effectiveness of our approach to self-

evaluation.   
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453. We also consider the following to be key areas of strength in our approach to self-

evaluation: 

•  our interconnectedness with the professions and our place in various sectoral 

networks; and, through them, the benefit we derive from external views and 

from the insights of our staff through their engagement with the professions 

and with colleagues in other institutions (¶384f);  

•  our use of External Examiners and Specialist External Assessors; the 

inclusion of an external academic on Academic Board; and our programme-

level and conservatoire-level consultation with external stakeholders (§4.2).   

 

Key areas of challenge 

454. As noted elsewhere, responding appropriately to the NSS can be challenging.  This 

is an issue which the Academic Board has been monitoring closely.  Responding 

to the NSS does not in itself pose a risk to academic standards or to quality (our 

quality threshold is high, as noted earlier ¶249); however, our new approach to 

analysing the survey results has been devised to support our self-evaluation and 

thus to further enhance the quality of the student experience, and our learning and 

teaching.   

 

455. Academic Board has approved incremental enhancements to the Annual Dialogue 

process and we believe that through the recent review of the Quality Assurance 

Handbook we have enhanced the process’s evaluative edge.  However, in light of 

feedback on the latest Annual Dialogue process, it seems that we have not quite 

got the approach right in so far as it is intended to provide a process for the 

enhancement of support units.  We would regard this as an ‘area for development’ 

rather than an ‘area of challenge’.  It poses no risk to academic standards, and no 

immediate risk to quality.  We will undertake further consultation with stakeholders 

to ensure that we arrive at an appropriate process to monitor the effectiveness of 

support services.   

 

How the Conservatoire has evaluated policy and practice 

456. Policy in relation to self-evaluation is documented in the Conservatoire’s Quality 

Assurance Handbook (e.g. the annual scrutiny of Performance Indicators and 

External Examiners’ reports, and the Annual Dialogue process itself).  These 

policies were comprehensively reviewed by a sub-group of the Quality and 

Standards Committee (see ¶356), informed by the experience of Directors and 

Heads of Departments in implementing these policies, as well as the feedback of 
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externals (e.g. on the Annual Dialogue process), and with reference to the UK 

Quality Code and SFC Guidance on Quality.   

 

Current and future plans  

457. The Conservatoire’s current and future plans to enhance the effectiveness of its 

approach to self-evaluation include: 

•  the development of an Academic Risk Register;  

•  responding to the reports of the current programme review panels;  

•  responding to the Co-Conveners’ report on the curriculum review process;  

•  further enhancement of the Annual Dialogue process;  

•  review of the effectiveness of the Counselling & Disability Service report;  

•  continuing work to improve our NSS results.   

 

458. We look forward to engaging with the current Enhancement Theme (‘Evidence for 

Enhancement:  Improving the Student Experience’; see ¶286f) as a means of 

further enhancing our use of data for self-evaluation and decision making, and 

further developing the beneficial impact of our Statistical Analyst’s work.   

 

Effectiveness 

459. At the time of ELIR 3, we acknowledged a need ‘to be more discerning in 

separating out the types of feedback we gather and at what level they are 

discussed’.  We believe that our approach to curriculum review, and our new 

approach to analysing data (e.g. for the NSS), supported by the work of the 

Statistical Analyst, have sharpened our focus on critical self-evaluation to inform 

programme development and that, therefore, our approach to self-evaluation is 

effective.   

 

  



Paul Liburd MBE works with dance students on 
new choreography for their end of year show



Jonathan Morton, Artistic Director of Scottish 
Ensemble, conducts a side-by-side 
masterclass with Strings students
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5 Collaborative provision 
 

5.1 Key features of the Conservatoire’s strategic approach  
 to include collaborative activity, online and distance learning where delivered with 

others and work-based learning 

 

Collaborative provision  (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The national 
conservatoire’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

460. By its nature, the Conservatoire is a collaborative organisation – we are open and 

permeable and engage with a rich and varied range of partners in the creation of 

our unique learning environment (see ¶227, 259).   

 

461. In the technical sense defined by the UK Quality Code (Chapter B10), our 

collaborative provision is limited to the following three programmes, representing 

27 students (2% of our student body): 

BMus (Traditional Music – Piping) 

Collaborative Partner: National Piping Centre No. of students: 21 

The BMus (Traditional Music) programme was first validated as the BA 

(Scottish Music) in 1996 and the specialist pathway for pipers commenced 

delivery in 2001/02.  Through this pathway and collaboration, one-to-one tuition 

in piping and specialist classes for pipers are delivered by the NPC.   

MMus/MA (Pianist for Dance) 

Collaborative Partner: Scottish Ballet No. of students: 2 

This pathway through our MMus/MA programme enables one or two students 

per year to develop this highly specialised vocation within the framework of and 

supported by the rest of our masters’ provision.  Some one-to-one tuition, and 

most practical experience takes place at Scottish Ballet.  The pathway 

commenced delivery (at first as a PGDip) in 2005/06. 

MA Learning & Teaching (Gaelic Arts)  

Collaborative Partner: Sabhal Mòr Ostaig (UHI) No. of students: 4 

The MA Learning & Teaching (Gaelic Arts) programme is delivered in 

partnership with SMO and commenced in 2014/15.  The programme also 

includes partnership arrangements with Glasgow Life (a charity working on 

behalf of Glasgow City Council), the National Theatre of Scotland, and The 

Gaelic Books Council and students have opportunities to participate in 

placements at SMO and to access other courses run by SMO.   

 

https://www.glasgowlife.org.uk/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.nationaltheatrescotland.com/
https://www.gaelicbooks.org/
https://www.gaelicbooks.org/
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462.  In all three cases the nature of the collaboration is such that the relevant 

programmes are wholly owned, managed and developed by the Conservatoire in 

accordance with the same processes that apply to all other Conservatoire 

programmes.  In other words, our collaborative partners are wholly integrated into 

the systems and culture of the Conservatoire and are not held at arm’s length, as 

may be the case in other types of collaborative arrangements.  We believe that that 

approach underpins the quality of the student experience on these programmes, 

and minimises the risks associated with this type of provision.   

 

Other collaborative activity  (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and 
quality processes’) 

463. The Conservatoire delivers certain modules on the MMus (Historically Informed 

Performance Practice) programme, which leads to an award of the University of 

Glasgow.  From July 2018, the award and management of the Programme will 

transfer to the Conservatoire, at which point it will become the MA (HIPP), whilst 

maintaining joint delivery with the University (see further at ¶496).  There are 

currently two students on the programme, although we have plans to increase this 

number over time (to around 15–20).   

 

464. The Conservatoire’s research degrees are validated and awarded by the University 

of St Andrews.  The MPhil and PhD commenced delivery in 2000/01; the DPerf 

commenced delivery in 2015/16.  There are currently 29 students registered on our 

research programmes.   

 

465. The BEd (Music) programme has been an award of the Conservatoire since the 

mid 1990s, delivered in collaboration with the University of Glasgow14.  This 

partnership ended in July 2017, at which point the programme moved ‘in house’ to 

be wholly delivered by the Conservatoire (see further discussion at ¶492ff.)  Until 

July 2017, UoG delivered the Education Studies element, and oversaw the School 

Experience element of the programme.   

 

466. The BA Modern Ballet, BA Performance in British Sign Language and English and 

MEd Learning & Teaching (Performing Arts) programmes are not, strictly, 

                                                 
14  The BEd (Music) programme commenced delivery in 1988, at that time as a partnership 

comprising Jordanhill College of Education (now the University of Strathclyde School of 
Education) and St Andrew’s College of Education (now the University of Glasgow School of 
Education).   
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‘collaborative provision’ since they are delivered entirely by the Conservatoire.  

However, we work closely with Scottish Ballet, Solar Bear theatre company and 

YDance respectively in the delivery of the programmes, and these companies 

offered advice during their initial design.  Students also have opportunities to 

participate in performances and placements with the companies.   

 

467. Since 2004/05, the Conservatoire has validated two 5-credit CPD programmes 

delivered by the Association of British Theatre Technicians (ABTT).  This validation 

arrangement is the Conservatoire’s only such ‘third-party’ agreement.  

Approximately 80 students achieve these awards each year.  (See further under 

‘Securing academic standards in collaborative provision’ at ¶488 below.) 

 

468. We also collaborate in order to provide a student service that, due to our small 

scale, we would not be able to provide ourselves:  we have an agreement with 

Glasgow Caledonian University for the provision of the Effective Learning Service 

(see ¶185).   

 

Features of the Conservatoire’s strategic approach to collaborative 
provision  (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, ‘The national conservatoire’ and ‘Our 
curriculum and quality processes’) 

469. We collaborate with other providers in order to offer a rich and distinctive learning 

experience for our students, founded on praxis.  None of our partnerships could be 

described as transactional ‘marriages of convenience’; rather they are all genuinely 

collaborative, and frequently extend beyond the scope of the programme 

collaboration to encompass other creative projects.   

 

470. In the case of our research programmes, we (and our students) benefit from the 

deep and wide experience and research excellence of an ancient university 

(St Andrews) which, combined with our artistic discipline excellence, allows us to 

do distinctive things that we might not be able to do with other partners.  Our newest 

research programme, the Doctor of Performing Arts, is itself distinctive in the UK 

conservatoire sector in providing a terminal degree structure within which 

performing artists can make a significant and original contribution to their 

professional field, revealed through a well-integrated body of artistic work.   

 

471. In our relationship with Scottish Ballet, we bring our experience of managing taught 

provision to a non-HE partner, allowing them to do something distinctive.  And 

https://www.scottishballet.co.uk/
http://www.solarbear.org.uk/
http://www.ydance.org/
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Scottish Ballet presents our students with important insights into the profession – 

for example, our MMus Piano for Dance students fully experience the professional 

life of a company pianist during Scottish Ballet’s production rehearsals and 

performances.  Acknowledging the dearth of qualified teachers in dance, the 

development of programmes leading to registration with the GTCS emerged from 

discussion with Scottish Ballet:  the result was two new pathways through our MEd 

Learning & Teaching in the Performing Arts programme.   

 

472. As can be seen from these two examples, we take different roles depending on the 

nature of the partnership, but all of our partnerships are fundamentally dialogic in 

nature.   

 

 

473. [3] Solar Bear theatre company first approached the Conservatoire in 2011, 

concerned at the lack of conservatoire-based training for actors from within the 

UK’s deaf community.  Following the award of an Innovation Voucher from the 

SFC, a formal partnership emerged, which led to the development of a pilot training 

programme.  This was delivered in three successive years, followed by a summer 

school in July 2014.  The Conservatoire also developed and hosted three 

apprenticeships for deaf artists during this period.  Following consultation with a 

range of companies and professionals (artistic and casting directors, etc.), the 

Conservatoire submitted a proposal to the SFC in late 2014 for establishing a new 

programme for the education of deaf actors.  This was well received and resulted 

in funded places for eight Scottish/EU students on the new BA Performance in 

British Sign Language and English programme – the only programme in the UK for 

the education of deaf actors and performance makers.   

 

Strategic approach to collaborative online and distance learning 

474. The Conservatoire has no collaborative programmes that involve online or distance 

learning.   

 

The Sabhal Mòr Ostaig residency helps with Gaelic language understanding 

and performance as we get in-depth tuition from native speakers, which helps 

both first-language Gaelic speakers and non-speakers alike with the Scoil nan 

Oran module of our course.   

Year 2 student 
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Approach to managing collaborative provision  (linked to Context 5, ‘Our 
curriculum and quality processes’) 

475. Our strategic partnerships (such as that with Sabhal Mòr Ostaig) are governed by 

agreements with the partners.  In all cases, our provision is managed through 

dialogue:  our partnerships are characterised by close and productive working 

relationships between Conservatoire staff and the partner organisation.   

 

476. On a day-to-day basis, collaborative provision is managed by means of the 

Programme Committee including representation from the partner organisation, e.g. 

the BEd (Music) prior to its coming in-house, and BMus (Traditional Music); or by 

the Programme Committee with a separate Advisory Board which comprises 

representatives from the partner organisations and the professions (e.g. the 

MA Learning & Teaching in Gaelic Arts).  The Research Degrees Committee 

functions much as a Programme Committee in the management of research 

degrees:  the Pro-Dean (Postgraduate Research) of the University of St Andrews 

is a member of the RDC, and is responsible for monitoring its decisions on behalf 

of the Dean of the Faculty of Arts, and for ensuring effective communication with 

the University.   

 

477. Our response to feedback from students and the External Examiner on the MA 

Learning & Teaching (Gaelic Arts) programme provides an example of the use of 

quality processes in collaborative activity.  Feedback suggested that the ‘Gaelic 

World’ and ‘Traditional Culture and Literature of the Gaels’ modules on the 

programme were not functioning as well as they might.  In response, it was 

proposed to align the approach with that taken on the MEd programme and replace 

these two modules with a single, new ‘Context and Culture (Gaelic Arts)’ module.  

The proposal went through a rigorous development process:  first it was developed 

by the programme team and presented to the MA L&T (GA) Advisory Board, which 

includes external professionals working in a Gaelic Arts context; then it was passed 

to the External Examiner for comment; then we worked with our delivery partners 

(Sabhal Mòr Ostaig) to further refine the proposals for revision before these were 

approved by the Programme Committee and then progressed through the module 

modification process (AIS 9:  QAH 3.3), for implementation in AY 2017/18.  This 

process exemplifies our approach to managing the quality of the student 

experience:  responsive to feedback; seeking externality in developing our 

proposals; working with expert partners; and using the apparatus of our Quality 

Assurance processes to ensure a high quality outcome.  
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478. [1] Managing effective collaborative activity is time-consuming and resource-

intensive, especially in the context of interaction with professional arts 

organisations.  However, as a unique national institution, we have real confidence 

in our ability to deliver outstanding placement and professional equivalency 

opportunities to large numbers of our students across all disciplines.  Collaborative 

provision is governed by QAH 10 (‘Institutional Partnerships’, AIS 9), which is 

currently undergoing review.   

 

Strategic approach to work-based learning  (linked to Contexts 1 and 5, 
‘The national conservatoire’ and ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

479. Collaboration underpins our practice as performing arts professionals and 

pedagogues.  We recognise the immediate and immense benefit to our students 

of regularly placing them in professional contexts rather than simply preparing them 

for future professional possibilities.  

 

480. Students on certain pathways of the MEd Learning & Teaching (Performing Arts) 

and on the PGCert Learning & Teaching programmes work in a diverse range of 

professional contexts.  The ‘Context and Culture’ module of the MEd programme 

is designed to facilitate the development of professional links and partnerships in 

a way that aligns with students’ professional aspirations.  To support students in 

this module, the Conservatoire employs subject mentors:  students have the option 

to request a subject mentor from an organisation of their choosing (negotiated with 

the Head of Programme) or, alternatively, students may be paired with individuals 

from the National Youth Choir of Scotland or the Citizens Theatre, whom we 

employ on a part-time basis to provide mentoring support.  

 

481. The Conservatoire is very closely interconnected with the creative industries.  We 

have partnerships with major national cultural entities such as Scottish Opera and 

the BBC, and with many local and regional arts and community organisations.   

 

482. Our partnership with Scottish Opera (SO) has led to the creation of critically-

acclaimed co-productions (most recently The Fiery Angel by Prokofiev; see 

AIS 11); every year our orchestral students play side-by-side with the SO 

orchestra; and graduates of the Conservatoire are frequently engaged as 

Emerging Artists with SO, spending a year with the company upon graduation.  Our 

partnership with the BBC covers the full breadth of our provision:  orchestral 

http://www.nycos.co.uk/
http://www.citz.co.uk/
https://www.scottishopera.org.uk/
https://www.scottishopera.org.uk/media/2594/the-sunday-series-opera-in-concert-the-fiery-angel-press-release.pdf
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students play side-by-side in the BBC SSO; conducting and composition students 

have opportunities to work with the orchestra; and film, acting and opera students 

have worked in the concert hall and on location with the BBC.   

 

 

483. Our students derive significant benefit from our close relationships with these and 

numerous other professional companies and individual artists and producers 

including Red Note Ensemble, Citizens Theatre, National Theatre of Scotland, 

Dundee Rep Theatre, Tramway, Tron Theatre, Celtic Connections, Globe 

Education, the BBC, Lyceum Theatre, Scottish Prisons Service and many others.  

(See further at ¶195ff, ‘Support for Employability, Enterprise, Entrepreneurship, 

Graduate Attributes and post-Graduation’.)  [2] In addition, students taking 

modules such as ‘The Teaching Musician’ benefit from placements at the Junior 

Conservatoire and in our regional arts centres (e.g. Dumfries House in Ayrshire).   

 

 

484. Work-based learning is governed by QAH 11 (‘Placement Learning’; AIS 9), which 

is currently undergoing review, and arrangements for work-based learning are 

scrutinised through the processes of programme validation and review (QAH 3.1 

and 3.2).   

 

 

5.2 Effectiveness of the approach to managing collaborative provision  
 including arrangements for securing academic standards and enhancing the 

student learning experience 

 

Arrangements for securing academic standards in collaborative provision 
(linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality processes’) 

485. All of the programmes listed at ¶461 lead to qualifications awarded by the 

Conservatoire and, therefore, the Conservatoire is responsible for the academic 

standards of these awards.  As such, they are fully integrated into Conservatoire 

quality assurance and enhancement processes, as required by QAH 10 (AIS 9) – 

colleagues from partner institutions participate fully in programme monitoring and 

review activity and are full members of the appropriate Progress Committees and 

I have worked with the SCO and the BBC SSO during my time studying and 

these experiences have been essential to my development.   

Year 4 student 

 

We’re extremely lucky to be able to work alongside lecturers during Celtic 

Connections and perform at such an exciting festival.   

Year 2 student 

 

http://www.rednoteensemble.com/
http://www.citz.co.uk/
https://www.nationaltheatrescotland.com/about/
http://www.dundeerep.co.uk/
http://www.tramway.org/Pages/home.aspx
https://www.tron.co.uk/
https://www.celticconnections.com/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.shakespearesglobe.com/education
http://www.shakespearesglobe.com/education
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Boards of Examiners.  To all intents and purposes, staff of partner organisations 

are treated as staff of the Conservatoire in the delivery of collaborative activity, and 

in attendant staff development activities.  For research degrees, the Research 

Degrees Committee scrutinises the outcomes of progress reviews – the equivalent 

of the Progress Committee for taught degrees.   

 
486. As with all of our programmes, External Examiners (and, in the SoM, Specialist 

External Assessors) scrutinise student work/performances in order to secure 

academic standards.  Proposals for EE/SEA nominations will often be made by the 

partner organisation, given their access to peer networks, but the actual 

appointment is a matter for the Conservatoire.  For example, the Specialist External 

Assessor for the MMus Piano for Dance pathway requires deep musicianship skills 

in the specialised context of dance accompaniment to an extent that would be 

uncommon even within the Conservatoire’s networks.  EE/SEA nominations are 

given careful consideration by the Programme Committee prior to consideration 

and approval through the appropriate committee structure (see AIS 9:  QAH 6).   

 

487. For research degrees, two External Examiners are appointed for each PhD/DPerf 

candidate.  This is an enhancement of practice at the University of St Andrews, 

where candidates are normally examined by one internal and one external 

examiner.  Our approach ensures rigour as well as appropriate expertise coverage, 

given that the work of many of our research students is trans-disciplinary or sits 

between knowledge domains.  EE nominations are collectively scrutinised by the 

Research Degrees Committee – something that is not common in the sector.  As 

noted above, the Pro-Dean (Postgraduate Research) of the University of 

St Andrews is a member of the RDC.  EE appointments are ultimately approved 

by the Senatus Academicus of the University, and the nomination and appointment 

process is overseen by the Pro-Dean and the University’s registry.  The RDC 

reflects annually on progression and completion statistics.   

 

488. The two ABTT awards were reviewed in 2016/17 and re-approved for one year, 

pending a review of the processes by which these programmes are validated and 

reviewed (i.e. AIS 9:  QAH 3 and QAH 10).  A proposal to validate a third 

programme was declined, although ABTT were invited to resubmit the proposal 

along with revised documentation for the existing awards.  The Conservatoire 

secures the academic standards of ABTT awards through an annual monitoring 

visit by Conservatoire staff.   
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Arrangements for enhancing the student learning experience in 
collaborative provision (linked to Context 5, ‘Our curriculum and quality 
processes’) 

489. As noted above, the quality assurance and enhancement processes for 

collaborative provision leading to awards of the Conservatoire are no different from 

those of any other programmes delivered by the Conservatoire.  Our Programme 

Committee structure and annual monitoring process are key in ensuring the 

continual enhancement of the student learning experience.  See ¶477 for an 

example of the rigorous way in which we respond to feedback in relation to 

modules delivered in collaboration with another provider.   

 

490. The Conservatoire's relationship with the University of St Andrews is overseen by 

a Joint Board, which meets annually.  The student experience is monitored by the 

Conservatoire’s Research Degrees Committee which includes two student 

representatives:  their feedback leads to enhancement of our practice (as 

evidenced in the minutes of RDC), and that in turn is fed back to St Andrews via 

minutes and the Pro-Dean responsible for our partnership.  We are currently 

responding to student feedback with the development of plans for a graduate 

teaching assistant programme.   

 

491. There is a reciprocal flow of ideas between the Conservatoire and its partners, 

frequently extending beyond the scope of the collaborative programme.  An 

example is the recent development of SHARE (Science, Humanities and Arts 

Research Exchange), an initiative set up by one of our Athenaeum Research 

Fellows, and sponsored by a Vice-Principal at the University of St Andrews, to put 

scientists at the University in touch with artists at the Conservatoire.  Similarly, our 

Research Lecturer has been leading a number of evaluation and research projects 

with Scottish Ballet (working with the education department) with further training 

for staff proposed. 

 

492. Following extensive internal deliberation (beginning in 2014) involving CSMT, 

Academic Board and the Board of Governors, it was agreed to withdraw from the 

MoA with the University of Glasgow in respect of the BEd (Music) programme and 

to deliver the programme ‘in house’.  This significant decision was taken on the 

basis of a range of data, including: 

•   feedback from students regarding their sense of lack of integration with the 

Conservatoire, and especially the lack of performance opportunities;  

https://pure.rcs.ac.uk/portal/en/organisations/sciences-humanities-and-arts-research-exchange-share(e7583df4-c4c8-4e6c-83ec-c28e46cbbf9c).html
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•  an acknowledgement of critical feedback received through annual reports on 

the effectiveness of the examination process, with respect to assessments 

at the University; 

•  an analysis of the benefits to students and opportunities and risks to the 

Conservatoire; 

•  an analysis of the disadvantages and their potential mitigation;  

•  a costing analysis (in the context of a range of other cost-saving measures);  

•  an analysis of the potential impact on staff and the likely implications of 

Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations.   

 

493. The potential for the Conservatoire to provide an enhanced student experience 

through the provision of bespoke Education Studies modules (in the context of 

performing arts education, rather than generic delivery across a range of unrelated 

subject disciplines) was seen to be a significant advantage of the proposal, along 

with the scope for synergies with the MEd programme and our strategic 

developments in performing arts education more generally.   

 

494. When the decision was made, and notification given to the University, a staged 

process was worked out, overseen by a Transitions Group comprising the Director 

of Music, the Academic Registrar, the Head of the BEd Programme, and the 

Programme Leader at the University (who was later to transfer to the 

Conservatoire).  These next steps included sensitive discussions with the 

University, with which we have maintained a positive relationship, and extensive 

consultation with students, External Examiners, and external stakeholders, 

including the GTCS.   

 

495. The programme was reviewed in March 2017 and re-approved with several 

commendations and five conditions, one of which was to provide an evaluation 

report of the first year of ‘in house’ delivery.  (We will share this with the Review 

Team, when it is complete.)  See ¶365 for further details of the review process for 

this programme.   

 

496. In April 2015, the Music Department at the University of Glasgow proposed that 

their MMus (HIPP) programme might change to become either a jointly validated 

degree of the University and Conservatoire, or an award of the Conservatoire 

maintaining joint delivery with the University.  In keeping with the dialogic nature of 

our partnership, a series of fruitful meetings ensued, and it was agreed that the 
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latter option would be most beneficial to both institutions and to students, in seeking 

to create a critical mass of students.  Among the perceived benefits of this 

arrangement were noted: 

•   the stronger marketing and greater recruitment potential of the Conservatoire 

as the lead institution;  

•   clearer academic management of the programme; and  

•   greater opportunities to develop Early Music within the Conservatoire, 

currently under represented within our programmes by comparison with our 

competitors.   

  

497. Following this agreement, the proposal to develop new modules forming a new 

pathway within our existing MA (Music) programme was considered by QSC and 

the Academic Board; the financial and strategic aspects of the proposal were 

considered by CSMT.  The MoA governing the partnership is currently being 

negotiated and the new programme will run from September 2018.  It will be 

evaluated through the review of the masters’ programmes in 2018/19.   

 

Aspects of the Conservatoire that are distinctive 

498. The Conservatoire’s collaborative provision is distinctive by its very nature.  The 

BA Performance in BSL and English and the MMus/MA in Piano for Dance are the 

only degrees of their kind in the UK; and the DPerf programme is distinctive in the 

UK conservatoire sector as a programme in which performing artists can make a 

significant and original contribution to their professional field through a body of 

artistic work.  Our position as the national conservatoire provides a particular 

rationale for our partnerships with Sabhal Mòr Ostaig and the National Piping 

Centre in degrees that promote aspects of Scottish cultural identity (MA Learning 

& Teaching (Gaelic Arts) and BMus Traditional Music – Piping); and the MMus 

(HIPP) programme is unique in Scotland.  All of these partnerships are founded on 

an understanding of the importance of praxis, and they all result in creative output 

of one kind or another.   

 

 

It’s amazing to be able to study traditional music at degree level, and to have 
such highly respected musicians as our instructors. It has meant that I am 
able to study the music which is most important to me, and to learn about the 
cultural importance of the study of traditional music. 

Year 2 student 
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Key areas of strength 

499. We consider the following to be key areas of strength in our approach to managing 

collaborative provision:   

•  the quality, range and dialogic nature of our partnerships, facilitating not only 

effective management of the programme, but also the reciprocal flow of 

creative ideas between the Conservatoire and its partners (¶491);  

•  the management of partnerships through Programme Committees and 

Advisory Boards (¶476);  

•  the application of our standard quality processes to all collaborative provision 

that leads to an award of the Conservatoire (¶462);  

•  the appointment of two External Examiners for research students, ensuring 

rigour as well as appropriate expertise coverage (¶487).  

 

Key areas of challenge 

500. We do not believe that there are any key areas of challenge associated with the 

effectiveness of our approach to managing collaborative provision.   

 

How the Conservatoire has evaluated policy and practice 

501. We evaluate policy and practice with respect to the management of collaborative 

provision, securing academic standards and enhancing the student learning 

experience through our standard quality processes, viz: 

•  External Examiners’ annual reports (AIS 9:  QAH 6);  

•  annual scrutiny of Performance Indicators (QAH 7);  

•  Programme Annual Reports for the Annual Dialogue process (QAH 5.3);  

•  the reports of programme validations and reviews (QAH 3.1 and 3.2); 

•  periodic reviews of policy (e.g. the current review of the effectiveness of QAH 

10, ‘Institutional Partnerships’, see below).   

This ELIR process itself also provides an opportunity for the evaluation of policy 

and practice, as does our review of the Quality Assurance Handbook.   

 

502. The descriptions above (¶492, 496) of the processes by which we decided to vary 

our relationships with the University of Glasgow with respect to the BEd (Music) 

and MMus (HIPP) programmes indicate the level of care with which we manage 

these relationships.   
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Current and future plans  

503. Working with colleagues at the University of St Andrews, we are currently 

responding to student feedback with the development of plans for a graduate 

teaching assistant programme for research students.   

   

504. The Assistant Principal is leading the review of QAH 10 (Institutional Partnerships, 

AIS 9) and QAH 11 (Placement Learning) to ensure that these policies are 

appropriately robust and take account of good practice in the sector, especially in 

light of recent discourses in performing arts professions concerning appropriate 

behaviours in professional settings.  Once reviewed, QAH 10 will facilitate the 

review of the ABTT programmes, and negotiation of the Memorandum of 

Agreement with the University of Glasgow in respect of the MA (HIPP) programme.   

 

505. With the BEd (Music) programme coming ‘in house’, we are beginning to develop 

synergies between that programme and the MEd, and considering further plans for 

programmes for performing arts teachers (¶493).   

 

Effectiveness 

506. Our experience has shown us that our student experience is significantly enhanced 

by our collaborative activity.  We recognise that the combination of the quality of 

our partners, the strong partnership in programme delivery, and the vocational 

nature of the partnerships are key factors in this success.   

 

507. The Academic Board oversees appropriate measures to minimise any potential 

risks to the quality and standards of these programmes through the work of the 

Programme Committees, through the Annual Dialogue process, through the 

annual report on the effectiveness of the examination process, and by the close 

and productive working relationships that we cultivate with our partners which, as 

noted above, frequently extend beyond the collaborative programmes themselves.  

Therefore we believe that our approach to managing collaborative provision is 

effective.   

  



BA Performance in British Sign Language & English students 
perform in Dream On!, a collaborative project between the 
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland, Glasgow School of Art, BBC 
Scottish Symphony Orchestra and the University of Glasgow.
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Conclusion 

I joined the RCS in 2014 having 

previously served as the Director of the 

Peabody Institute in Baltimore and the 

Dean at the Cleveland Institute of Music.  

I worked in both the UK and USA and with 

key partner institutions in Asia and was 

immediately taken with the RCS’s sense 

of adventure and its connectedness to its 

community.  In my view, it is one of the 

unique institutions in the world because of 

its span across the performing arts and 

because of the responsibility it holds as 

Scotland’s national conservatoire – and 

this is a nation that values the arts as a 

public good and necessity, as our Cabinet 

Secretary for Culture, Fiona Hyslop, 

stated ‘we do not measure the worth of 

culture and heritage solely in pounds and 

pence – we value culture and heritage 

I write this almost six years to the day to 

when I first entered the Royal 

Conservatoire of Scotland.  I was there to 

audition for a place on the BA (Hons) in 

Contemporary Performance Practice.  At 

that time I had no idea the educational 

journey I would go on but I had a ‘feeling’ 

that this was where I wanted to be.  That 

feeling crept up on me, amidst the nerves 

and awe at the other candidates, whilst I 

was in conversation with the panel.  The 

Head of Programme, two graduates and I 

became immersed in conversation that I 

got joyfully, passionately lost within.  We 

talked of the performance I had shared, 

family, poetry and their work.  Only when 

this conversation ended and I left the 

room did I realise how special that 

moment was and how I craved to 
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precisely because they are so much 

more, because they are our heart, our 

soul, our essence’.   

 

Our responsibilities include creating 

pathways and partnerships so that 

graduates can find employment, 

enhancing teaching alongside 

performance to improve the quality of arts 

teaching for young people, and working 

passionately to widen access to the arts 

from a position of belief:  that all arts are a 

reflection of society and they are 

enhanced when they share the widest 

possible contributions from diverse 

practitioners. 

 

We are a unique institution and among a 

handful of performing arts peers that are 

innovating and providing direction for 

performing art forms to collaborate, 

develop and engage with their 

communities.  I believe that the 

Conservatoire is one of the most 

empowering and engaging institutions of 

any in higher education.  You sense that 

when you walk in the door with students 

and staff from mixed disciplines talking, 

planning projects, and planning their work 

for the day.  You sense this in our Bridge 

Week and ‘Introduction to Collaborative 

Practice’ classes, where students learn 

about each other’s art forms and create 

shared, newly devised work. .  You sense 

it in everyday activities, such as this past 

week when our BA Actors partnered our 

continue it.  This is how my four years of 

undergraduate study at the Conservatoire 

can be summarised.  Immersed within the 

world of performance, being exhausted, 

frustrated, elated and challenged – only to 

find in the moments of pause the sheer 

volume that I had learnt.  The 

Conservatoire offered to me, and the 

many others who come through its door, 

an exceptional education.   

 

That is not say it is without challenge.  As 

President of the Students’ Union over the 

last two years I have seen some of the 

difficulties of lack of resource.  Engaging 

students in reviews and feedback 

mechanisms can prove difficult when long 

hours and the proto-professional 

environment leave the dark evening hours 

for only those with some energy left to 

engage.  Couple this with a Union with 

one sabbatical officer and part-time 

administrative support, the capacity to 

develop engagement is limited.   Space 

remains an issue for students outside of 

the practice and rehearsal room, 

workshop, and kit stores to just socialise 

and come together.  It is an oft-used 

saying that some of the best ideas 

happen over a drink.  To my mind this is a 

metaphor, for some of the best moments 

happen when you relax and come 

together.  Pressures on mental health 

within the arts and Higher Education are 

well documented and the Students’ Union 
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first cohort of BA Performance in BSL and 

English students in staging their historic 

first showcase. 

 

This Conservatoire is making artistic 

determinations, engaging with deep 

societal questions of our day and 

developing agency for our students to not 

simply seek employment (which they do 

find at pleasingly high percentages) but to 

leave an artistic imprint on their 

communities and find their own unique 

voice. 

 

I believe that this Reflective Analysis 

represents an insightful and authentic 

view of the Conservatoire – our many and 

remarkable strengths, as well as our 

challenges.  I very much look forward to 

welcoming you to the Conservatoire.   

 

Professor Jeffrey Sharkey 
Principal 

is committed to working with the 

Conservatoire to support its members.   

 

My time at the Conservatoire is coming to 

a close, an apt time to find pause and 

reflection.  The last six years I have seen 

the growth of understanding around 

Equality and Diversity, with the setting up 

of the E&D Creative Fund.  I have seen 

re-working and refinement of collaborative 

opportunity within the Conservatoire.  I 

have been a part of frank conversations to 

enhance mental health support.  The 

Conservatoire has allowed itself to 

change through the carving of moments 

to pause and reflect, like it asks of the 

artists it nurtures.  I am proud of how the 

Conservatoire has developed in the last 

six years, exploring new ways to cope 

with challenges and producing fierce, 

divergent artists to engage Scotland and 

the world. 

Will Stringer 
President, Students’ Union 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix A:  Student Population by Programme 

Table A1:  Undergraduate Programmes 

School of Music Duration Mode Numbers 

BMus Hons 4 years FT 336 

BMus (Traditional Music, inc. Piping) Hons 4 years FT 70 

BEd (Music) Hons 4 years FT 107 

Total 513 

School of Drama, Dance, Production & Film 

BA Acting 3 years FT 69 

BA Contemp. Perf. Practice Hons 4 years FT 59 

BA Filmmaking 3 years FT 44 

BA Modern Ballet 3 years FT 44 

BA Musical Theatre 3 years FT 51 

BA Perf. in British Sign Language & English15 3 years FT 10 

BA Production Arts & Design 3 years FT 51 

BA Production Technology & Management 3 years FT 56 

Total 384 

Table A2:  Postgraduate Taught Programmes 

School of Music Duration Mode Numbers 

MMus 2 years FT16 132 

MA (Music) 1 year FT 21 

Total 153 

School of Drama, Dance, Production & Film 

MA Classical and Contemporary Text 1 year FT 27 

MA Musical Theatre 1 year FT 23 

Total 50 

Directorate of Fair Access 

MA Learning & Teaching (Gaelic Arts) 3 years PT 4 

MEd L&T (Performing Arts) 3 years PT 63 

PGCert L&T (Arts Education) 17 months PT 6 

PGCert L&T (Higher Arts Education) 17 months PT 10 

Total 83 

                                                 
15  The BA Perf. in BSL & English has only one cohort of students at any given time.   
16  The MMus programme includes a part-time route which currently has six students.   
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Table A3:  Postgraduate Research Programmes Duration Mode Numbers 

MPhil 
1 year FT 1 

2 years PT 0 

PhD 
3 years FT 5 

6 years PT 17 

DPerf 
3 years FT 4 

6 years PT 2 

Total 29 
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Appendix B:  Composition of the Student Population 

Table B1:  Undergraduate Programmes 

 SoM SoDDPF Total 

 12/13 17/18 12/13 17/18 12/13 17/18 

Students 417 513 335 384 752 897 

% Female 51% 53% 59% 57% 54% 54% 

% Male 49% 47% 41% 43% 46% 46% 

% Scot / EU 69% 73% 63% 59% 66% 67% 

% rUK 23% 17% 26% 26% 24% 21% 

% International 8% 10% 11% 15% 10% 12% 

% Students with Disabilities 12% 21% 29% 33% 20% 26% 

% White 84% 86% 83% 87% 84% 87% 

% SIMD17 20 or 40 21% 22% 24% 41% 22% 30% 

 

Table B2:  Postgraduate Taught Programmes 

 SoM SoDDPF DoFA Total 

 12/13 17/18 12/13 17/18 17/18 12/13 17/18 

Students 112 153 54 50 83 166 286 

% Female 50% 59% 57% 64% 83% 53% 67% 

% Male 50% 41% 43% 36% 17% 47% 33% 

% Scot / EU 43% 43% 38% 32% 95% 42% 56% 

% rUK 25% 23% 26% 16% 1% 25% 15% 

% International 32% 34% 36% 52% 4% 33% 28% 

% Students with Disabilities 7% 17% 7% 16% 14% 7% 16% 

% White 69% 71% 83% 78% 98% 73% 80% 

 

Table B3:  Postgraduate Research Programmes 

 SoM SoDDPF Total 

 12/13 17/18 12/13 17/18 12/13 17/18 

Students 13 24 3 5 16 29 

% Female 38% 46% 34% 60% 38% 48% 

% Male 62% 54% 66% 40% 62% 52% 

% Scot / EU 77% 58% 66% 80% 75% 62% 

% rUK 8% 17% 0% 0% 6% 14% 

% International 15% 25% 34% 20% 19% 24% 

% Students with Disabilities 8% 4% 0% 40% 6% 10% 

% White 92% 79% 100% 100% 94% 83% 

                                                 
17  SIMD statistics are shows as proportions of Scottish-domiciled students only.  The other 

statistics are shown as proportions of the ‘Students’ row.   
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Appendix C:  Number of Students per Department 

School of Music No. of students 

Woodwind 43 

Brass 42 

Strings 88 

Timpani & Percussion 9 

Guitar & Harp 21 

Keyboard 84 

Jazz 30 

Traditional (inc. Piping) 83 

Composition 34 

Conducting 2 

Vocal Performance 92 

Opera 27 

Joint Principal Study 5 

Music Education (i.e. BEd Music) 107 

School of Drama, Dance, Production and Film  

Acting 69 

Contemporary Performance Practice 59 

Filmmaking 44 

Modern Ballet 44 

Musical Theatre (UG & PG) 74 

Performance in British Sign Language & English 10 

Production Arts & Design / Production Technology & Management 107 

Classical and Contemporary Text 27 

Directorate of Fair Access  

PG Learning & Teaching programmes 83 
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Appendix D:  Advance Information Set Contents 

 
1.  Mapping to the UK Quality Code 

2.  Sample of recent institution-led review reports and responses, as well as 

programme documents and reflective analyses: 

 a)  BMus, 2018 

 b)  BEd Music, 2017 

 c)  BMus Traditional Music, 2015 

 d)  BA Performance in British Sign Language and English, 2015 

 e)  MA Classical and Contemporary Text, 2014 

3.  SFC Annual Returns 

4.  Annual Monitoring Reports 

 a)  Annual Dialogue reports 

 b)  Performance Indicators 

5.  External Examiners’ Reports and Responses – Summary Report  

6.  Analysis of student feedback from preceding academic year 

7.  Strategic Plan, 2015–2020  

8.  Outcome Agreement and self-evaluation for 2016/17  

9. Quality Assurance Handbook  

10. UG Academic Framework 

11. Sample of Published Reviews of Performances 

12. CUK Graduate Tracking Study – Summary 

13. Movers and Shakers 

14.   What’s On Guide (Jan – Mar 2018) 

15. Two video interviews with Transitions students: 

•  Steven Warnock, BMus Year 3 student:   

 http://bit.ly/StevenWarnock 

•  Moira Ross, BA Performance BSL and English Year 3 student:   

 http://bit.ly/MoiraRoss 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=99&v=pf4ZXBJite8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=2&v=IBnKZGWttiY
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Glossary 
 

AAS Academic Administration and Support 

ABTT Association of British Theatre Technicians 

AEC Association Européene des Conservatoires, Académies de  
Musique et Musikhochschulen 

Annual Dialogue The Conservatoire’s process of annual monitoring (see 
AIS 9:  QAH 5.3) 

ASIMUT space-planning and timetabling software 

ATCA Approaches to Critical Artistry – a core module across all 
postgraduate taught programmes 

BAME Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic 

Bridge Week From 2013–2017, the week between the end of Trimester 1 
and the beginning of Trimester 2 (usually the first week in 
February).  No formal teaching takes place during this week, 
and trans-disciplinary student groups may bid for access to 
Conservatoire resources and facilities in order to rehearse 
and produce performances etc.  From 2018, Bridge Week 
will be combined with the final Transitions Week of the year, 
in June, with the same opportunities for student trans-
disciplinary collaboration.   

BSL British Sign Language 

CCT Classical & Contemporary Text 

CPP Contemporary Performance Practice 

CPU Central Production Unit – a department that facilitates 
Conservatoire productions 

CSMT Conservatoire Senior Management Team (see ¶18) 

CUK Conservatoires UK:  an umbrella body representing eleven of 
the UK’s conservatoires  

Curriculum Reform The project undertaken by the Conservatoire over a four-year 
period, concluding in 2012.  The project was concerned with 
the review of all undergraduate programmes in the 
Conservatoire and led to the creation of an Academic 
Framework, founded on six ‘Curriculum Principles’.  All 
undergraduate programmes were reviewed in relation to this 

http://www.abtt.org.uk/
https://www.aec-music.eu/
https://www.aec-music.eu/
http://www.conservatoiresuk.ac.uk/
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Framework in 2012 and new programmes began in 
September that year. 

DLHE Destination of Leavers from Higher Education  

DoFA Directorate of Fair Access 

EE External Examiner (see AIS 9:  QAH 6) 

ELIA European League of Institutes of the Arts 

GTCS General Teaching Council for Scotland 

HEA Higher Education Academy 

HIPP Historically Informed Performance Practice 

HoD Head of Department 

HoP Head of Programme 

ICON Innovative Conservatoire – an international collaboration to 
stimulate knowledge exchange, innovation and reflective 
practice in Conservatoires.  

ICP Introduction to Collaborative Practice – a core module across 
all undergraduate programmes 

International In the context of student recruitment, ‘international’ or 
‘overseas’ refers to students outside of the European Union 

ITE Initial Teacher Education.  ITE programmes are accredited 
by the GTCS.  Successful completion leads to provisional 
registration with the GTCS.  The Conservatoire has two ITE 
programmes:  the BEd (Music) and Pathway 5 through the 
MEd programme (for teachers of dance).   

KPIs Key Performance Indicators 

L&T Learning and Teaching 

Learning Agreement an agreement made between a disabled student, the 
Counsellor and Disability Adviser and the relevant Head of 
Department/Programme (or representative) setting out 
arrangements to facilitate learning and assessment, including 
reasonably adjustments.   

Learning Contract see ‘Student Contract’ 

MusiQuE Music Quality Enhancement agency 

https://www.hesa.ac.uk/news/29-06-2017/sfr245-destinations-of-leavers
http://www.elia-artschools.org/
http://www.gtcs.org.uk/
http://heacademy.ac.uk/
http://www.innovativeconservatoire.com/
http://www.musique-qe.eu/
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National Companies The collective term for the five national performing 
companies in Scotland, viz: 

Royal Scottish National Orchestra 

National Theatre of Scotland 

Scottish Chamber Orchestra 

Scottish Opera 

Scottish Ballet 

PAD Production Arts & Design 

PCR Programme Completion Rate (see AIS 9:  QAH 7) 

PDT Programme Design Team – the team that leads the 
development of a programme through its validation or review 
process 

PTHP Part-Time Hourly Paid.  This term has been replaced with 
‘part-time’.   

PTM Production Technology and Management 

QAH Quality Assurance Handbook (AIS 9) 

QSC Quality and Standards Committee 

RDC Research Degrees Committee 

RKE Research and Knowledge Exchange 

RSNO Royal Scottish National Orchestra 

rUK ‘rest of the UK’ (i.e. England, Wales, Northern Ireland).  In 
terms of recruitment, this distinction is important at 
undergraduate level since Scottish and EU students do not 
pay fees to study in Scotland, whereas rUK and international 
students do.   

Rules and Regulations The Conservatoire’s Regulations, Codes of Procedure and 
General Rules 

SAR Student Achievement Rate (see AIS 9:  QAH 7) 

SCO Scottish Chamber Orchestra 

SDTN Scottish Drama Training Network 

SEA Specialist External Assessor (deployed in the School of 
Music, see AIS 9:  QAH 6) 

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/ArtsCultureSport/arts/Sponsored-bodies/NationalPerformingCompanies
http://sdtn.org/
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SHEP Schools for Higher Education Programme 

SIMD Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation 

SMO Sabhal Mòr Ostaig – part of the University of the Highlands 
and Islands 

SMT School Management Team – a committee in each School 
comprising the Heads of Programmes and Departments, 
chaired by the Director of the School 

SoM School of Music 

SoDDPF 

SoDDPS 

School of Drama, Dance, Production and Film (formerly 
known as SoDDPS – School of Drama, Dance, Production 
and Screen) 

Student Contract an electronic document that records agreements made 
between students and staff regarding their programme.  
Formerly known as ‘Learning Contract’.   

SU Students’ Union 

T20/40 Transitions 20/40 – a programme for students from SIMD 
20/40 postcodes.  From 2017, this programme is known as 
‘Transitions’.   

WACI Widening Access to the Creative Industries 

 
  

http://www.gov.scot/Topics/Statistics/SIMD
http://www.smo.uhi.ac.uk/en/
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/about_us/transitions-2040/
https://www.rcs.ac.uk/about_us/widening-access-creative-industries/
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R C S . A C . U K

“RCS gave me all  
the tools I needed 
to draw upon as a 
professional actor.” 

Sam Heughan

Actor, Outlander

Watch Sam: rcs.ac.uk/samheughan

“My tutor Allan Neave 
offered me the freedom 
to try different things  
and never said there  
was anything I couldn’t 
do. This approach 
worked for me.”

Sean Shibe

BBC Music Magazine Award  
nominated classical musician

Read more: rcs.ac.uk/seanshibe 

“As a technical 
designer, the diversity 
of performance 
opportunities RCS 
offered was the reason I 
choose to study here.” 

Grant Anderson

Lighting Designer

Watch Grant: rcs.ac.uk/grantanderson

“The partnership 
between RCS and 
Scottish Ballet gave 
me insight of what it 
was really like to be a 
professional dancer.”

Jamie Reid 

Dancer with Scottish Ballet

Watch Jamie: rcs.ac.uk/jamiereid 

“It’s great to be a  
student in Glasgow – 
there’s so much going on 
in the city and you have 
contact with all of the 
orchestras and theatres  
in Scotland.”

Catriona Morison

Opera singer and first British winner of 
Cardiff Singer of the World 2017

Watch Catriona: rcs.ac.uk/
catrionamorison

“RCS is the only drama 
school that teaches the 
Nadine George technique 
and I found it an incredibly  
useful part of my actor 
training.”

Sarah Miele

Actress, Harry Potter and the Cursed Child

Read more: rcs.ac.uk/sarahmiele

“Glasgow is an  
amazing place to be 
an artist. It’s full of 
creative people.”

C Duncan 

Mercury Award-nominated  
composer and musician

Watch C Duncan: rcs.ac.uk/cduncan 

“The Acting programme 
was flexible and allowed 
me to study and work 
professionally at the same 
time. During my studies I 
performed in the National 
Theatre of Scotland’s 
Black Watch which was  
an amazing experience.”

Jack Lowden

Olivier Award-winning actor, Dunkirk, 
War and Peace and Steven

Read more: rcs.ac.uk/jacklowden

“I really miss the 
atmosphere of RCS. 
Three years went by so 
fast – I spent the whole 
time studying and seeing 
shows at RCS and  
around Glasgow.”

Basia Binkowska 

Winner of the Linbury Prize 2017  
for Set Design

Watch Basia: rcs.ac.uk/basiabinkowska

rcs.ac.uk/samheughan
rcs.ac.uk/basiabinkowska
rcs.ac.uk/sarahmiele
rcs.ac.uk/seanshibe
rcs.ac.uk/jamiereid
rcs.ac.uk/cduncan
rcs.ac.uk/grantanderson
rcs.ac.uk/catrionamorison
rcs.ac.uk/catrionamorison
rcs.ac.uk/jacklowden




 “I wouldn’t have 
stood a chance in the 
professional world if it 
wasn’t for my three years 
here. They were the  
most important years  
of my life.”

David Tennant

Actor, Dr Who, Broadchurch and  
Jessica Jones

Watch David: rcs.ac.uk/davidtennant

“To be in such a positive 
artistic environment, 
with so many outlets  
for performance,  
was fantastic.”

Sarah Ayoub

One half of chart-topping musical  
group The Ayoub Sisters 

Read more: rcs.ac.uk/sarahayoub  

“I was given the  
chance to play roles I 
wouldn’t necessarily be 
given externally – it gave 
me the confidence to go 
for more jobs.”

Crystal Clarke

Actress, Star Wars: The Force Awakens, 
Star Wars: The Last Jedi

Watch Crystal: rcs.ac.uk/crystalclarke

“RCS is a hub of creativity 
and is such an exciting 
place to be.”

Hannah Rarity

BBC Radio Scotland Young Traditional 
Musician of the Year, 2018 

Read more: rcs.ac.uk/hannahrarity 

“RCS is an institution 
that tackles big pieces of 
theatre and doesn’t shy 
away from making full, 
polished productions.”

Kenneth MacLeod

Theatre designer and illustrator

Read more: rcs.ac.uk/kennethmacleod

“The Edinburgh  
Festival gives you a 
chance to show new  
art and show the great 
stuff that’s going on  
in Scotland.”

Tom Poulson

Co-Principal Trumpet with the 
Västerås Sinfonietta

Watch Tom: rcs.ac.uk/tompoulson 

“As soon as I got  
here I knew this was 
the right path for me to 
explore the agency of 
performance-making.” 

Nic Green

Award-winning performance-maker

Watch Nic: rcs.ac.uk/cpp

“My studies here  
allowed me to strengthen 
my inner musician by 
learning from lots of 
established musicians  
in the conservatoire.”

Daniel Ciobanu

Pianist, Arthur Rubinstein Piano 
Competition prize-winner

Watch Daniel: rcs.ac.uk/danielciobanu

“My time at RCS was 
creative, collaborative, 
enlightening and just the 
right amount of crazy.”

Krysty Wilson-Cairns

Screenwriter, Forbes’ 30 under 30, 2017

Read more: rcs.ac.uk/krystywilsoncairns

R C S . A C . U K

rcs.ac.uk/davidtennant
rcs.ac.uk/hannahrarity
rcs.ac.uk/cpp
rcs.ac.uk/sarahayoub
rcs.ac.uk/kennethmacleod
rcs.ac.uk/danielciobanu
rcs.ac.uk/crystalclarke
rcs.ac.uk/tompoulson
rcs.ac.uk/krystywilsoncairns
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